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PIASJ© TECHNIC BOTLBiEm^ ©F SSESEM 
The New Gradus Ad Parnassum 
IN EIGHT BOOKS By I. PHILIPP Price, $1.00 Each 
JN THIS unique work each separate department of technic > considered by itself, all the 
each subject is treated 
studies adapted to each of the class 
Part 1-LEFT HAND TECHNIC 
Part 2-RIGHT HAND TECHNIC 
Part 3-HANDS TOGETHER 
Part 4—ARPEGGIOS 
t 5—DOUBLE NOTES ■t 6—OCTAVES and CHORDS 
•t 7—THE TRILL 
t 8-VARIOUS DIFFICULTIES 
Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Mason 
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VOL. IV. SCHOOL OF OCTAVES AND BRAVURA 
Preparatory School of Technic 
By I. PHILIPP Price, $1.25 
Complete School of Technic 
By ^ PHILIPP ^ ^ kp, * ote 
Double Note Velocity 
By^ JAMES H. ROGERS ^ ^ Price, $1.00 
Octave Velocity 
By JAMES H. ROGERS Price, $1.00 
ingpTTy'fc^^ 
Exercises for Developing Accuracy in Piano Playing 
By G L. BECKER Price, 80 Cents 
Hand Culture 
By A. B. FLINT p«ce> $1.00 
Eight Melodious Studies in Modern Technic 
By GEORGE HORVATH Price, $1.25 
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Interesting Modern Piano Pieces 
No. No. liM. Baui. M. E. On Shining Waves..* SO 12198. Glmka-BalakireB. Th. Lark.$ JO 
ttS7. Poldini, E. Vil*e Chirmeuse. .60 4680. Shading, C. March Grotesque- .40 
11U0 Laceme P. Bohemia....80 9551. Moszkowski, M. Grande Val.e de 
NTS. Brakw-nillpp. Huagarian D.nee, Con«r,. ISO 
No. .  .10 13414. Sehuett, E. A la Jenna..., Op. 88 1.00 
S&o. Brahms-Philipp. Hungarian Dance, 9620. Alfoldy, I. Hungarian Concert Polka .60 
Ne. .3S 11929. Kroeger, E. R. Triumphal March. .60 
9944. Spieller. H. Awakening of Spring JO I207S. Peabody, A. J. Play of the Wares JO 
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY Price, $1.75 
The master Pianoforte Works o£ Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, Chopin, Liszt and others are 
pianist and mmposer dhplays rare judgment and keen poetic insight.' This book shouhPbc in 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY ^ price. si.75 
Well-Known Piano Solos—How to Plav Them 
By CHARLES W. WILKINSON price $1 75 
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A “Miniature Catalog” of 
An Extremely Helpful List for the Progressive Teacher, 
THE ETUDE 
Important Music Publications 
Suggesting Many Valuable Works for Modernizing 
Material Now for the Fall Teaching Season 
i PIANO COLLECTIONS 
BACH, j. S. Album ol Favorite Piece.. 
BEETHOVEN. Selection, from Piano Work.. 1 
_ “ Easier Piano Composition.. 
BOHM, C. Album ol Favorite Compositions . . . 
BUGBEE-DAVIS, L. A. Merry Rhyme, lor Child¬ 
hood Times. Vocal or Instrumental 
CELEBRATED COMPOSITIONS Bf FAMOUS 
CHAMINADE. C. Album ol Favorite Com| 
CHOPIN, F. Complete Waltse.. 
“ Eludes lor the Pianoforte. 
“ Lighter Compositions lor Piano. 
CLEMENTI, M. SonatinasforPi.no 
COMPOSITIONS FOR THE PIANOFORTE BIT 
WOMAN COMPOSERS. 1 
CRAMM, H. M. New Tune, and Rhyme, lor 
Little Pianists. 
Sunny Day Songs.. 
DUTTON, THEODORA. Tha First Progress. 
EAST DANCE ALBUM. 
ENGELMANN, H. 24 Piece, lor Small Hand. 
“ Album ol Easy Pieces. 26 most popular teach. 
“ Album of Favorite Pieces. His best drawing¬ 
room pieces, including “Melody ol Love”.. 
FIRST DANCE ALBUM  
FIRST PARLOR PIECES 
FIRST RECITAL PIECES. I 
FIRST SONATINAS . 
FIRST PIECES IN THE CLASSICS. 1 
GODARD ALBUM. 
GREhNWALD, M. Children s Stags anj Games 
GURLITT. Album Leaves lor the ioung 
“ Album ol Selected Composition. (Mathew.) 
HANDEL ALBUM (Prosser) . . 
HANDEL, G. F. Twelve Piece! far the Panoforte 
HARTMANN, A. Filly-one Old Hungarian Melodies 
HEINS, CARL. Album ol Pian.forte’Piece.. 
HUDSON. Musical Poems lor Children 
“ Musical Picture Book 
KERN, C. W. Mississ'ppi River Sketches ^ 
KROmCMANN,'c!rW.C' FHe-NoteRermation.. Ten 
m ol Celebrated Work. ' 
MATHEWS. Standard First and Second Grade 
" Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces I ■' Standard Filth and Siath Grade Pieces. 
Large collection, for teaching and recreation 
. 1 
'• Standard Compositions, Vol. I, Grade I to 
Vol. VII, Grade VII, each ...  
MENDELSSOHN. Song. Without Word. (Com- 
MODERN DANCE ’ ALBUM!.' 
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES. 1 
MOSZKOWSKI M. Favorite Compositions. 
MOZART, W. A. Sonata., 2 vole., each. 1 
“ Sonatas, Complete. 2 
" Album of Favo.-ite Compositions.— 1 
NEW AND MODERN SONATINA ALBUM. 1 
PARLOR and SCHOOL MARCHES . 1 
PIANO PLATER’S REPERTOIRE OF POPULAR 
PIECES. 39 Popular Pieces. 
POPULAR HOME ALBUM. 46 Pieces. 
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM. 
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE. 31 Piece. . 
ROGERS, 1. H. Toy Shop Sketches. 
ROWE, DANIEL. Tone Stories for Boys and Girls 
kindV^arten'wOrk!' Lively andplea<iu& * " 
SALON ALBUM. Favor! e Parlor Piece.  
SCHOOL AND HOME MARCHES. 
SCHUBERT, F. Imorom.tus, Moments Musicals. 
SCHUM ANN, R. Selected Works. 
“ Album lor the Young, Op. 68. 
“ Scenes from Childno'd, Op. 15. 
SLATER, D. D. Pictures from Fairyland. 
SONATA A1 
. MUIoJ 
JMr Vol. I, 15 Sonata 
:ianly. 
STANDARD OPERA ALBUM... 
the^bestIem^annert^in8in*ennediaterrdi^culty 
not beyond the fourth grade. 
STANDARD PARLOT ALBUM. 41 Pieces. 
STANDARD STUDENT'S CLASSIC ALBUM. 
SUNDAY PIANO MUSIC. 1 Quiet piano music, especially useful for the 
TREBLE CLEF ALBUM. 
20TH CENTURY D\NCE ALBUM. 
VERY FIRST PIECES, THE. 
WACHS, PAUL. Album of Favorite Compositions 1 
VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES 
GREENE, H. W. Standard Graded Course ol 
MARCHES!,2 sf 20 Elementary and Progressive ” 
Vocalise, lor Medium Voice, Op. IS. I 
MVER, EDMUND 1. Vocal Instructor. A practical 
REDDALE, F. The School” Singer. For normal 
classes; include, a large collection of songs 
ROOT, F. W. Methodical Sight Singing. The 
“ Methodical Sight Singing, Through the Key.. 
“ Methodical Sight Singing, Progrea.ive Musi- 
clanship. 
“ Introductory Lessons in Voice Culture. 1 
“ Guide lor Male Voice. ] 
SIEBER, F. Elementary Eiercises, 36 8- 
Studies, Op. 92, Soprano. 
“ Op. 93, Mezro-Soprano . 
“ Op. 94. Alto. 
VACCAI, N. Practical Italian Vocal Melhi 
VIEHL, G. Graded StuJies in Sight Sing 
A complete sight singing manual fot 
WHELPTON, G. Vocal Studies lor Sopt 
enor. 
“ Student’. Manual ol Sight Singing 
ECONOMICAL MAIL-ORDER MUSIC BUYING 
The Theodore Presser Company cheerfully opens accounts with responsi¬ 
ble individuals, grants liberal discounts to the profession and offers many 
other advantages, such as the “On Sale” Plan, to the Mail-Order music buyer. 
form will be sent gratis upon request 
mKyTouTc Philadelphia, Pa. 
r VOCAL COLLECTIONS 
ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM FOR HIGH VOICE, 
ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM FOR LOW VOICE .. 
CECILIAN CHO.R. Sacred two part Senga (or 
GALLOWAY, TOD B. Seren Memory Song. 
GLEE SINGERS’ COLLECTION. Mixed v, 
JUVENILE SONC BOOK. 
L1EURANCE. THURLOW. India* J 
MEN’S CLUB COLLECTION 
SACRED DUETS. Fee all Voko. 
SINGER'S REPERTOIR. 36 .Song 
STANDARD SONG TREASURY 4 
STANDARD VOCALIST 50 hongt 
TWO PART SONGS. Women's vei 
WOMEN'S CLUB COLLECTION 
ORGAN WORKS 
AMERICAN ORGANIST. 
Preludes, postludes and offertories for church 
BACH, J. S. Eight Short Preludes and Fugues . 
CLASSIC AND MODERN GEMS lor Reed Organ 
LANDON, C. W. Organ Meledie.. 
“ Reed Organ Method, Paper. 125 
“ School ol Reed Organ Playing, 4 sola., 4 grades, 
_ «*ch. IN 
OREM, P. W. The Organ Player—Pipe Organ 
ORGAN REPERTOIRE. Pipe Orgea Cell 
PRESSER. THEO. Velocity Studies, f 
help in as unoccupied field 
REED ORGAN PLAYU. CellacHe. el 
ROGERS. J. H. Cri.ded M.i.nri. let Plf 
An instructor «.p.ci.liy 1st ri.suu 
STAINER. Dr. J. The Organ 
STANDARD ORGANIST. Pipe Org.e P. 
WHITING, CEO. E. 24 Pr.,....l.. Si edit 
PipeOrg.n. To. 
.‘he Beginner’. Pi ' T pe Off.n leeh. A .tended 
MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE 
BOOKS, GENERAL MUSICAL 
LITERATURE 
art of Harmc 
" Key to Ha 
CLARKE, H. A. 
Pianoforte Playing. 
GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSI¬ 
CIANS. 5 toIs., 4,099 nav-s I 
HEACOX, ARTHUR E. Ear Training_ 
SKINNER. O. R. First Year in Tb 
SCHMITT. II. Ped.l. .1 it,, r... 
STREATFIELD. I if. Stone* .1 G 
TAPPER. Fir.I Studio, in M..« t 
WILKINSON C. V 
TEACHERS’ SPECIALTIES 
BILLS OR RECEIPTS. Package of 100. * 
BLANK BILLS. Large size (50). 
BLANK MUSIC BOOKS. 6 staves, 32 pages 
8 staves, 32 pages. 
8 staves', 64 
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 12, 14 or 16 waves, 
and Vocal, size 11 a 14 inches, per quire 
Octavo size, 7x11 inches. 10 or 12 staves. 
P" nnes%v’idespacing. 7- S'L tm sheets. 
CLARKE, H. A. Harmony Tablet. 
GUARD, F. F. Music Pupil s Lesson Book and 
Practice Record 
MUSIC TEACHER’S DESK TABLET. Pad ol I TO 
STANDARD PRACTICE SLIPS. , STANDARD LESSON RECORD 
STUDENT'S HARMONY TABLET 
TIME CARDS. Icon and Pr 
MAEIZEL. METRONOME 
Catalogs That Are Classified Guides 
of musical works, including Singer's Hand Pork. Piano 5tpri\ Oniric )) 
Book for Violin Music, Hand Book for Pirr end Rrrd Orcan Chrtr nnrl ( 
Hand Book, Hat'd Book for 4. 6. 8 and 12 Hands. Catalog < f Juvenile Mu« I 
Publications. Thematic Catalogs and complete Catalogs rf Vrral and lr... 
mental Music will be sent to .you on request, without obliracng y ou o • ! 
Our Octavo Catalog is extensive and comprehensive. conuminlK mrrr • . 
with many notable accessions. We publish anthems, rhoru -e- nnd part •. •... » 1 
all styles, and in all degrees cf difficulty. We aim to aasist in every v» ; < - , r j 
the busy organist and choral director. 
THE ETUDE 
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Infinitely Better Tone 
From Records Heard on The Brunswick 
MANUFACTURERS realized long ago that the 
secret of perfect reproduction of musical 
sounds lay in the phonograph itself, as well 
as in the records. Harsh, metallic quality of tone 
had prejudiced many lovers of music. And all mak¬ 
ers strove to improve it. 
The coming of The Brunswick and the Brunswick 
Method of Reproduction displaced old conceptions. 
Prejudices melt away when the clear, true tone of 
this matchless instrument is heard. 
Now millions of friends praise The 
Brunswick unstintingly. Its freedom 
from metallic harshness is a revelation 
to them. And they are delighted at the 
charm and beauty of its case designs. 
Plays All Records 
The Ultona, pictured above, is a sim¬ 
ple invention. Yet it is a tremendous 
stride forward in the phonographic art. 
By a turn of the hand it presents the 
proper needle and diaphragm to any 
make of record. It permits you to.choose 
from the lists of all producers. It brings 
all the artists, without limitation. 
A Scientific Tone-Chamber 
In a delicate, vibrant throat, the remarkable tones 
of The Brunswick are developed. This is called the 
Brunswick Amplifier. Moulded holly-wood alone, 
is used, shaped to conform to acoustic laws. By 
eliminating all metal from the construction of the 
Amplifier, it was found that metallic sounds were 
banished. 
Hear The Brunswick Yourself 
There is a Brunswick Dealer in your 
locality who will gladly play your favorite 
records for you on The Brunswick. He 
will explain to you the advantages of 
the Brunswick Method of Reproduction. 
A single hearing will convince you. 
You, too, will pronounce The Brunswick 
the ultimate phonograph. It will give 
you a new standard for judging tone 
reproduction. 
The Brunswick-Balke- 
Collender Company 
General Offices: CHICAGO and NEW YORK 
THE ETUDE 
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“Aim at the Mid-Day Sun” 
True, Harold Bauer aimed to be a great violinist and be¬ 
came a great pianist; True, Galli-Curci aimed to be a piano 
virtuosa and became a great singer: True, Sembrich aimed to 
be a violiniste and became a prima donna, but note ye, young 
folks, one and all, and old folks of twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, 
sixty and seventy, all of these celebrities aimed at a high ideal. 
More than that they became surprisingly efficient in what they 
started out to do. 
Perhaps tlie musical career, more than any other, calls for 
a definite aim. More than that, it calls for an exalted aim. The 
childhood of the masters was spent in hours of dreams of celes¬ 
tial achievement. Their aim has been infinite in its height. 
One of the reasons for mediocrity is that most of those who 
permit it have never aimed very high above the ground. Here 
is a line from Sir Philip Sidney that is so worth while, that we 
trust a great many Etude readers, who do not consider them¬ 
selves past the vernal line of hope, will copy, and place upon 
their music desks for daily leavening, 
“Who shoots at the mid-day sun, though he be 
sure he shall never hit the mark; yet as sure as he is, 
he shall shoot higher than he who aims at a bush.” 
Enlightened America 
We have always held our heads aloft, here in America, when 
the matter of illiteracy was discussed. Here we were in the home 
of education looking down upon benighted Europe. It was a 
pleasant pose, but it was one of the things which the world war 
cast into the great holocaust. 
Of the soldiers enlisted during the war in America, there is 
a government report revealing that one-fourth could neither 
read nor write the English language. In some States in the 
South the percentage ran as high as 48—doubtless due to the 
large percentage of negro population. In New York, however, 
the percentage mounted to seventeen. 
This is certainly good news for teachers, although a very 
bad showing for the country. It represents just so much virgin 
soil to be cultivated—just so many wonderful opportunities for 
the spread of all kinds of education. Remember, these opportu¬ 
nities are growing just at our own doorsteps—not ’way off in 
China, Africa or Sumatra. 
When Etude readers ask us what we think of the possibili¬ 
ties of the profession in America we think of things like this, 
indicating that we have hardly scratched the surface as yet. 
How Lack of Music Marred a Historic Event 
When the 28th Division, the “Iron Men” (nearly every 
other one of them with a wound stripe on his arm), came back 
to the Keystone State, Philadelphia naturally decided to turn 
itself upsidedown to greet them. Accordingly, a line of parade 
was laid out over nine miles long, so that all would have a chance 
to see the men who had fought so valiantly and successfully for 
humanity. The Liberty Bell was brought out of the old State 
House, and solemn and beautiful memorials were laid at its 
base in memory of the vast number of splendid men who died in 
battle. Two million people from Philadelphia and thereabouts 
' turned out to greet the home-coming heroes. Grandstands were 
erected here and there along the line of march, and seats are 
said to have sold from five to fifty dollars apiece. The multi¬ 
tude waited for the great moment. A thin line of mounted 
police came up the street, then a few mounted men in khaki, then 
others on foot, and finally, after more than five or ten minutes 
a band. The crowd began to realize that the parade had begun. 
There were a few more bands breaking up the long line of 19,000 
men. They were the Army’s own bands, it is true, and this, per¬ 
haps, was the dignified military way of conducting such a 
parade. The result was, however, that without music the public- 
found it so lacking in the urge to enthusiasm that before Hit¬ 
parade was half over, thousands and thousands became so tired 
that they started homew-ard. Surely this was the time for great 
joy—such joy as only music can express, and at the end of a 
war in which music has played an acknowledged important part 
such as never before in the history of mankind: it »nt obviously 
a serious omission. It did serve, however, to indicate the im 
portance of music to the public mind, and it was the common 
talk of the town for days—the one thing that marred a great 
historic occasion. 
New Audiences for Delibes 
Leo Delibes, the composer of so many fascinating Ballets, 
is known to pianists through a few pieces selected from these 
Ballets, such as “Sylvia,” “Coppelia,” “Xailu" and others. 
The Pizzicato from “Sylvia,” is particularly effective with th< 
brittle staccato of jthe piano and makes a very good teaching 
piece. Other excerpts from the Ballets should be used more and 
more at the keyboard. Just now, however, we hear so many 
compositions of Delibes that are not at all suited to the piano. 
Some of his compositions lose immensely in charm without or 
chestral color. Parts of “La Source” sound “while" upon tin- 
piano, wliereas in the orchestra they are gorgeously prismatic. 
Numerous excellent records of Delibes’ music are now obtain¬ 
able for sound-reproducing machines. They may la- made a 
very interesting adjunct of the teachers’ studio work. Your 
editor used a talking machine successful!}- in his teaching rou¬ 
tine and found it extremely helpful. 
A Studio Beacon 
We know of a family—one of the happiest families we lm\> 
ever heard of—who have, on their way down stairs from the la-d- 
room floor to the dining-room, a fine lmll window through which 
the bright rays of the early morning sun gleam gloriously. On 
the wall just by this window there is a large cardboard with the 
heading: “The Mobxihq Light.” 
On this board members of the family pin any clipping or 
saying or quotation that may have impressed them during tin- 
day. It is a bulletin of good cheer, good sense and inspiration 
that may be read with bright eyes and upward looking thoughts. 
It is a kind of beacon for the new day, even if the day is a 
cloudy one or a cold, cheerless one. 
The teacher in the studio can have no more inexpensive 
or practical aid than a good bulletin board. Every teacher 
should have one. The Etude and other papers just teem with 
good thoughts for students that can he copied and placed upon 
such a board. The quotation from Sir Philip Sidney. “Who 
aims at the sun,” etc., is one that may change the whoh i 
of somfe young person. 
SEPTEMBER PROMISES TO BE ONE OF THE MOST ACTIVE MONTHS IN AMERICAN MUSICAL HISTORY 
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The Cause of Satisfactory Piano 
Playing 
By Eleanor P. Sherwood 
Miss Sh 'rwood was associated as an assistant for 
many years with her brother, W. H. Sherwood. 
That not all hand-made piano playing is satisfactory 
is evident from the widespread preference for machine 
records. However, there arc still master pianists whose 
personal concerts are preferred; whose tides of musical 
eloquence, spontaneous as miracles, sway even a sophis¬ 
ticated audience with their irresistible emotional 
impulse. Yet th's sp •ntaneity, upon investigation, is 
found to result from that superlative degree of com¬ 
mand in which art conceals art. And when piano 
playing gives complete satisfaction there is a reason. 
Not instinct, ear and temperament, nor knowledge, nor 
technic, can suffice alone to produce desired result, but 
the proportionate happy conjunction of all matters con¬ 
cerned, is always imperative. 
Those who have the education 
Often lack the inspiration. 
Those with ear and inspiration. 
Sometimes, need more education. 
The Doctor of Music is an encyclopoedic repository 
of scientific lore. 
The gifted composer accumlatcs essential knowledge, 
less for its own sake, than for its inexhaustible possi- 
hilities of artistic application. Also, relative to piano 
composition, for those opportunities for ingenious, 
enharmonic camouflage—afforded by the compromise 
of pure acoustic science in even temperament. 
Neither music doctors, nor inspired composers are 
necessarily master pianists. Quite frequently they are 
neither Liszts, nor Rubinsteins. Nor were these impas¬ 
sioned virtuosi composers of the Helmholtz or Tyn¬ 
dall type ..i acoustician. It is seldom, if ever, that 
the same musician is supreme as theorist, composer 
and technical interpreter; a live wire in the art of 
transmitting music’s every shade of psychic meaning. 
For owing to the brevity of human life and to the 
vast scope of the science of music; to its multiform 
applications in the art of composition; and to the 
rigorous exactions imposed by its adequate technical 
interpretation, musicians, like other artists, do well 
to specialize. In the opinion of the late William H. 
Sherwood, a thoroughly enlightened, technical trans- 
infinitely versatile spirit, which char¬ 
acterize.; piano repertory, is as fine an art as that of 
composition, itself—an art quite as worthy of mastery, 
yet one less frequently mastered—no doubt owing to 
the severe conditions involved in expressing the elusive 
essence of wbrdless music through the material medium 
of muscular control. Yet practically to fulfill all of the 
conditions imposed l>y diverse interrelations of music 
elements, in each specific composition, is at once the 
aim of the interpretative pianist and, when attained, 
the cause of his satisfactory playing. Directly con- 
ducivc to this aim is the habit of placing mentality and 
psychic perception back of ear discipline of technic— 
a habit of coordinate study and practice which cannot 
he formed too soon. And, on this indispensable basis 
of proportionate correlation, every composition shou’d 
be jointly studied and practiced, in accordance with its 
uli u a| peal to the ear and imagination, as con¬ 
ditioned by its specific artistry in applying essential 
knowledge of allied theory and technic. 
Many, however, disinclined to mental effort and 
trusting instinct and temperament to carry them 
through arc content to play superficially—heedless of 
promiscuous tone consequences which result, when pro¬ 
portion. itc values of combined music elements neccssar- 
:■ ..Miit touch and pedaling—are disre¬ 
garded. The pianist whose playing satisfies, on the 
other hand, commands not only the catch-what-one- 
can. sight r. a ling habit of sketching a composition 
but also penetrates to the root of the matter by analyz¬ 
ing proportionate notes and rests—as precisely condi¬ 
tioned by the given music, however complicated may 
( it- combined thematic and 
attendant parts—and then proceeds—through ear- 
directed touch and pedal’ control—to vitalise these 
otherwise, insignificant note and rest symbols of music 
in!,) their proportionate equivalents of rhythmic tone 
and no loss pulsating silent time, in each beat, meas¬ 
ure. phrase-member and series of connected phrases. 
Simultaneous control over various independent mus¬ 
cular activities, in effecting proportionate connections 
and contrasts inherent in the phras’ng of mus'c, may 
be demanded at the merest fraction of a beat; activi¬ 
ties which concern not only independence between right 
and left hand, but also between different fingers of 
each hand and between hand and foot technic—if the 
pedal is to fit in (and out), harmoniously. And, of 
course, the beat—at whatever tempo and even during 
’’rabato”—must be held steady, in pulsation from 
accent to accent, as the tick of a clock, however vari¬ 
able its proportionate, fractional or multiple tone or 
rest values. And these necessitate: either consequent 
touch lightness and prompt finger lifting from key to 
key, relative to evanescent passing effects; or else, due 
touch energizing and sustaining—whether by touch or 
pedal—for long, sonorous tones, when these are 
designed to permeate the music atmosphere. Nor do 
the irregularities of distance and of black or white 
key level, to be encountered in transfer of duly poised 
positions from point to point across the keyboard, 
facilitate keeping the beat steady. In ■ fact, precisely 
how, how far and when—at which beat or at which 
fraction thereof—to transfer position, without disturb¬ 
ance of either muscular balance or even time-keep.ng 
—are considerations more obviously necessary, than 
intelligently controlled. Yet both pitch accuracy and 
interpretative tone production depend upon their 
command. 
Complex embarrassments of rhythmic tone detail 
abound. In order that it be heard duly fitted into 
whatever inspired composition design may be in ques¬ 
tion, it is imperative that all proportionate music 
values, no less than the mere pitch of tones penetrate 
from competent conception—gained through analysis, 
rooted in knowledge—to interpretation touch and 
pedaling. 
With all requisite conditions coordinated, the master, 
at last oblivious to past efforts, becomes a susceptible 
medium for the communication of music’s innermost 
mysteries. Their own inexhaustible fertility of sugges- 
tion—all sufficient to fire the imagination and tempera¬ 
ment of the fully equipped artist—thus finds spontan¬ 
eous expression in creative piano playing, which is at 
once authoritatively interpretative and satisfactory. 
Beethoven’s Tardy Fame 
Great as was his genius, unsurpassed his power and 
widely promiscuous his productiveness, he had very 
formidable rivals during his lifetime in Spohr and Che¬ 
rubini ; and after his death Mendelssohn threatened not 
to rob him of his fame but to share it with him. I 
can myself recall an older world than the world of to¬ 
day, which ranked Mendelssohn on the same level with 
him, while a somewhat previous generation worshipped 
at the shrines of Spohr and Cherubini as at his. The 
outstanding popularity of Beethoven is of comparatively 
recent growth. 
It is probably not too much to assert that, though 
musicians love their Beethoven for his quartets, and 
though the cultured amateur loves him for his sym¬ 
phonies, it is by his pianoforte sonatas that he has 
unlocked the door which leads to the hearts of the 
world at large. Had. he written half a dozen Fidelios 
instead of the one, and had he composed twenty sym¬ 
phonies instead of nine, but no sonatas, he would have 
counted his worshippers by the thousand instead of 
by the million, as he does. No pianist of to-day may 
confess ignorance of Beethoven’s sonatas, and no re¬ 
citer can possibly claim eminence till he has demon¬ 
strated how he handles his Beethoven. Even so, it is 
only some half-dozen out of Beethoven’s thirty-two 
sonatas that work this startling miracle: the “A flat” 
with the Funeral March, the Moonlight, the Pathetique, 
the Appossionata and the Wadlstein. A Beethoven 
minus these would be as impossible as a Shakespeare 
without Hamlet, Othello or Macbeth. 
One has been told that Beethoven was jealous of 
Rossini. But the latter could never have been his r;val 
seriously, for he only wrote operas, whereas Beetho¬ 
ven’s one work of this kind is not the foundation on 
which his fame rests. He may have felt jealous of the 
Italian’s financial and social success, but surely not of 
his musicianship. 
The case was widely different with Spohr and Cheru¬ 
bini. In these he had adversaries worthy of his steel. 
They were richly provided with musicianship, and had 
they been endowed with the feu sdcre in equal pro¬ 
portion to the art they had acquired, their music would 
be sounding in our ears to-day, as does that of 
Beethoven and Mozart.—Francesco Berger in the Lon¬ 
don Monthly Musical Record. 
Paganinni is said to be the first violinist to use 
double stopping. He wrote a Capriccio founded on 
the Irish air. St. Patrick’s Day in the Morning, which 
could be exchanged for God Save the King when occa¬ 
sion demanded. And th;s composition is said to have 
been the first one in which double stopping was used. 
Intimate Glimpses of Grieg and Dvorak 
FkeDerick Bridge, in his-recently published “A 
Warminster Pilgrim,” tells of his meeting w.th Grieg 
Wh 1 ith Dvorak. From previously printed biographies 
AestcompoTeVs it would be as difficult to think of 
Grieg as being severe and exacting as it would be to 
think of Dvorak as being bucolic. 
‘•U was at the Birmingham Festival that I met both 
Grieg and Dvorak. Grieg was rather a terror to the 
the°nuances in his music, he kept the band hard at it 
fr r a verv long while, when he had finished appearing 
a complete wreck from his exertions. He was a very 
fragile looking man, and he died rather prematurely. 
f “Dvorak was a man of different build; also he had 
much natural simplicity. I remember a remark he 
made which serves to sustain this impression. During 
The festival week a large party was entertamed at 
luncheon at the house of Mr. G. Hope Johnstone, who 
was a member of the Festival Committee. It came on 
to rain rather heavily, at which most of us were in¬ 
clined to be sorry. But Dvorak turned animatedly to 
Mr Alfred Littleton—who sat between Dvorak and 
myself—and made a remark in German, which I did 
no't understand, hut which seemed to amuse Mr. Lit¬ 
tleton very much. I asked him later what it was, 
when it appeared the composer expressed h’s delight 
at seeing the rain, saying that it would he good for 
the potatoes in his garden at home. Next day I trav¬ 
eled up to London with Dvorak. He was somewhat 
disappointed with the reception of his work, and I 
did my best to cheer him up. But it was a difficult 
task, for, to tell the truth, the work was a failure. It 
' was his oratorio, St. Ludmilla, in which the composer 
made the mistake of writing music that he thought 
would appeal to English folk, rather than giving rc;n 
to h;s own genius, as he had done in his noble Stabat 
Mater. St. Ludmilla was a copv, to a great extent, of 
Handel’s style, and did not reflect the real genius of 
Habit Lessens Fatigue 
By D. G. Woodruff 
“What’s the good of all these finger exercises and 
scales?” quite naturally' asks the pupil -who is bored by 
a little concentration and digital work. 
One very good answer is to explain to the pupil that 
the men who have made a study of the mind—the 
psychologists—have found that habit lessens fatigue. 
Take the case of the little child starting to walk. The 
first efforts soon tire it. The man starting to play 
tennis for the first time cannot keep up with the boy 
whose muscles are habituated to playing tennis. He 
becomes tired after a comparatively few strokes of the 
racquet. 
Finger exercises make playing habits very quickly 
and they save the fatigue which would otherwise result. 
Scales are advantageous because they form habits of 
fingering in each key so that when the pupil plays a 
new piece all the little details of fingering do not have 
to be studied over and over again. They are really 
great time savers and the pupil should know this. 
That Awkward Fourth Finger 
By H. E. Delarey 
More pupils have 'worried over that awkward fourth 
finger than anything else. There was a time when the 
operation of cutting the tendon which binds the finger 
was very popular. It was in a sense a profitless opera¬ 
tion, as many of the world’s greatest performers never 
had it done. 
There is no reason for worry if the fourth finger 
refuses to rise as h5gh as the others. Nature's intent 
wtth this finger is evidently that of grasping and hold¬ 
ing. Notice that when vott carry anv heaw weight, 
such as a pail of water, the burden of the weight is 
hCT ™7e b-v this finger’than any other. 
lhe fourth finger may be made to move quite as 
rapidly as any other, even though it does not go quite 
so nigh. As a matter of fact it is utilized in playing 
in conjunction with the hand, and the fact that it 
cannot be elevated higher than the other fingers is not 
noticed in actual playing. It may be injured seriously 
\ . ‘s stral.ned. The 'writer had a pupil who strained 
Lifrt ge7mv.SU,Ch a manner that a large lump devel¬ 
op a su j °f tllC band> requiring the attention 
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Ten Famous Rules Ten Years After 
PERCY GRAINGER 
Eminent I’lanlst and Composer. 
I think the question of rules for successful piano 
practice a very interesting one, and the ten rules you 
propose do, 1 am sure, represent the consensus of 
opinion of most of the best teachers. Unfortunately 
niv opinion* on these matters are so very radical, so 
very much at variance with the opinion of almost all 
artists and teachers 1 have ever met, that I am afraid 
my ideas would not add to the purpose you have in 
mind, and would only obscure the issue. Nevertheless, 
I add a very rough exposition of' my ideas, just to 
show you that 1 am not indifferent to the very inter¬ 
esting issues your questions raise, and without any 
feeling that these ideas of mine are any more true 
than the opposite set of ideas so much more frequently 
met with. 
1 feci that everything to do with art, be it crea¬ 
tion <>r reproduction, should be as instinctive, as 
si bconsi ious as possible. I admit that our reason 
helps us in piano practice, but only to the very 
most limited deukee, to my mind. Occasionally 
one wants to look at a fingering or pedal mark, 
occasionally one wants to think deeply and very 
accurately and .consciously about such things, but 
(and this is the whole crux of the matter for me) 
MEKELV AS A SUPPLEMENT not tile MAIN BODY of One’s 
pianistic equipment, which is in the main, to my mind, 
unconscious, unreasoning, unconcentrated, effortless; 
in other words, the result of blind habit and a million 
repetitions, just as in our mother tongue, and every¬ 
thing that is most lasting and reliable in our every¬ 
day manners. When we find ourselves slipping to 
death d.iwn a mountainside we act instinctively. We 
clutch at a passing tree (1 did it once in Norway) by 
movements and subconscious reasoning that only years 
of unthinking repetitions are able to build up. If 
these instincts did not lie there ready to come to the 
surface when need arises, we would simply not catch 
the tree and would die instead. At least so I see it. 
1 maintain that a reliable technic is built up by such 
countless UNTHINKING repetitions as those that build 
up the habits of walking and speech, and that a reliable 
habit of memory, the habit of reading music, and the 
power to transpose reliably and quickly have, all of 
them, similar origins. 
Therefore,- I would advise students to avoid system 
and concentration above all things, to read a book (or 
otherwise take their mind off their task) while playing. 
I also believe that beauty of tone in playing is best 
arrived at unconsciously or subconsciously, and that, 
in consequence, wc should Avoin listening too much 
to our playing and just let our subconscious sense for 
tonal l-cauty act without the interference of our 
MIND. 
For similar reasons I do not believe in thinking 
about fingering except in exceptional cases. I believe 
in just taking whatever fingering comes natural with¬ 
out thinking about it and letting habit (formed by 
continual repetitions of the passage in question) select 
the best, or at any rate a serviceable, fingering. What 
I do believe in, is thousands and millions of hours 
OF PLAYING. READING MUSIC, PERFORMING IN PUBLIC 
(whether at important crncerts or in orchestras or 
movies), and the more effortless, the more unthinking, 
the lc«s conscious, the less the student tries, the 
more 1 would expect whatever inborn talents (great 
or small) he or she has to come to the surface, and 
personal tastes to assert themselves. 
This docs not mean that I do not believe in elabo¬ 
rately edited editions or in teaching of a very detailed, 
nature, for 1 do—moke than most people. But I re¬ 
gard such editions, such teaching, as a mere appendage 
to the bed-rock work of study. Out of a million tech¬ 
nical problems that come to us without thought or 
effort will always be found a few problems that do 
not resolve themselves without thought or effort or 
guidance from the outside (a different set of problems 
to each student, of course). It is for these com- 
parativcly rare problems (that have to be solved con¬ 
sciously. with effort) that we go to teachers and instruc¬ 
tive editions; and since the problems vary with each 
individual I advocate editions in which the greatest 
Nt miur of problems are solved consciously, though I 
would advise pupils to ignore all outside help to prob¬ 
{Continued from the Previous Page) 
lems THAT THEY CAN SOLVE THEMSELVES UNCONSCIOUSLY 
and without effort. In other words, I think of marked 
fingerings, expression marks, and conscious effort in 
practicing, as I think of surgical operations; something 
to be avoided if possible, but, if of proven necessity, 
then as skillful, as experienced, above all as exhaus¬ 
tive, as possible. 
Those are my sincere views, though I am not ad¬ 
vancing them as being of any value to anyone but 
myself—not putting them forward as suitable material 
to your valuable discussion. 
RUDOLF GANZ 
Eminent Pianist. 
I think that the ten rules still hold good, though I 
personally would change No. 2 to read: “Always prac¬ 
tice systematically and with an aim to accomplish. 
No. 8, I would say: “A difficult passage is entitled 
to be tried with several fingerings.” One has to de¬ 
cide individually upon fingering. 
As to No. 9: “Always practice in strict time if you 
are a ‘Rubato’ fiend; and not in strict time if you are 
a military person, or inclined that way.” 
HELEN HOPEKIRK 
Noted Pianiste, Composer, Teacher. 
I think the rules very good, as we understand them; 
but for the average student, I am sure they are not 
definite enough. To tell anyone who has not had 
training, to “think,” is like telling a man always to 
speak good English—when he does not know what 
good English is. And I must say regretfully, that the 
present system of education does not seem to develop 
thinking power. I am supposed to work only with 
so-called “advanced” students, and it takes a long 
time and much patience to make them realize even 
slightly, what thinking means. They neither know 
how to think, nor do they know for a long time how 
to listen to their own playing. As to correct position, 
musicians differ. Those who teach their pupils almost 
entirely the use of the fingers, ignoring the arm, advo¬ 
cate a low seat and a low wrist often; while those 
(the minority) who know how necessary the arm is in 
modern piano playing, advise another position which 
gives more freedom. 
There are many suggestions which would really 
help. For instance, to point out the necessity of know¬ 
ing scales intimately, with mind and fingers, in all 
rhythms, as every piece is built on scales—and hosts 
of other suggestions not so general -as those sent. 
Every student has had these things said to him many 
times; and the thing is to help the student towards 
thinking, but something more definite. Memorizing 
also, to me is not a separate part of study. That comes 
naturally as the faculty of attention develops . We 
always remember what we are most interested in, and 
so I think it would be more to the point to advise 
students to devote a part of each day to studying 
away from the piano, so developing inner hearing, at¬ 
tention, and—memory! 
However, all these things that one inculcates in 
lessons, are hard to condense into rules. 
ARTHUR SHATTUCK 
American Piano Virtuoso, 
My own suggestion would be that the student spend 
less time at the instrument in planning out his inter¬ 
pretations. 
Seated in a comfortable chair with the score before 
one, the mind is far freer and more creative than when 
the attention is distracted by technical complications, 
and the ear disturbed by sound. 
A composition worked out in this way invariably 
proves more intelligible to the listener. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT 
Celebrated Piano Pedagogue. 
You may add to Rule 3: Always practice slowly at 
first. And each hand separately. To Rule 10: * * * 
every day to memorizing and reviewing your last les¬ 
son. 
The ten rules are just as modern to-day, as they 
have been a decade ago. One more rule could be 
added, and that is: Practice with only as much 
strength as you can with a loose wrist. 
OSCAR BERINGER 
Professor of Piano Playing, Royal Academy of Music, 
London. 
Number I of the rules is all right; and also Rules 
II III, IV, V, and VI. Number VII might be ampli¬ 
fied to include ; Avoid crossing your legs while sit¬ 
ting at the keyboard. Do not curl your legs under 
the stool or the piano chair. These are faults which 
occur very frequently and many teachers pay no atten¬ 
tion whatever to them. Number IX cannot always be 
applied, as it is surely necessary to practice rubato 
passages not in strict time. If these rules are fo apply 
only to beginners or pianists not far advanced, of 
course number IX is all right. Number X ought to 
have after "memorizing”—“sight reading.” One might 
add to rule number III—all difficult passages should be 
practiced with each hand separately. 
EDWIN HUGHES 
Pianist and Teacher. 
I certainly think that such a compilation of practice 
suggestions such as you have indicated would, beyond 
any doubt, prove a most valuable monitor for all piano 
students. I w ould recommend the use of the word 
“Maxims,” in place of “Rules” or “Suggestions.’’ 
“Maxims for the Piano Student,” or “Maxims for the 
Practice Period.” 
The “Rules” as you send them to me are too cut- 
and-dried in their phraseology to accomplish the best 
results. A series in more or less epigrammatic form 
would make ten times the impression. The following 
is an attempt. You may succeed in improving on it: 
I. Concentration means Success. 
II. System brings Results. 
III. Slow Practice mean's Fast Progress. 
IV. The Mind is Captain of the Fingers. 
V. Self-Criticism, Constantly Applied, is the High- 
Road to Artistic Achievement. 
VI. Fingering, Phrasing, Pedaling Marks of Ex¬ 
pression. are Matters to be Memorized also, 
not merely Notes. 
VII. “In the Beginning was Rhythm.”—Bulow. 
VIII. Intelligent, Attentive Effort Accomplishes in 
Minutes the Task over which Thoughtless 
Repetition Spends Hours in Vain. 
IX. First the Conception of the Musical Ideas in 
your Inner Ear. then its Expression through 
the Means of Execution at your Command. 
X. It is the Tone which Makes the Music. Only 
, through Beauty of Tone Production and In¬ 
telligent, Expressive Phrasing, is the Final 
Goal of Emotional Eloquence at the Piano 
to be Reached. 
Let me say that of the ten rules, I do not think No. 2 
essential. 
By practicing too “systematically,” such things as our 
architectural and other surroundings, as well as the 
light of the particular hour of the day, are only too 
apt to associate themselves with our work, and this 
has fie disagreeable consequence that when we have to 
do our work under different surroundings and at a 
liferent hour, we feel somewhat upset by the change. 
„ J;°’ 10 °f y°ur rules I would preface by saying 
w ile practicing the technical part of a piece.” 
o your third question, “What all-important roles 
ave been omitted?” I can give only a negative answer. 
In closing let me say that my objection to co-oper¬ 
ation with others is based upon the fact that the list 
your rtnbutors t0 ,his Particular set of rules 
“,nTs ,he names of at least seven teachers with 
is not am dlstmctly disinclined to be ranged. This 
amour xJT u °f COnCeit but of Perfectly legitimate 
ProPre, because whatever reputation a man pos- 
and h S* le, pr0(^uct of long-continued, honest work, 
hefhg lowered6y.*"*' jusutified in guarding it against 
not win, tL d y ?Gmg thrown into one and the same 
C 7hah„ iSiTown hOSe reputati0n 0r Standing is Sti" 
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CLAYTON JOHNS 
Distinguished American Composer and Teacher ot Pianoforte, 
Playing at the New England Conservatory. 
All of the rules seem practical and essential but I 
would suggest as Rule I, Relax; and as Rule II, Con¬ 
sider the quality and quantity of your touch of every 
note in a phrase. I would have Rule VIII read: 
Determine your own fingering according to the sense 
of the phrase, and do not employ any other fingering 
until the piece has been mastered. 
To Rule IX, I would add: Always practice in strict 
time according to the sense of the phrase. 
To Rule X, I would add: Devote a portion of the 
practice time each day to memorizing—memorizing 
phrases, not notes. 
J. LAWRENCE ERB 
Professor of Music, University of Illinois. 
Twice President of the Music Teachers’ National Association. 
I have read your ten rules very carefully many times, 
and I believe they are both practical and essential. 
The only omission that I can see that belongs in the 
same category is some provision for the development 
of the musicianly side of the pianist’s training. For 
instance, the important matter of sight reading has 
been omitted, together with transposition, improvisa¬ 
tion and ensemble. With regard to the last named, 
it might be just to say that ensemble does not strictly 
fall under the term “piano practice,” but I do not be¬ 
lieve that the same objection can be made to the other 
suggestions. Perhaps improvization might be ruled out, 
but my purpose in including improvization was that it 
provides the very best method of learning to think at 
the keyboard, and is to my mind the very best way in 
the world to become acquainted with the instrument 
in an intimate, masterful fashion. Improvization in¬ 
cludes, too, the very important training in applied har¬ 
mony. I am aware that the beginnings of it must be 
crude, but so are the beginnings of piano playing. 
I like your idea of making your set consist of ten 
rules. Therefore, instead of suggesting an eleventh, 
my thought would be to add to the tenth the words 
SIGHT READING, TRANSPOSITION AND IMPROVIZATION, or, if 
anything must be omitted, certainly add sight reading. 
Perhaps my attitude toward piano teaching is not 
quite orthodox, since my work for many years has 
inclined me to the view that no specialty may legiti¬ 
mately be developed excepting on the background of 
musicianship. Possibly my friends, the artist-teachers, 
and so on, will insist that my point of view is wrong. 
Nevertheless if I understand the policy of The Etude 
correctly it is to help the great army of earnest music 
students, rather than the very, very small group of 
aspirants for virtuoso honors. If so, I feel justified 
in my point of view. 
JOHN ORTH 
Pupil ot Franz Liszt. 
Yes, these rules are all right, fine, very fine as far 
as they go, and they go a good ways. They all help 
the student to build a good cellar. After that, what 
kind of an edifice is he going to build ? Isn’t that the 
question ? 
I listened to a very eminent pianist of the present 
day. He had as big a technic as Liszt. Did he play 
like Liszt? No, he did not. Far from it. Why not? 
What was the difference; what was the matter; what 
did he lack? What he lacked was back of his fingers. 
“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he” and so is 
his playing. Walk the straight and narrow path of 
course, but with many, very many people this path is 
just a rut which they have worn so deep they can’t 
see over the sides. 
Technic is a matter of the mind—concentration. Art 
is primarily a matter of the heart. Watch Pader¬ 
ewski. He has consecrated his life to something 
higher even than art. He has obeyed the heavenly 
vision. Only a Wagner, Liszt or Paderewski is capable 
of such a surrender to the higher, to the heavenly 
vision. As Mark Hambourg says, you must be in 
sympathy with the life all about you. If your soul 
is alive you will do your bit against injustice and dis¬ 
tress, and try to leave the world a little better than 
.you found it. 
Then your finger dexterity will be consecrated to 
something higher than mere display of self, or worldly 
ambition, which, in the long run, never can satisfy the 
inner craving of the soul. You want to be more, to 
develop and expand. Well, then, be humane. Write 
to some friendless prisoner in jail; interest yourself 
in societies for the prevention of cruelty to children, 
to dumb animals, including trained animals, the insane, 
the poor and unfortunate. So, I say, relax, concen¬ 
trate and grow. 
HANS SCHNEIDER 
Teacher and Conservatory Director. 
All I can say is that these rules are very good, and 
I approve of them. It is a very practical scheme to 
get up something in this line, that the pupils can have 
before them at all times; and it will ultimately mean 
a great saving of time and nervous force on the part 
of both teacher and pupil. 
You are on the right track in strongly emphasizing 
the practical side of teaching in The Etude. We have 
a plethora of “musicians,” and they all practice and 
practice and play soul-deadening exercises for hours 
to improve their mechanical dexterity, when it would 
be much more profitable to their pupils and—perhaps 
their bank amounts—to improve their mentality, too, 
and become as well-trained teachers as they are per¬ 
formers. 
I had an idea like yours years ago, and printed 
the enclosed folder. If anything in this folder appeals 
to you, help yourself and use it* 
* Mr. Schneider's rules were published in the June Etude. 
LE ROY B. CAMPBELL 
Teacher and Conservatory Director. 
The ten suggestions for practice I should say will 
be a capital idea, especially if they could be made in 
the form of a card to hang near the piano, as an ever¬ 
present reminder of essential points. 
It would be difficult, indeed, to leave any of these 
rules out. Of course, other rules—and very important 
ones—could be added, but the ones given are fine. I 
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believe all of us have some pupils who will be very 
fond of Rule IV1 Rule V might read as follows, in 
order to include, in a sense, relaxation: 
Remember that the mind must govern all mus¬ 
cular motions and conditions. 
Also, an addition to Rule VI might be made: 
Always listen intently to your own playing. 
(Ear training.) 
It almost seems that, in any set of practice rules for 
the present day, one rule should touch Relaxation - 
some such rule as this; 
Mentally sense some relaxation exercises every 
day. 
Perhaps the addition to Rule V will cover it. An¬ 
other rule I find very important: 
The sensation coming into the mind in practice 
' should be the same as the player expects to use in 
real playing. 
EUGENIO DI PIRANI 
Noted Pianist and Composer. 
To show you the warm interest I take in your “Sug¬ 
gestions for Successful Piano Practice," I add to the 
long article 1 sent you yesterday: “New Ideals in 
Pianistic Art” some more detailed comments con 
cerning your “ten points.” 
The given rules are so far practical, but they omit 
an essential pont; that, even in practicing, the beauty 
of tone ought never to be forgotten. As I pointed out 
in my article- the mere striving after techncial per¬ 
fection would to-day (even more than was the cave 
some years ago—before the appearance of the auto¬ 
matic piano-player), be a very poor aim for tha 
pianist. Even the most simple exercise ought to be 
practiced with constant consideration of the quality 
of sound. That is one of the reasons why I do not 
approve of practicing at the dumb keyboard. What 
enormous difference between an exercise played merely 
technically correct, and the same when special atten¬ 
tion is given to beauty of tone. What charm in a 
simple scale! The double evenness. I mean in the 
equal distance of the notes from each other and in the 
equal intensity of tone, suggesting a perfectly graded 
pearl necklace—form a highly artistic goal, as well 
for beginners as for advanced students. What fasci¬ 
nation in a smoothly-rolling, perfect scale! 
But what difficulty in playing it! Alone the passing 
of the thumb, which should not be noticed at all by 
the listener—not heard and not seen, as if the hand 
were possessed of an unlimited number of fingers, 
enabling the performance of the scale with a graceful, 
perfectly even touch—this alone constitutes an ohject 
for continuous study. 
Just this attention to beauty of tone takes away the 
dullness, the tediousness of practicing, which is one 
of the most insidious danger-rocks in piano instruc¬ 
tion. For this way—listening carefully for tone beauty 
—exercises can dc made attractive, and the students 
(especially the young ones) would cease to revolt 
against them and even hfern to like them. One of the 
secrets of successful teachers is to make matters as 
agreeable as possible for the pupils. 
(Signor Pirani's article follows:) 
The ideals of pianistic art have undergone in the 
last few years a great change, owing to the invention 
of the automatic player-piano. 
Some time ago a virtuoso who excelled in any tech¬ 
nical specialty won general admiration and became 
famous. Transcending difficulties—passages in thirds, 
sixths, octavos and still broader intervals; performing 
arpeggios and other musical figures with the utmost 
rapidity were among the chief specialties of the piano 
virtuoso. Think what amount of technical training is 
required to master the purely mechanical part of piano 
playing! 
Nowadays all those neck-breaking gymnastics have 
become a mere trifle for the automatic player-p:ano. 
These machines can perform all the formerly most 
dreaded passages as though they were mere “child’s 
play.” 
No wonder, because the player-piano has a hand 
with eighty-eight fingers, all equally built, all equally 
strong, which can strike the whole keyboard at once, 
if necessary and make the poor pianist (who has only 
New Ideals of Pianistic Art 
By Eugenio di Pirani 
ten fingers—some of them (the fourth and fifth) im¬ 
perfectly developed and weaker than the others; one 
of them (the thumb) crooked and much shorter— 
make the poor pianist, I repeat, feel like an insignifi¬ 
cant wretch in comparison. 
The result of the new invention is that, technically, 
the pianist is left in an appalling inferiority. In com¬ 
positions where agility and rapidity are the highest 
goal, the best-trained pianist cannot surpass the auto¬ 
matic piano. 
Artistic Tone 
But there is one thing which remains still the un¬ 
restrained domain of the pianist: The beauty of toqe; 
the singing touch; the artistic conception. In this 
realm he remains undisputed sovereign. To reach per¬ 
fection in this specialty, must become now his supreme 
aim. Now more than ever it will be necessary for the 
pianist—if he would not see his very existence im¬ 
perilled—to strive to emulate the singer in the sus¬ 
taining and undulation of the tone. 
How to accomplish that? 
Take one of the best grand pianos and strike a key 
with an intense pressure. You will be astonished to 
notice how long the vibration of the string lasts, in 
full force. And even when the vibration Ix-gins to 
weaken, a pressure of the pedal will revive it and 
prolong it. Rubinstein used to prolong the duration 
of a note ad infinitum through 
bing of the key, just as the vibration began to weaken. 
Through it the spring was brought into further, deli 
cate resonance, and you would hardly have noticed 
that the prolongation was due to this clever manq.u 
lation. 
Now, if you understand how to use the wonderful 
tonal mechanism offered by the modern grand pian.. 
you can obtain such a beautiful tone; and variety of 
expression ?nd tone color; such a poetic reprnHtjcUnu 
of melody that jou will have little cause to envy the 
human voice or‘ the other instruments capable of sus¬ 
tained tone. 
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Tone Color 
Readers of The Etude know that my belief in the 
possibilities of tone coloring goes so far as to lead 
me to assert confidently that the pianoforte, besides its 
own iii*livnlii 1 ..• ’ .in. through a variety of 
touches, develop an unlimited wealth of colors, and 
at times almost transform itself into another instru¬ 
ment, as 1 tried to demonstrate with my “Variations on 
'America.' " in which 1 offered an imitation of the tone 
color, peculiarities and effects of such instruments as 
the flute, cello, trumpet, organ, harp, string quartet, 
and orchestra. 
Of course I do not mean that the pianist may now 
neglect technique. On the contrary, he will be spurred 
by his new rival to still higher attainments, but he must 
not make of them "false gods” as formerly. 
Where the Player-Piano Excels 
When one has to cope with a powerful competitor, 
it is manifestly foolish to tincover one’s weakest points. 
This is the case with the pianist of to-day. If he tries 
to compete with the automatic player in the overcoming 
of technical difficulties, he is at a great disadvantage. 
Try to outdo the automatic player in the rendering of 
such pieces as the “Perpetuum Mobile,” by Weber; 
the "Campanella.” by Liszt; the “Thirds-Etude” or the 
"Sixths-Etude," by Chopin—and you never will be able 
to equal the rapidity and the mechanical perfection of 
the music r«H. 
Art and Mechanics 
On the other hand, you will be unconquerable in the 
interpretation of the classics, on which beauty of tone, 
correct phrasing, purity of style are of the utmost im¬ 
portance. Also in the rendering of polyphonic music, 
where the thematic detail must be brought into sculp¬ 
tural relief; where the different parts must be made 
prominent through different kinds of touch—here the 
pianist will retain undisputed superiority. 
It is just the warm feeling, the powerful emotion, 
which deeply impresses the audience: and this alone 
will prevent the interest in pianistic productions from 
fading away, as unfortunately seems to be. the trend 
nowadays. Technical mastery alone is no more capable 
of captivating the attention of an audience. Everybody 
finds out sooner or later that the player-piano he has 
at home can do the tricks "better and quicker” than 
the pianist. 
Try to infuse into your instrument all your soul; 
all your enthusiasm; let it express your love, your 
joys, vour woes and you will see the interest and the 
sympathy of the listeners suddenly revived. You will 
cast again the magical spell on the hearer; you will 
suhdup him as of yore; you will invite his soul to 
vibrate together with yours. For to this field the 
player-piano can never follow you. 
’ Ml ion. fellow-pianists, leave the 
vulgar pyrotechnic "stunts” to the automatic players, 
and reserve for yourself the most ideal, the most 
poetic part of the piano playing: the “singing.” The 
connoisseur will then he ahlc to tell, even from distance, 
if it is a machine which belabors the piano, or a tone- 
poet who imparts to the instrument his pulsating life, 
his divine inspiration! 
“Let There be Tunes” 
By Rose Frim 
In classes in pedagogy prospective teachers are 
urged to bark back in their memories until they can 
picture periods in their early youth when they be¬ 
came acquainted with certain sense impressions. This 
is believed to be one of the best ways in which to 
develop in the more mature mind an understanding 
and sympathy with child life. Merely observing chil¬ 
dren, without re-living the life of the child, is not 
enough. You must “think as a child.” Theorizing 
upon what the child should have, is not at all suffi- 
Can you remember your first pieces? Can you re¬ 
member with what delight you picked out your first 
tunes at the keyboard? Bohm’s Market Maid may seem 
lik" a very trite and inconsequential piece to you now, 
by. can you not remember the time when such pieces 
were full of charm and novelty to you? Do you re¬ 
member tbe passionate delight with which you played 
your first suspension of the third of the scale over 
tbe dominate seventh? Didn’t it wring your child-soul 
with the very beauty of the thing? 
Remember that the child music-nature calls out 
for tunes. Let the child hear them and play them 
and learn to love them. 
Mentally Photographing Music 
By Gertrude 
There is an old adage which runs, "There are more 
ways of killing a cat than one.” There are dozens o 
ways in which t > memorize. Some succeed 'With the 
method in which others fail dismally. The psychologist 
contends that the way to memorize quickest is to keep 
reading a recitation over and over or playing a. piece 
over and over time and again until it sticks. He insists 
that piecemeal memorizing is the longest way. Very 
well,—but what about the folks 'who try the psycho¬ 
logical plan and fail at it. There must be other ways, 
and it is the purpose of this article to state one which 
has “worked” finely with the writer of this article. It 
is a plan for making mental photographs of small 
section and then putting the sections together. 
We cannot all be like Von Billow, who, we are told, 
memorized Rheinberger’s “Chase” and “Fugue” on the 
cars, while traveling from Dresden to Hamburg, and 
played them the same night without notes, and without 
previously trying them on the piano; but we can take 
a lesson from his experience and profit thereby. 
Select a piece worthy of the time to be expended 
upon it, yet simple enough to be within your present 
knowledge of harmony; for harmony, concentration 
and a liking for good, healthy, plodding work are the 
most helpful requisites for memorizing; and, also. 
H. Truman 
"memorizing will help cultivate all of these good quali- 
tlfHaving chosen your piece and secured pencils and a 
tablet of manuscript paper, proceed to work anywhere 
but at the piano, preferably up in .the orchard or down 
by the brook. 
Next decide how many measures you can grasp at a 
time, then learn the first two, three or four, as the case 
may be. Now resort to pencil and paper and see how 
much of these measures you can write, without refer- 
ring to the music. You may not get it all down cor¬ 
rectly the first time, but try, try again, and above all 
things, do not proceed until you have written this much 
correctly, at least once. 
Each day begin at the beginning, writing what has 
already been learned before memorizing new measures, 
and never going on until the review is perfect. This may 
sound like tiresome work, but if tried, will be found 
most interesting, and memorizing in the future will be 
much easier and more interesting, even though this 
process is not resorted to every time. 
When the whole piece can be written perfectly, open 
the piano—and lo ! you will find you, self playing, with¬ 
out notes, a piece you never played before. 
“ Luck ” and Success 
By Thomas B. Empire 
The careers of many famous artists read like fairy 
tales. It would seem that some of them have only had 
to stand at the corner of a street and warble, or draw 
the bow across the strings, to attract the attention of 
the world-renowned impresario 'who “just happens” to 
be passing by. And the rest of the pleasing drama is 
already foretold—the gift of study under the best 
masters, the launching out of the at fistic ship upon the 
smooth waters of public approval - presto! the poor, 
obscure musician has "arrived,” to the tune of a small 
fortune for each and every appearance. J t looks easy, 
doesn’t it? But there is much that lies behind these 
delightful phenomena. In the first place, there was 
study—work of some kind, probably without the stim¬ 
ulus of lessons under a teacher. And every student 
knows how difficult it is to keep up interest, unless one 
has the urge of definite lessons to practice and to play 
for the one who has set them. In the second place, 
there was the financial necessity for making this gift 
count as a money-maker. 
You, who think you have not had a chance—who 
envy other people their easy conquest of the world 
artistic—'what have you done to arrive? Have you 
practiced early and late, whether you had the money 
for a teacher or not ? Have you set out to make more 
than a pretty accomplishment of music’ As to the 
appearance of the impresario at the precise moment, 
have you put your pride into your pocket and sung 
under discouraging auspices, as did these artists whom 
you now envy? How many times, do you suppose, 
even they sang their hearts out in the lonely streets, 
and got nothing for it? How many times was the 
hanging of a window their only applause’ How often 
did they play out their longing and their hunger pangs, 
while the impresario lingered unkindly miles away, 
instead of being close at hand with the star of glory 
in his right hand and a ticket for lessons in his left, 
ready to bestow at the conclusion of the free recital? 
Other people’s achievements are apt to look easy to us. 
But they pay—they pay, as every son and daughter of 
Adam pays—for all they have. 
A Plan of Musical Study for the Busy 
By H. K. Jackson 
One of the problems which present themselves to 
the music lover is the question of continuing practice 
even when he or she is engaged the greater part of 
the day in business. It is scarcely to be expected, after 
working hard all day, that one should sit down to prac¬ 
tice scales by the hour. It is, on the other hand, un¬ 
necessary to give up musical study entirely, as is too 
frequently the case. A happy medium may be struck 
by devoting about fifteen (more if possible) minutes 
to one’s instrument each day. A surprising amount 
of work can be done in this musical moment if it is 
done systematically. A short period of music will fill 
in admirably after the evening meal, and will not only 
be a happy mode of relaxation, but will help the diges¬ 
tion of the dinner as well. 
A great deal of pleasure may be derived from a sys¬ 
tematic plan for this musical hour. About twenty-one 
of the most attractive and not too difficult pieces 
with which one is familiar may first be selected. These 
are divided into small programs containing from two 
to'five numbers (depending upon the length and tech¬ 
nic). The programs should be drawn up care¬ 
fully, so as to offer an interesting variety in key, mode 
and form, no two selections being similar in these 
palticulars. If the arrangements are well made, the 
attractiveness of the program for the day will be a 
pleasure to look forward to. Another advantage is 
that there is a definite plan outlined, and the fact that 
certain pieces are to be played is a marked improvement 
over the slipshod method of taking any piece that comes 
to hand. When the first list has been fairly well mas¬ 
tered a time is set apart for a recital in private, with 
or without listeners. The program is played over 
only once, putting as much expression and interpreta¬ 
tion into the rendition as possible. After this formal 
recital of the first program, the second is treated in 
a similar manner. 
When all the programs have been studied, instead 
of starting at the beginning again, an entirely new 
arrangement of the piece is made. Although the same 
selections are practiced the novelty of the second set 
of lists will prevent the danger of becoming tired of 
them. The object of this plan is to accomplish a con¬ 
siderable amount of practice at a sacrifice—if it be a 
sacrifice—of little time. Variety—and concomitantly 
—interest are secured by the change of pieces from 
week to week. New selections may be added, care 
being taken that they are not too difficult. The system, 
the variety, the pleasure of composing the programs 
takes away all monotony, while the little mock recitals 
supply the necessary end in view. 
This plan makes it possible to keep a number of pieces 
constantly at the tips of one’s fingers. It is an established 
fact of psychology that one is learning one program while 
practicing another. It will he found on coming hack 
to a piece two or three weeks later, that it will he 
played with greater ease and more intelligence than 
before. If this method of musical study is followed 
the busy will find it possible to enjoy the satisfaction 
of accomplishing something definite in spite of the litni' 
tation of time. 
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Birds as Inspiration for Great Composers 
By EDWIN HALL PIERCE 
A few years ago, when The Etiuif. offered a prize 
for the best cover design, a large number of the efforts 
submitted embodied a representation of birds, showing 
the popular belief that birds are in some way connected 
with the idea of music. The same thing crops out in. 
the common expression “she sings like a bird,” which 
is intended to be a compliment of tbe best sort, 
whereas any singer whose repertoire was as limited and 
monotonous as that of even the most highly accom¬ 
plished bird would have no chance whatever on tbe 
concert stage. Between the most melodious outpour¬ 
ing of the nightingale and the simplest folk-song sung 
by a peasant-girl, there lies the impassable gulf between 
instinct and reason. Each species of bird has at most 
a few short phrases; these have ]yeen studied and col¬ 
lected by lovers of bird-life and written down, as far 
as may be, in musical notation. They serve the bird to a 
limited extent in lieu of speech, and are to the human 
ear agreeable animal noises, but only by a wide license 
of language can they be called “song.” Birds have 
inueed served a a one important source of inspiration 
to many great composers, but oftener through the 
poetic ideas connected with them than through the 
bird’s own musical outpourings.' As an illustration of 
this last statement, take the case of the swan; we doubt 
whether one reader in a thousand has ever heard a 
swan or knows whether he makes a sound, rtiusical or 
otherwise, yet he appears to have furnished far more 
inspiration to composers than any other bird. For this 
very reason we find ourselves impelled to devote a 
perhaps disproportional amount of attention to him in 
what follows: 
The Swan and the “Swan Song” in Music 
The Swan seems to have had a perennial attraction 
for both poets and musicians, not simply because it 
is a beautiful sight floating mirrored in the still 
water, but for the peculiar and mystic traditions and 
superstitions woven around it from time immemorial. 
In early Roman mythology the god, Jupiter, enam¬ 
ored of the nymph, Leda, assumed the guise of a 
swan; in Norse mythology the Valkyries, those super¬ 
natural maidens hovering in the lurid skies above the 
battle to carry the souls of fallen heroes away to Val¬ 
halla, could change themselves to swans at will. When 
the Norse warrior chanced to see a flight of wild 
swans over the field of carnage it is easy to imagine 
the weird premonition that quickened his pulses. 
*The legend of the Swan Knight was familiar in the 
folklore of the Lower Rhine for centuries before Wag¬ 
ner embodied it in the plot of his opera, Lohengrin. 
Most of us have read in our childhood, the adven¬ 
tures of the young swan in Hans Andersen’s Ugly 
Duckling—the young swan who did not even know he 
was a swan, but grew up among the ducks and other 
ignoble fowls, .odd, lonely and persecuted, until on a 
day of happy fate be saw other swans, glided gladly 
across the water to join them, was at once hailed as a 
fellow-swan and thenceforth tasted whatever happiness 
the Heavens have allotted to swans. A pretty story 
for children; but one in which Anderson hid a deeper 
meaning—a parable of the young artist in a deadening 
philistine environment. 
But to return to the subject—the influence of the 
swan idea on composers—in our own day, possibly the 
most familiar example is The Swan, by Saint-Saens. 
Originally an orchestral number, it has been transcribed 
effectively for organ, for violin and piano, for ’cello 
and piano and various other combinations of instru¬ 
ments. It is an exceedingly graceful piece, appealing 
powerfully to the imagination; one can close the eyes 
and picture the white swan on the surface of the water 
in Wordsworth’s poem: 
“The swan . . . floats double, swan and shadow.” 
Or one may find himself reminded of the less well- 
known but very graceful lines of James G. Percival: 
“On thy fair bosom, silver lake, 
The wild swan spreads his silver sail, 
And round his breast the ripples break 
As down he bears before the gale.” 
deserves to be even better known than it is, though 
the sentiment is of a nature so mystical and elusive as 
scarcely to appeal to a large or casual public. The 
words are originally from the Norwegian of the great 
dramatist Ibsen, and the several existing translations 
differ widely from each other, indicating that the 
author’s meaning was somewhat enigmatic in the first 
place, though it undoubtedly has allusion to the swan’s 
fabled death-song. 
In England the swan was regarded with superstitious 
veneration in early centuries; its eggs were protected 
by stringent laws, and in the days of Henry VII (1485- 
1509) none but the king might own a swan, save by 
royal permission. When such permission was granted, 
it was accompanied with special ceremony. A genera¬ 
tion or two later Orlando Gibbons, that matches com¬ 
poser of both madrigals and church music, well deserv¬ 
ing the appellation of “the English Palestrina,” com¬ 
posed a beautiful five-voice madrigal, The Silver Swan, 
which has survived the changing tastes of centuries and 
is still found in the repertoire of the best choral 
The words of this madrigal, by an anonymous author 
—perhaps Gibbons himself—are not of a melancholy or 
a mystical cast, but have a downright old English 
heartiness and humor: 
“The silver swan, who living had no note, 
When death approached, unlocked her silver throat; 
Leaning her breast against the reedy shore, 
Thus sang her first and last, and sang no more. 
Farewell all joys—O death, conic close my eyes— 
M ore geese Ilian swans no if live. 
More fools than wise!" 
It is a far cry from the mood of this "hi madri¬ 
gal (composed 1612) to Sibelius, the great Finnish 
composer, of our own day, and his wonderful -yin- 
phonic poem The Swan of Tuonela,* 
In the folk-lore of Finland, Tuonela is that mystical 
river in the dim border-land 'which lies between this 
world and the next. The ancient Greeks knew it tinder 
the name of the River Styx, hut it is surely in Finland^ 
that land of lakes and marshes, of leaden sky and 
dim, pearly mist, of vast, lonely, silent distances—rather 
than in sunny Greece, that a composer might find inspi¬ 
ration for such a theme, and it is no wonder that The 
Swan of Tuonela is one of Sibelius' strongest works. 
In the orchestral score a wonderful panning in lone- 
color which defies any attempt at adequate transcription 
for the piano—the Cor Anglais (English Horn) is 
entrusted with the solo picturing the swan song. 
It is more than doubtful whether the parting song of 
the swan lias any foundation whatever in dull, sober 
fact, yet if not. why has it been so persistently be¬ 
lieved, for so many centuries? Is it not because most 
of us have the same feeling as that little child Ruskin 
tells of in his Lillies of the Dust, who said in regard to 
some other charming old myth: "It is so beautiful, it 
must be true.” Plato evidently thought so—writing 
about 410 B. C., he reports these words as part of the 
conversation of Socrates: 
“You think that upon the score of foreknowledge 
and divining I am infinitely superior to the swans. When 
they perceive opproaehing death they sing more merrily 
than before, because of the joy they have in going lo 
the God they serve!" 
From the fabled swan-song to the prosaic cackle of 
a hen is a step from the sublime to the ridiculous, yet 
one of the first examples that occurs to us in seeking 
for imitations of bird-notes is a piece railed La Panic. 
by the old French composer Couperin, built up on some 
such phrase as this: 
Schubert’s little-known song The Quail furnishes a 
quaint instance of a composer's effort to reproduce 
the actual call of a bird. Both the poet and the com¬ 
poser rather strain a point to hear in the cheerful "Bob- 
white,” various pious ejaculations such as "Fear thou 
God,” “Love thou God,” etc. 
Haydn, in The Seasons, introduces a very realistic 
imitation of the crowing of the cock, thr ><• Ik-iiir the 
instrument used : 
Saint-Saens, in his Danse Maealne. alsq introduces 
a cock-crow to signify the approach of sunrise, which 
puts a sudden end to the weird dance of specters and 
skeletons. 
The note of the cuckoo is easily imitated, being almost 
(though not exactly) the interval of a major third. It 
has been used countless times by various composers, 
but mostly in small pieces intended for children. 
There arc two great difficulties in the way «.f the 
actual use of bird-song in music. The first i-. that the 
intervals do nni conform exactly to those found in 
any musical scale used by human beings; the second, 
(hat the quality of tone is often impossible to repro- 
• Pronounced Twon'-e-la. 
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<luce. On the violin it would be possible (even 
though difficult) to imitate the birds’ intervals exactly, 
but the quality of most bird-notes is more that of the 
flute, the clarinet or the oboe, and these are all instru¬ 
ments having a fixed scale, like the piano. The slide- 
trombone is another instrument on which it would be 
possible to imitate any intervals exactly, but the fact of 
its compass being in the bass puts it out of the question 
altogether. 
Really the best examples, from an artistic point of 
view, are those which merely suggest bird-song in 
general rather than attempt any exact imitation of 
particular birds. The Scene by the Brook in Beet¬ 
hoven’s Pastoral Symphony contains a charming ex¬ 
ample. 
There is a little-known but very clever little Trio in F, 
by Meyer, for violin, cello and piano, entitled Natur- 
lebcn (The life of Nature), in -which the note of the 
owl, the plover, the cuckoo and several other birds are 
simulated with remarkable fidelity as to intervals and 
rhythm, but the quality of tone of the instruments used 
is wholly inappropriate to anything like a real imita¬ 
tion. For the same reason Hauser’s Birdie in the Tree 
(a violin solo) and various other attempts of the same 
sort by less known composers for the violin are more 
amusing than impressive. 
Indirect Influence of Birds 
Henselt’s well-known and melodious etude for piano, 
Si Oiseau Jetais (If I were a bird) pictures admirably 
the lightness and airiness of a bird’s flight. The same 
may be said of Leschetizky’s Two Larks, and in this 
case it does not need even the suggestion of the title to 
enable the listener to picture to himself two bright 
birds sporting in the upper air and flying, first one 
and then the other, higher and higher. 
Schumann’s Vogel als Prophctc (Bird as a Prophet) 
is a charming little piano piece which we trust is too 
well klvrwn to our readers to require description. To 
seek to gi\e any more exact interpretation of its senti¬ 
ment than that already suggested by the somewhat 
mystical title would be aside the mark; there is a cer¬ 
tain attraction in things which are suffered to remain 
just a little mysterious. 
Were we to enumerate all the salon pieces, good, bad 
and indifferent, which are named from birds (mostly by 
lesser composers) this article would exceed ail limits; 
in most cases the music bears but little relation to the' 
title, the choice of which is a mere matter of fancy. 
American Opera One Hundred Years Ago 
Before the advent of the famous Garcia Opera Com¬ 
pany, in 1825i opera in America was in a condition 
somewhat compromising for American musical histor¬ 
ians to describe. True, there were a few “creditable” 
performances, but these in no way compared with the 
concert work nor with the accomplishments of such 
organizations as the Handel and Haydn Society of 
Boston, which celebrated its one hundredth anniversary 
a few years ago. 
This si ems somewhat remarkable, as Rossini’s Barber 
of Seville was first produced in Rome in 1815, and the 
interest in opera in Europe was very intense; Cherubini, 
Boildieu, Attber and Herold—to say nothing of Gluck, 
MonsiRny, Gossec, Grdtry and Mehul—had produced 
many very remarkable operatic works and the inter¬ 
course between the continents after the Revolution was 
highly active. Nor was there a lack of interest in 
things dramatic and musical. George Washington took 
quite as active an interest in music and the theater as 
does President Wilson, and many were the amateurs 
who gave vent to their feelings on the fashionable flute. 
The musical fare served to them in the contemporary 
opera houses (however satisfactory it may have been 
to some) was quite distant from our present-day ideals. 
Takc the case of Mr. Hodgkinson, for instance. He was 
the reigning operatic star of the early years of the last 
century, l ie was, indeed, the stage hero of his day, and 
drew immense crowds to the opera houses to see pieces 
that could not now hold the stage even as musical farces. 
He was a singer, a tragedian, and also a comedian. His 
appearance was a sign for a gala night at the opera. 
Perhaps the best way to place him in the minds of 
present-day opera-goers and also to reveal the operatic 
standards of our great-grandfathers, is to quote the 
lines of his favorite song, which were engraved under 
a popular wood-cut of the American Caruso of his day. 
They run: 
We sing a little and laugh a little 
And work a little and swear a little 
And fiddle a little and foot it a little 
And swing the flowing can. 
Surely, the cause of opera, to say nothing of prohibi¬ 
tion, must have made singular strides in a century. 
What “Jazz’ 
King Solomon’s challenging query—“Is there any¬ 
thing new under the sun?” might well find an answer 
in the latest international sensation—“Jazz.” To stir 
to real enthusiasm a world wearied by a long and 
ghastly war—to draw sorrowful people from brooding 
over the loss of all they loved, to follow for a moment 
the fascinating and intricate rhythms of a rule-break¬ 
ing music—this is a feat that demands something 
startlingly neoteric. It is a question just how far the 
apparently “new” is merely a fresh combination of 
time-worn units. The discovery of steam a few 
decades ago was only the application of two well- 
known forces—water and fire. The world hailed as 
"new” the finding of electricity, which was merely the 
combination of a few commonplace materials so 
arranged that the “new” force (which was the old 
“lightning”) became subservient to man’s needs. In a 
world consisting of raw substance and human ingen¬ 
uity, the only “new” factor would seem to be the 
latter. 
Judged by this loosely efformed rule, “Jazz” might 
well be properly dubbed a new thing under the sun. It 
is true, it makes use of notes and intervals common 
to the type of Hungarian, Gypsy, and even Japanese 
music, to. say nothing of the modernist mode. One 
might conceive that its “newness” inheres rather in its 
spirit than in its musical content. Its charm is in the 
exploitation of the unexepected, in rhythm, harmony 
and dynamics. And these constitute a very real nov¬ 
elty, even though it reaches down into the very roots 
of long past ages for its musical material. 
The late Lieutenant “Jim” Europe, the negro band¬ 
master who first, rose to fame by providing music for 
the dancing Castles, was interviewed a short time 
before his death, by Mr. Grenville Vernon, of. the 
New York Tribune. He said: 
“I believe that the term ‘jazz’ -originated with a band 
of four pieces which was found about fifteen years ago 
in New Orleans, and which was known as ‘Razz’s 
Band.’ This band was of truly extraordinary composi¬ 
tion. It consisted of a barytone horn, trombone, a 
cornet, and an instrument made out of the china- 
berry-tree. This instrument is something like a clar¬ 
inet, and is made by the Southern negroes themselves. 
Strange to say, it can be used only while the sap is in 
the wood, and after a few weeks’ use has to be 
thrown away. It produces a beautiful sound and is 
worthy of inclusion in any band or orchestra. I myself 
intend to employ it soon in my band. The four musi¬ 
cians of Razz’s Band had no idea at all of what they 
were playing; they improvised as they went along,, but 
such was their innate sense of rhythm that they pro¬ 
duced something which was very taking. From the 
small cafes of New Orleans they graduated to the St. 
Charles Hotel, and after a time to the Winter Garden, 
in New York, where they appeared, however, only a few 
days, the .individual musicians being grabbed up by 
various orchestras in the city. Somehow in the 
passage of time Razz’s Band got changed into ‘Jazz’s 
Band,’ and from this corruption arose the term ‘jazz.’ 
“The negro loves anything that is peculiar in music, 
and this ‘jazzing’ appeals to him strongly. It is accom¬ 
plished in several ways. With the brass instruments 
we put in mutes and make a whirling motion with the 
tongue, at the same time blowing full pressure. With 
wind instruments we pinch’ the mouthpiece and blow 
hard. This produces the peculiar sound which you all 
know. To us it is not discordant, as we play the music 
as it is written, only that we accent strongly in this 
manner the notes which originally would be without 
Is, and Why 
accent. It is natural for its to do this; it is, indeed, 
a racial musical characteristic. I have to call a daily 
rehearsal of my band to prevent the musicians from 
adding to their music more than I wish them to. When¬ 
ever possible they all embroider their parts in order to 
produce new, peculiar sounds. Some of these effects 
are excellent and some are not, and I have to be con¬ 
tinually on the lookout to cut out the results of my 
musicians’ originality. 
“When war broke out I enlisted as a private in Col¬ 
onel Hayward’s regiment, and I had just passed my 
officer’s examination when the Colonel asked me to 
form a band. I told him that it would be impossible, 
as the negro musicians of New York were paid too 
Well to have them give up their jobs to go to war. 
However, Colonel Hayward raised $10,000 and told me 
to get the musicians wherever I could get them. The 
reed-players I got in Porto Rico, the rest from all over 
the country. I had only one New York negro in the 
band—my solo cornetist. These are the men who now 
compose the band, and they are all fighters as well as 
musicans, for all have seen service in the trenches. 
“Everywhere we gave a concert it was a riot, but 
the supreme moment came in the Tuileries Gardens 
when we gave a concert in qonj unction with the great¬ 
est bands in the world—the British Grenadiers’ Band, 
the band of the Garde Republicain, and the Royal Ital¬ 
ian Band. My band, of course, could not compare with 
any of these, yet the crowd, and it was such a crowd 
as I never saw anywhere else in the world, deserted 
them for us. We played to 50,000 people at least, 
and, had we wished it, we might be playing yet. 
“After the concert was over the leader of the band 
of the Garde Republicain came over and asked me for 
the score of one of the jazz compositions we had 
played. He said he wanted his band to play it. I gave 
it to him* and the next day he again came to see me. 
He explained that he couldn’t seem to get the effects I 
got, and asked me to go to a rehearsal. I went 
with him. The great band played the composition 
superbly—but he was right: the jazz effects were miss¬ 
ing. I took an instrument and showed him how it 
could be done, and he told me that h:s own musicians 
felt sure that my band had used special instruments. 
• Indeed, some of them, afterward attending one of my 
rehearsals, did not believe what I had said until after 
they had examined the instruments used by my men. 
“I have come back from France more firmly con¬ 
vinced than ever that negroes should write negro music. 
We have our own racial feeling and if we try to copy 
whites we will make bad copies. I noticed that the. 
Morocco negro bands played music which had an affin¬ 
ity to ours. One piece, ‘In Zanzibar,’ I took for my 
band, and the white audiences seem to find it too dis¬ 
cordant, I found it most sympathetic. We won France 
by playing music which was ours and not a pale imita¬ 
tion of others, and if we are to develop in America we 
must develop along our own lines. Our musicians do 
their best work when using negro material. Will 
Marion Cook, William Tires, even Harry Burleigh and 
Coleridge-Taylor are not truly themselves except in 
the music which expresses their race. Mr. Tires, for 
instance, writes charming waltzes, but the best of these 
have in them negro influences. The music of our race 
springs from the soil, and this is true to-day with no 
other race, except possibly the Russians, and it‘is 
because of this that I and all my musicians have come 
to love Russian music. Indeed, as far as I am con¬ 
cerned, it is the only music I care for outside of 
negro. 
One Great Source of Mastery 
By G. B. Newcomb 
Why is it that one talented person, working to 
the limit with excellent opportunities, etc., fails; and 
another person succeeds? Sometimes the reason can 
be traced to what some have called “the all inspiring 
idea. Call it an ideal or what you will—you will find 
that ahead of almost every man or woman who has 
achieved greatness, is a wonderful illuminating idea 
this is the bright light hovering over their careers 
and leading them on every moment of the day and 
night. Beethoven had this; Gounod had if; Wagner 
had it; just as Milton, Hugo, Goethe, Napoleon, F.m- 
erson and Lincoln, all were thrall to a dominant idea. 
The inspiring idea gives the worker a kind of nec¬ 
essary egotism which tells him that he can do things 
v otherrwise m{Sht be afraid to attempt. It 
woTkers no? that ideas actuall>' see™ to give 
enable them t6abiy mus,cians> physical strength 
cumsLee °udo WOrk which under ordinary c 
is that 3S mi81.t s,eem beyond their powers. Thus 
ra’n nll ?arat!ve y weak women, when on the sta 
sina roles c°Ugh lo,r‘8' and ponderous concertos a 
tbn grCat difficulty without aPParent exha' 
moIrfen°rUlhaV!nn -the ^"spMng idea leading to 
kevsn:lrj „de^nite goal, much of your work at t 
? sasH« you « 
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The Pianist and the Relaxation Fad 
By GLENN DILLARD GUNN 
The piano-teaching fraternity—one might more 
properly say sorority—practices a faith in certain 
accepted pedagogic ideas not always justified by its 
fruits. Thus, for more than a generation teachers have 
preached relaxation as the one infallible cure for all 
the ills to which the piano student is heir, without 
—it must be confessed—having advanced the art by 
any noticeable degree. By this I mean there has been 
no such brilliant development of youthful talent -along 
pianistic lines as has taken place among the violinists 
in the past decade and a half. And for this backward¬ 
ness among the pianists I believe the teachers are par¬ 
tially responsible because of their unthinking adher¬ 
ence to certain outworn ideas. 
The most general—and, therefore, the most mischiev¬ 
ous of these, is the relaxation dogma, now become so 
familiar that it no longer stimulates cerebration, but is 
accepted without that detailed and precise application to 
the mechanical problems of the instrument necessary 
to intelligent consideration. That, at least, is the 
impression which the metropolitan teacher receives year 
after year as he examines the candidates for artistic dis¬ 
tinction who enter his classes. Wherefore, the follow¬ 
ing suggestions as to the exact relation of muscular 
relaxation to the problems of piano playing are sub¬ 
mitted in the hope that they may be found helpful. 
Sources of Power 
Be it said at once that, as a starting point in the 
development of pianistic habits, relaxation is not to be 
recommended—that is, not the type of complete muscu¬ 
lar relaxation usually advised by the teacher. For it is 
evident that only those muscles in the wrist, arm, 
shoulder and back should be relaxed which are not in 
use, and an examination of the several tasks which the 
pianist’s arms, wrists and fingers must perform speed¬ 
ily discloses the fact that practically all these muscles 
are in use. Mechanically stated, the pianist’s task is 
the communication of energy to the key under such 
conditions that that energy—which is derived from sev¬ 
eral sources—may be transferred quickly from key to 
key and may be graduated through all degrees of 
power. Now the idea of the communication of energy 
involves, if only subconsciously, the idea of muscular 
tension, for which reason the inexperienced pianist is 
prone to develop muscular tension that hinders digital 
agility and reduces muscular endurance. Especially 
is this the case if he has been taught to approach the 
piano with fingers that are devitalized, with wrists that 
sag and with arms that dangle—in other words with 
complete muscular relaxation. 
Since the idea of energy and its communication 
begins in muscular sensation with a feeling of tension, 
the necessity for fixing this tension at the point of con¬ 
tact, that is at the ends of the fingers, was long ago 
recognized by piano teachers. The pupil was told that 
he must have a relaxed arm, a wrist perfectly loose, 
and fingers held firm at the terminal joifits, all of 
which are comparatively easy of acquirement. But hav¬ 
ing acquired them, the pupil soon discovers that his 
muscular troubles are not ended. He finds that his 
arms cannot be kept in a condition of complete relaxa¬ 
tion; he discovers that, despite a soft and pliable condi¬ 
tion of the muscles of the upper arm, the muscles of 
the forearm often tire, notably in the performance of 
long-continued scale passages, and that the wrist when 
most relaxed is also extremely sensible of strain. For 
these troubles the average teacher can suggest only 
more relaxation. And so the vicious circle completes 
itself, to the pupil’s certain and justifiable discour¬ 
agement. 
Now, in considering the several sources of power 
which are at the pianist’s command, the weight of the 
arm is regarded as one of the most important. This 
conclusion was established at least a generation ago. 
Having secured the desired condition of relaxation in 
the arm, the pupil was told that its full weight must 
be supported on the finger tips. Usually that excellent 
advice was nullified by prescribing a position of the 
wrist which made it impossible to support the weight of 
the arm on the fingers without creating a condition of 
tension at the wrist; and with tension at the wrist the 
pupil’s tendency toward muscular exhaustion was 
inevitably continued and confirmed. 
The remedy is simple. It was suggested by Leschet- 
izky- as much as thirty years ago, when he said, “The 
fingers must be steel, the wrist a spring.” Unfortun¬ 
ately the word for spring in his language and the 
word for feather are quite the same and the average 
American student whose tuition in Vienna had been 
received from one of the old master’s assistants, seems 
to have demonstrated his misunderstanding of the 
method he afterward professed to teach by selecting the 
latter translation which, of course, in this corihection 
means just nothing at all. 
Had this same American unfortunate observed the 
position of the wrist universally practiced by Leschet¬ 
izky’s successful pupils—or by any of the successful 
pianists for that matter—he might have revised his 
translation. For they one and all play with wrists 
comfortably elevated in complete contradiction to the 
careful instruction of the preparatory teacher, who— 
it must be remembered—was concerned with the devel¬ 
opment of one factor only in the pianist’s playing 
apparatus, namely: the firm finger. This it was Leschet¬ 
izky’s habit to develop with the hand in a gripping posi¬ 
tion and with the wrist depressed, and with this prepara¬ 
tory stage of the Leschetizky’s “method” the average 
American began and ended his studies in Vienna. 
“The Wrist a Spring” 
“The wrist a spring.” But not the wrist only. Rather 
the whole arm. For the pianist’s arm must be like the 
dancer’s leg—elastic, resilient, with weight and energy 
focussed upon the finger tip, and the wrist absorbing the 
shock of every contact with the key precisely as does 
the dancer’s ankle. Let the piano teacher replace his 
overworked idea of relaxation with this idea of elastic 
energy and some of his difficulties will begin to 
disappear. 
To the successful development of this idea, however, 
there must be added still another. Too many teachers 
conceive the weight of the arm as resting vertically 
upon the key whereas, in fact, that is a physical impos¬ 
sibility. The pianist's arm spans the distance between 
shoulder and keyboard; it carries its own weight to the 
key. If the weight of the arm is permitted to fall ver¬ 
tically (as it does when the arm is completely relaxed) 
only such portion of it will reach the key as may be 
communicated by the muscular tension of the wrist. 
This direction of attack is wrong. It is away from 
the key rather than toward the key. 
By way of a remedy, consider again the not unat¬ 
tractive simile of the ballet dancer. That graceful 
person moves habitually on her toes. The weight 
of the body is directed forward. Not the most skil¬ 
ful of the terpsichorean tribe can stand on her toes 
and on her heels at the same time. But that is pre¬ 
cisely hat the unsuccessful devotees of relaxation 
are trying to do. Their loose arms hang on their 
wrists, and their fingers drag upon the keyboard. The 
whole effort suggests a desire to pull the piano over 
into the player’s lap. 
The remedy, after all, is simple. Change the direc¬ 
tion of attack. Play away from the body and toward 
the piano; not toward the body and away from the 
piano. Godowsky says, “The piano is something to 
lean on,” meaning just this changed direction of at¬ 
tack. Now, as everyone knows, the principles govern¬ 
ing the support of weight have long since been estab¬ 
lished. The arch has been proven the strongest sup¬ 
port, because it directs the tension, not to any part of 
the support itself, but to the vertical supports of the 
arch. So the arched wrist directs the tension to the 
end of the finger, while the low or, flat wrist supports 
the tension itself, and the energy developed from the 
weight and impulse of the arm reach the key only 
by the tension of the muscles, indirectly and, in the 
end, at the expense of stiffness. 
Octaves as a Remedy 
In applying this principle of wrist position and the 
direction of attack to the teaching of children, it if 
wise to state it merely in terms of sensation, to pre¬ 
sent it by example rather than by precept. With all 
of us, mental effort tends to translate itself into mus¬ 
cular tension, and this is especially the case with the 
very young. Observe the child at any task involving 
mental effort. He sits at his desk in the schoolroom 
with his legs twisted around the legs of the bench. A* 
he struggles with the characters of the alphabet the 
facial muscles work almost as much as do the muscles 
actually engaged in forming the letters. Similarly, every 
mental difficulty that offers itself in his music lesson 
will immediately stimulate muscular stiffness. Where¬ 
fore, the less he is required to conceive piano playing 
in terms of the mind the “better. Let him rather l>e 
concerned only with the establishment of the right sen 
sation, and this can most readily be accomplished by 
inviting him to imitate his teacher in the vital mat¬ 
ters of wrist position and the direction of the attack 
It is well to reduce individual finger movement 
to the minimum compatible with the development of 
velocity, which is the purpose the individual linger 
movement ultimately serves. It is wise to abandon 
all forms of staccato that depend upon the artificial 
stroke from the wrist, replacing them with a staccato 
that results naturally from the rebounding of a resilient 
arm. This form of staccato is valuable since it de¬ 
velops directly the focus of power on the finger tip, 
the forward direction of attack, the elastic arm and the 
feeling of ease, if performed with the high wrut 
In dealing with mature pupils who suffer from stiff¬ 
ness, it is wise to begin at once with octaves as offer¬ 
ing the most efficacious corrective exercise. In octave 
playing the hand, rather than the individual finger, it 
the playing unit. The need for tension in the hand, 
that the fixed span may be held firmly and the un¬ 
varying interval of the octave accurately measured 
upon the keyboard, is self-evident The high wri»t 
is a necessity for all but the largest hands. Final!). 
if octaves be begun, not after the artificial and anti 
quated method of Kullak (who must have played them 
very badly indeed if he practiced his own : ystem) but 
with the attack of the whole arm. the muscles maintain¬ 
ing a condition of resiliency which automatically causes 
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the hand to rebound from key to key, the correct sen¬ 
sation, both as to muscular condition and as to direc¬ 
tion of attack establishes itself and needs only sufficient 
repetition to become a habit. 
That’s what technic is—a habit. That is the pur¬ 
pose of practice—the formation of habits. And many 
of the habits which the pianist has acquired in the 
past by great ]aiJor an(] effort have no true relation 
to his instrument. The wrist staccato is one of these. 
To be convinced of this statement the reader needs 
only to experiment with a series of diminished sev¬ 
enth arpeggios in octaves, playing first with the old- 
fashioned wrist stroke, and then with full arm. He 
will observe that by the former method he has three 
tasks to perform and by the latter but one. With the 
wrist stroke he must depend upon the muscular energy 
of the forearm as expressed in the stroke of the hand 
moved from the wrist for the volume of his tone, a 
task involving two movements ; and he must find the 
next octave in the arpeggio. Playing the octave ar¬ 
peggio from the full arm his only task is to find the 
next octave in the series. The weight and impulse of 
the arm produce the tone, and the rebound of the arm 
releases the key and carries the hand to the position 
of the next octave. This latter movement he must 
direct. 
Chords, as well as octaves, should be studied by the 
adult pupil in the same manier as the octave arpeggio, 
and with the same end in view, namely: the fixing of 
tension in the hand; the poising of the weight of the 
■ rm on the linger-tip,-and the directing of the attack 
toward the key rather than toward the body. When 
this treatment of octave and chord has become a fixed 
habit of the muscles the pupil should be directed to 
apply it to the grand arpeggio in single tones. 
[Practical Hints 
What bee.. of the legato touch under this method? 
This question one way answer, Yankee-wise with 
another. Is it possible u. play a legato on the piano? 
Considering the term "legato” as it is defined by the 
singer or the violinist, one must reply in the negative. 
The piano tone, being at best but an accent plus an 
echo, being totally deficient in true sostenuto, is incap- 
: .1 tm. legato. The legato which the instru¬ 
ment seems to produce under the hands of a master is 
but another of its many beautiful illusions, the prod¬ 
uct of perfect rhythmical and dynamic evenness. 
Rhythmical evenness in passage playing results from 
control of the smallest rhythmical unit. Thus, if the 
passage is in sixteenth notes, common time, the player 
should count, not four, but sixteen in the measure. 
Evenness of power results when every tone in the 
passage is produced by the same amount of energy. 
The unvarying source of energy most immediately 
available to the pianist is the weight of the arm, which 
• is the same to-day or to-morrow, in the practice room, 
the studio or the concert hall. 
He can learn to apply the weight of the arm most 
readily by a conscious movement of the arm, which, 
whether for octaves, chords or single tones, can be 
made to disappear as a movement, though its product 
in sensation and in tone remain. Witness Busoni’s 
octave playing, in which the utmost resonance of the 
instrument and the utmo^ velocity are achieved with¬ 
out visible up and down movement of the arm. 
With the abandoning of prevailing misconceptions 
in regard to the piano and its possibilities there fol¬ 
lows a revision of the concepts of technic and its ne¬ 
cessities |f the piano cannot produce a true legato, 
much time and energy spent in perfecting connections 
and crossings in arpeggio and scale can be saved. All 
the effort- mistakenly spent upon the impossible task 
of educating the fourth and fifth lingers to be as 
strong as the thir.l finger or the thumb, can be tlimi- 
noted it evenness is dependent upon the weight of the 
arm rather than upon the strength of the individual 
linger The tiring wrist stroke can be abandoned if 
the natural resiliency of the arm can be employed for 
the purposes it was believed to serve. These are but 
a few ..f the economies that result from this concept 
of the sources of power at the disposal of the pianist 
and their control and development. 
Even more revolutionary are the conclusions which 
result from a recognition of the fact that the piano 
is incapable of legato and also of any qualitative 
- piano can vary the volume and, 
to some extent, the duration of the tone. It can play 
b.u.l or soft. It can play loud and soft, both at the 
same time and in many varying degrees. But it can¬ 
not alter the quality of the tone. Wherefore most of 
the different touches now taught and practiced are just 
so many delusions. As the piano has but one quality 
of tone, the player needs but one kind of touch, which 
can be varied as to intensity, duration and the relative 
value of tones simultaneously sounded. But that, as 
Kipling says, is another story. . „ 
If it be good pedagogy to “teach one thing at a time, 
as the learned professors tell us at college, then it cer¬ 
tainly is wise, in an article of this kind, to write about 
one thing only. Wherefore the discussion of piano 
touches, useful and useless, can wait for another occa- 
sion, while I repeat in condensed form the recommen- 
dations made at length in the foregoing paragraphs. 
Briefly, then: 
To establish the proper muscular condition in the 
pianist’s hand, wrist and arm. 
Make the hand and fingers firm by exercises in 
fixed spans (octave and chord). 
Raise the wrist that the weight and impulse of the 
arm may pass directly to the point of contact, the finger 
tip. 
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Direct the attack away from the body and toward 
^Establish in the muscles of the arm and shoulder 
a condition of resiliency such as would cause the haw 
and arm to rebound freely from the keyboard. 
Maintain this condition, whether the arm is permitted 
tp rebound or whether the wrist is permitted to absorb 
the shock of contast with the key. 
Remember that the muscles function through sen. 
sation rather than through process of reasoning; where, 
fore no set of mechanical exercises can be exclusively 
relied upon to produce the desired results automatical!! 
Remember that there is no vocabulary to define 
sensation; wherefore the correct muscular condition 
can be communicated only by the sense of touch; and 
the correct functioning of the muscles can be illns. 
trated by example. But the whole process may not be 
described accurately in words. 
The Music Teacher’s Prescription Box 
By Hans Schneider 
When the doctor comes to the house, he brings with 
him a leather case with bottles of pills. When he de¬ 
parts, he leaves some of the pills and takes our money ; 
occasionally he leaves the sickness, too, instead of 
taking it along. The little leather case is called his 
‘‘medicine case” or “box.” Mother always had a medi¬ 
cine closet with a lot of mysterious bottles and boxes 
which we cordially disliked. 
The relations between teacher and pupil are very 
much like those of doctor and patient. Something is 
wrong with the patient, something which prevents him 
from making the fullest use of his mental and physical 
faculties. The doctor is to set things riyht by his 
diagnosis, based upon experience and knowledge. Then 
he gives the patient some medicine. 
Now a teacher has to go about in the same way. 
After he has diagnosed the shortcomings of his pupils, 
he must give thq proper exercises and music (medicine) 
' to overcome and correct the faults. As a teacher 
grows older and wiser, he uses less and less music, for 
his experience has taught him what is sure to bring 
results and what is not. 
The other night I was sitting in a cafe near- two 
musicians who hotly debated the relative merits of 
Schoenberg’s music. When, after one hour’s debate, 
they went home, they seemed just where they were when 
they began. I was sitting with a Dr. D., a psychopath 
of national reputation. When we separated, I had 
learned a lot about the dissociation of mental processes. 
The moral of the little incident is that we can learn 
only from people who know things we ourselves do 
not know, and that we always profit a great deal when 
we look into the other fellow’s work-shop. For 
instance: In the business man’s office we find filing 
cases and boxes with index cards. At any moment the 
business man can lay his hand on a transaction of two 
years ago, the day of the order, shipment, cost, profit. 
It is a part of business efficiency and success. 
Are all music teachers efficient in this, which is also 
a part of their success? Why not combine the doc¬ 
tor s and the business man's scheme, and arrange a 
card index in a filing-box with names of compositions 
and let the whole serve as “medicine chest?” Close to 
my piano stands an old-fashioned flat desk. I would 
part with all my other furniture before I would give 
up this desk near my piano. Here I find everything I 
use: music paper, pencils, black, blue and red; it is my 
work-bench, where I keep my accessory tools. 
. I see a very pretty little nose go up in the air with 
utter contempt. How prosaic! Where does the art 
come in? Divine art, ma petite, comes in after the 
mason has put up the house and the walls are ready 
for the decorator. If a skirt does not hang rio-ht at 
the beginning, all the trimmings and ruffles in the 
world will not make it hang later, n’est ce pas? 
A Desk File 
And here on this desk is also my medicine chest, a 
filing-box, 9x6, filled with cards, 5x3, where I keep 
011 rfilf l'le .names' of comPositions which have proved 
useful, efficient and successful in solving certain tech¬ 
nical problems. These 800-900 cards are divided into 
the different branches of technic. 
When we look at piano technic from a fundamental 
point of view it is not such a confused matter as it 
appears to the layman at first glance. Like everything 
else, the most complicated technical problem can be 
reduced to some simple basic principle which must be 
mastered first before we can attempt its enlargement. 
A technical figure consists either of successive or 
simultaneous tones, tones which follow each other by 
degrees or skips, or are both mixed. Then there are 
the different touch genres, and so forth. And so the 
index cards read : 
Octave, compact, scales, arpeggios, rolling, alternat¬ 
ing, slow, instructive, melodious, rhythm, trills, double 
thirds, staccato, left hand, etc. According to the more 
or less frequent appearance of certain branches, each 
section contains more or less cards, but none holds less 
than 20-25, and new material is always added, although 
not at a rapid pace. 
Each card has, in its right corner, the technic it be¬ 
longs to: for instance, “octaves.” Often when other 
technic is also sufficiently represented one compositions 
registered under 2-3 headings. Below the technic is a 
number 1, 2 or 3, according to difficulty; easy, medium, 
difficult. In the centre is title, opus, composer and pub¬ 
lisher; in the left lower side frequently a pupil’s name. 
Why is the pupil’s name there ? This filing box is the 
outcome of many years' teaching. It contains hundreds 
. of compositions which must live in my memory if I wish 
to use them successfully. In order to keep this “mem¬ 
ory green” I make use of the principle of association. 
I strengthen my memory function by connecting with 
the composition as many outside factors as I possibly 
I connect it with the first pupil with whom I used 
it, the year it was first used, where I first heard of it 
or saw it; all these matters appealing to the physiolog¬ 
ical memory, assist me to keep the whole work with all 
its technical details in my mind. 
Teaching cannot dispense with system any more than 
anything else—except dreaming. All planless and pur¬ 
poseless teaching leads to nowhere. The giving of a 
piece, the apportioning of page to page in exercise 
books is not developing a pupil, but fooling him and 
taking his money, without giving him proper returns, 
especially in the case of children. The teacher is not 
,rlSi0I!t e t?.,tlle child< but 'o the parents; and parents 
tbino- ^elr children to get somewhere, to know some- 
i, ? a finished production, and the ultimate 
from tether11"8 ““ ^ indePendence o£ Pupi 
tje^>rkrt!|0'SfS|i,S °ne tb‘ng' med'cine another. Both must 
the m,nit ‘ e Pat,?nt is to gr<"v well. The faults of 
another r>re.t°ne tblng> the music to remedy them >s 
if teachino -°th r?USt be rec°gnized and chosen “right1’ 
chest I T 1S ,be.a success' and the musical medicine 
may smell ff?,! help tOWards " “ may be prosaic, it 
do w tT f the. grocer>' store, it may have but little to 
to do with mU.S1.c of a Chopin scherzo, but it has a lot 
Playing stage* * ^ PUpil *° ,he Chopin schcrZ° 
muclTsaTer' to "let °tl aviati.?n if is still necessary and 
for a while, and norulZT'L T™! b>' ,he post road 1 not hitch him to the s 
O^HE ETUDE’S first and highest aim is to build 
without enthusiasm music lover, student teach* and more music enthus 
without power. The power—the enthusiasm—must hi t*® ^ helpless as a dy 
- _Kept UP every day of the 
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The Origin of Some Masterpieces of Music 
By LOUIS C. ELSON 
- 1MEB 
Scientific composition began about 700 years ago, 
for we may take “Sumer is icumen in,” the canon 
recently described in these columns, as the earliest 
specimen of good contrapuntal music, and that is traced 
to about A. D. 1215. But it was only in England, at 
that early date, that they aimed to have their scientific 
piusic sound well as well as conform to the strict laws 
they were beginning to formulate. In continental 
Europe they cared much more for a display of ingen¬ 
uity that for a resultant euphony. This led to much 
competitive writing. A popular melody was made the 
gage of combat. This melody was given to the tenor 
voice, and various composers using the same tenor 
part, would breathe counterpoint around it, each striv¬ 
ing to outdo the other. In this manner an old folk tune 
called “L’Homme Arme” gave rise to some 200 masses, 
Palestrina himself composing two to this melody. How 
important the tenor was in the old contrapuntal scheme 
may be shown by the following rhymes which I found 
in an old volume of a tenor score: 
In middle paths are all my arts, 
From me spring all the other parts. 
They lean on me through all the song, 
Or all the singing would go wrong. 
The origin of the forty-eight Preludes and Fugues 
constituting the two volumes- of Bach’s “Well-tempered 
Clavichord” was a desire to demonstrate that every 
key of the twelve minor and twelve major signatures 
could be practically employed in music. These could be 
played only on a keyed instrument if it were tuned in 
equal semitones. If it was tuned to the intervals 
demanded by Nature, it would sound in perfect tune 
only in the one key to which it was adjusted. This 
is what was done even 200 years ago. By a species of 
compromise (altering the pitch of two notes) they got 
a species of “mean tempering” which allowed them to 
play in three or four keys, major and minor. But 
Morley states that such keys as- A or E major are 
theoretical and not in practical use, and in all the old 
volumes of my library the composers never stir far 
from C or F. 
All Keys Created Free and Equal 
In 1722, when Bach wrote his first volume of the 
“Well-tempered Clavichord” he actually established the 
fact that all keys were practicable. It was the musi¬ 
cian’s Declaration of Independence—“We hold that all 
keys are created free and equal!’’ But too much credit 
is sometimes given to Bach in this matter. In the first 
place the “Well-tempered Clavichord” was not pub¬ 
lished until very long afterwards, and exerted no wide¬ 
spread influence at the time. Secondly, Bach drew his 
idea from Andreas Werckmeister who had written a 
volume upon this matter just a little time before. 
Sometimes a single composition has interesting 
points of history connected with its origin. Thus the 
fact that Louis XI could not sing and yet wanted to 
appear in a musical work, led Josquin des Pres to com¬ 
pose a motette in which one voice has only a single 
note repeated at interevals* A very similar case led to 
a certain part in Mendelssohn’s “Son and Stranger.” 
He composed the operetta in secret for the celebration 
of his parent’s silver wedding, and determined that all 
of the family except the parents, should sing in it. 
Hensel, the artist, who had married his sister, Fannie, 
was almost tone-deaf, and, therefore, Mendelssohn 
wrote the part of the Mayor on one note only, and 
Hensel appeared in it. But at rehearsals it was some¬ 
times very difficult to get him to give this note at the 
right time and on the right pitch. 
Perhaps the strangest origin of any composition is 
that of Domenico Scarlatti’s “Fuga del Gatto,” or 
“Cat’s Fugue.” The composer often had his favorite 
cat on his shoulder as he sat at the spinet. One day 
puss becoming alarmed at some hing sprang from his 
shoulder and scurried across the keyboard and away. 
But in her flight she struck certain notes which Scar¬ 
latti afterwards made into a fugue in her honor. 
and it will be noticed that the notes go in one direction 
only. The cat has won distinction in executing noc¬ 
turnal music, but; this is the only instance of her 
becoming a contrapuntal composer. 
The origin of the Austrian national hymn came from 
Haydn’s visit to London in 1791. He was impressed 
by the respect with which the English treated their 
national anthem and was envious that his own country 
had nothing to compare with it. On his return to 
Austria, therefore, he at once set about writing a 
national hymn. He derived it from a Croatian tune, 
but it nevertheless sounds like “God Save the King” 
strained through an Austrian mind. The Prussians 
pre-empted it during the recent war as “Deutschland 
ueber Alles.” 
Although Beethoven never wrote a national hymn he 
composed much that had its origin in his love of lib¬ 
erty. Before we touch upon that, it may be stated that 
an idealistic love of woman also led to much music 
during his career. He was continually falling in love, 
but in a much more platonic manner than his con¬ 
temporary Goethe. Eleonora von Breuning, Bettina 
Brentano, Countess Erdoedy, Amalia Seebald, Giulietta 
Guicciardi—in short the list is endless, but each case 
led to some worthy music. 
Out of his love of liberty sprang such work as the 
“Egmont overture” with its piccolo shrieks of triumph 
at the end, and the heroic symphony with its imperial 
funeral march written, when he found that his hero 
(Napoleon) had betrayed liberty, and the Ninth Sym¬ 
phony in which he grows frenetic over Schiller’s Ode 
to Joy, in which we believe the poet would have writ¬ 
ten “Freiheit” (Freedom) instead of “Freude” (Joy) 
had he dared. 
Beethoven must have enjoyed composing the pastoral 
symphony, for he was .always inspired by out-of- 
door life, and many of his compositions had their first 
inception in his long walks. Franz Lachner, who knew 
him well, once told me that he had frequently seen 
Beethoven stop in the middle of the roadway, in 
Vienna, whip out his memorandum-book and begin to 
write, as some musical thought came to him. And once 
on one of these walks he was arrested by a village 
Dogberry, as a suspicious character. When the watch¬ 
man reported his strange arrest and the furious behav¬ 
ior of the prisoner, the lieutenant who knew the eccen¬ 
tric composer, rushed down to the jail to release him. 
but Beethoven would listen to no apologies and rushed 
away in fiercest anger. 
Beethoven and the Ninth Symphony 
He composed a good part of his Ninth Symphony in 
a tree in the royal park at Schoenbrunn, just outside 
of Vienna. He told Schindler of this tree, and Schind¬ 
ler told Thayer, and through the last-named I obtained 
a description of it and after some search found it. It 
is a tree (I regret my technical ignorance of horticul¬ 
ture) which spreads out three branches about three 
feet from the ground, making a natural seat where the 
composer was quite at ease while using his memo¬ 
randum book. 
Some of these memorandum books have been pre¬ 
served and it is most interesting to note what changes 
look place between the first inception of certain 
thoughts and their publication. The chief theme of 
the first movement of the Fifth symphony, for ex¬ 
ample, is of the grandest character, and Beethoven at 
its rehearsal said to his pupil Ries, “That’s the way 
that Destiny knocks at the door!” But in the memor¬ 
andum book it runs as follows: 
ning of the slow 
appears thus 
cment of the same symphor 
but it was subsequently altered from a'Slinuet-likr 
theme into something stronger and better. 
Mozart and Billiards 
The manner in which different composers inspire 
themselves to composition is various, hut Beethoven's 
out-door way was certainly the healthiest. Mozart 
found his musical ideas best when he uas playing bil¬ 
liards and he sometimes played this game alone, with 
out an opponent. Wagner in his later days had a most 
expensive way of stimulating his imagination. He 
had his study furnished according to the top > 
he was working upon. If it were grand or bright, hr 
dressed in satin, had perfumes and flowers around 
him, light hangings on the walls, etc. If it were dark 
or gloomy he would have everything draped in black. 
No one was allowed to enter his study when Wag¬ 
ner was within. Such was the respect given to his 
commands that when he fell dying within it* walls 
on that fatal February afternoon in 1883. although 
Betty Burckel, the servant, heard him groaning, she 
did not dare to cross the threshold until Wagner 
managed to gasp her name. The steward at the Pal¬ 
azzo Vendramini, which I visited very soon after the 
composer’s death, told me that the swift change* tn 
the furnishing of the study were almost incredible 
Very different was the mode of inspiration of our 
American song writer, Stephen C. Foster, lie would 
(when lie managed to gather the necessary dunes i 
ride up and down Broadway, New York, in an omnibus 
and found his ideas quickened by the journey. 
Frequently sorrow is a stimulus to musical creation 
Schubert sometimes complained that the public seemed 
to like those works best which he had written in misery. 
It is often undoubtedly true that “The anguish of the 
singer makes the beauty of the strain," and the sor¬ 
row may be personal or national. Tints Chopin’s Etude 
in C minor, Op 10, No. 12, was written out of the 
grief that the loyal Pole felt at the capture of War¬ 
saw by the Russians. 
With Schumann, however, the opposite is true: he 
could not write at all when overwhelmed by sorrow. 
He was a rose that required sunlight to unfold ill 
petals. His greatest joy in life was when hi; won and 
married Clara Wieck. In the year of hi* imply, 
(1840) we find him composing his best songs and his 
most striking symphony, the one in II I!..!, which 
of love and spring. 
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Schumann was the pioneer in causing compositions 
to grow out of the alphabet. He sometimes spelled 
with notes in a manner that was at least ingenious. 
Bach, long before, had ventured such spelling in a 
fugal subject, B. A. C. H. or, in the English letter¬ 
ing, B flat. A. C, B, natural, but Schumann tried the 
experiment on a more extended scale when he wished 
to dedicate his "Carnival Scenes” to Ernestine von 
Fricken He certainly could not spell that name in 
music, but she was born in the city of Asch, and that 
gave him his opportunity, for both As, C. H, (A-flat, 
C. B natural) and A, S, C, H, (A, E-flat, C, B natural) 
spelt this domicile. 
In a similar mannar, when he desired to pay a musi¬ 
cal compliment to Pauline Abegg, he dedicated the 
composition to the "Countess D’Abegg,” who was as 
mythical as Dickens’ “Mrs. Harris.” but again used his 
musical alphabet with “A, B, E, G. G, in English A 
P.-flat, F. G, G,. A brief and really musical bit of 
such spelling is found in Schumann’s “Northern Song” 
of which the first four notes, and the leading figure 
of the short piece, spell the name of Gade. 
If Schumann was autobiographical in some of his 
music, others were sometimes more extremely and 
more conceitedly so. Wagner's lauding himself as 
Walthor. and Liszt as Hans Sachs, and decrying Dr. 
Hiller as Beckmesser, in the “Mastersingers of Nur- 
emburg" may he taken as an example. And it was an 
example with “Richard, the Second.” the irrepres¬ 
sible Strauss, speedily followed. The disease began 
with him somewhat mildly, in “FeuerSnoth” in which 
he threw a few bouquets at both Richard Wagner and 
himself, which were in dubious taste. It grew to much 
larger dimensions in “Heldenleben” (“Hero’s Life”), 
in which, lest anyone should doubt as to who was the 
hero intended, he brought in excerpts from several- of 
bis works and used them with undeniable contrapuntal 
skill. It culminated when he threw the whole Strauss 
nursery at the head of the public in Sinfonia Domes- 
tica, turning an innocent oboe d’amore into a wailing 
infant, suggesting the education of the child by a double 
fugue, and giving a family program which it is safe 
to say has never been dreamed of in music before and 
will not be again unless the race of colossal egotists is 
continued. 
“O, Rest In the Lord” 
One of the most curious origins of a composition 
remains to he noticed. It is the beautiful alto solo, 
“O. Rest in the Lord,” in Elijah. Mendelssohn had 
been in Scotland in his young days and had heard 
much of the Scottish music. He was, by the way, the 
only German composer who attained the real Scot¬ 
tish spirit (as in the Scherzo of his A minor symphony) 
although Beethoven, Schumann. Robert Franz, Bruch 
and many other Teutons attempted it. When he first/ 
wrote "O, Rest in the Lord” it w'as almost an exact 
copy of Rev. Wm. Lccves’ tune of “Auld Robin Gray,” 
which he had heard in the highlands and which had 
stuck to his memory. Mendelssohn’s musical friends, 
when they saw the manuscript, were aghast, but scarce¬ 
ly knew how to break the news to him. It was a case 
of what psychiatrists call “unconscious cerebration,” 
certainly not a conscious plagiarism, which would have 
been evident to every man, woman and child in Scot¬ 
land alone. Finally his friend Chorley, sent him his 
manuscript of the music together with Leeves’ song. 
Mendelssohn at once changed the air, but even in its 
revised state if any of my readers will compare “Auld 
Robin Gray” and “0, Rest in the Lord” they will find 
a curious resemblance. 
Many other anecdotes (most of them too well-known 
to quote), will come to the mind of the reader, Stra- 
dclla’s Prayer. Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, Schu¬ 
mann's “Warum,” for example, but these are all false, 
while the above citations, even if rather desultory, 
have the merit of being true. 
Youth’s Day of Opportunity 
By Andrew Ross 
The time was when the musician did not begin to get 
an opportunity until his hair was sprinkled with gray, 
or at least till he had reached the days of maturity. 
Vow. however, many very young players have splendid 
opportunities. The concert master of the Boston Sym¬ 
phony is so young a man that his name is not in bio¬ 
graphical books of reference issued only last year. The 
average age of the men in the Philadelphia Orchestra 
is 35 and Stokowski himself is only 37, while there are 
players in the orchestra as young as twenty-four. 
On the other hand, there never was a time when ar¬ 
tists of advanced age have been so successful before the 
public. Leopold Auer at 74. and Valdimir de Pachmann 
at 72, are but two of many conspicuous examples. 
Never Too Young to Learn 
By Mrs. Ernestine Norris 
Hundreds of mothers are continually -asking the 
question: 
"How soon shall I begin the musical education 
of my child?” 
The sensible answer to this inquiry is— 
“Begin Now." 
The slowly-working and dimly-groping consciousness 
of the infant—long before it can grasp the meaning of 
spoken language—responds to the soothing influence of 
the lullaby Softly crooned by its mother or its nurse. 
It is quieted by the magic of the monotonous refrain, 
and the cradle song is its introduction to any form 
of art. . 
We know that a sense of rhythm is implanted in 
many, if not all, animals—spiders, mice, horses, ele¬ 
phants, all fall under its spell. Is it any wonder, then, 
that a child is rhythmic by nature, and that in its early 
years its ears should be as keenly attuned as the lower 
animals? Yet—not realizing this—with how many dis¬ 
cords do we surround the child in the home from its 
babyhood up? How little ear training we give the child 
in every-day life! Loud voices, slamming doors, 
crashing dishes, and all the noisy confusion of the 
average home probably sound as harsh to him as thun¬ 
der does to us. A little later we offer him rattles and 
tin horns—we speak to him in strident tones—we bring 
about in him a sort of mental deafness, and then we 
wonder why he hasn’t a "good ear" for music. 
Most children of three or four years of age can dis¬ 
tinguish the primary colors, and designate extremes of 
taste, such as sour, sweet, or bitter; and they recognize 
certain dainties by their odor—and we mothers instruct 
them faithfully along these lines. It would be a no 
more difficult task to teach them the difference between' 
consonance and dissonance than to distinguish red from 
blue, or smooth from rough; a little melody could be 
learned as quickly as some of these senseless jingles we 
teach them, and then, when they reached the primary 
grade at school, the first step toward an appreciation 
of good music would have been taken. 
In the early days of school music sight-reading was 
the only aim, but supervisors have long since learned 
that music must first be heard and then analysed. They 
used to teach them the notes and staff—bars and measures 
—in the first grade, but now this method can be found 
only in benighted places. We have come to recognize 
that a child must first hear real music before it should 
be asked to deal with facts about music. You surely 
would not shut your child up in a deaf and dumb 
asylum from his birth, and then, at six years, hand him 
a primer and bid him read, when he has never heard 
any spoken language. Then why expect him to enter 
joyfully upon a course of musical training without first 
having heard and made melody himself? 
So I would advice you to inaugurate in your own 
home, from the baby’s birth, a campaign for beautiful 
tones—the soft voice and speech—not nasal twanga- 
then teach him the fundamental element of rhythm with 
his own little body—a graceful walk, not a lurch nor 
a hop. There are many things one would like to say 
about right and wrong systems of teaching, and the 
traditional method of making the child wade through 
a lot of mechanical and tuneless studies before allow¬ 
ing him to come in contact with a composition of real 
musical worth, but time and space forbid. Suffice to 
say that the teacher’s business is to develop the child’s 
love for music, and not to make it a task. And he 
is a wise instructor who, instead of putting a child on a 
lot of soul-deadening exercises, uses some of the beauti¬ 
ful little folk melodies of Gurlitt or Kuhlau or Spindler 
or Schumann’s Scenes from Childhood 
To go back, the first step in the training of a child in 
music begins with its ear; and apart from teachers 
and schools and methods, the strongest influence comes 
from the mother herself. Even though she has not 
been educated in music, she can at least make for her 
child a harmonious and a sympathetic atmosphere in 
which to live, and may she never, never harbor the 
thought that music is purely cultural and not practical. 
It is almost as essential as the three “Rs” and it is 
just as necessary that a child should have beautiful musk 
come into its life as that it Should enjoy God’s fresh air 
and splendid trees and lovely flowers. 
See to it, then, that your child hears music—good 
music—whether it be vocal or instrumental, pipe Or 
string. Whether it come first hand or through the 
ubiquitous talking machine matters not, so long as he 
hears the best. And know that in familiarizing him 
with such things as Handel's Largo, Schubert’s Sere¬ 
nade, Chopin’s Twelfth Nocture, the Rigoletto Quar¬ 
tette, Kreisler’s Berceuse, and numberless other gems 
from the classics, you have given him not only a true 
musical appreciation, but a hungering and thirsting 
after things beautiful in every art. and have forever 
closed his ears to the senseless and the sensuous, the 
vapid and the vulgar in the realm of the aesthetic. 
You remember that John Milton, in making his plea 
for the ideal agricultural school that was to look to the 
future, provided that in this school there snould be 
an hour each day when the boys should go and listen 
to the music of the ’great organ with its wonderful 
spiritual uplift. 
‘When shall I begin the musical education of my 
child ?” 
Begin now/ 
The Best Relaxation Exercise 
By Wm. H. Bush 
Dr. William Mason was one of the first to realize 
the significance of relaxation in pianoforte exercises 
and playing. The little preliminary exercise he de¬ 
vised to induce relaxation and introduced in the first 
book of his Touch and Technic has hardly been ex¬ 
celled by the “raft” of so-called relaxation exercises 
that have been introduced by teachers in all parts of 
the world. The writer has cured hundreds of stiff 
wrists and stiff forearms by means of it. Best of all 
it is simplicity itself—simply letting the arm fall a 
the side and then, with a to and fro movement, start 
mg at the shoulder, oscillate the hand to and fr< 
rapidly and loosely like a tassel on the end of a Stic! 
The hand becomes as light as a feather. The write 
5“*“'" I?r' Mason. Wm. Sherwood. Edward Mac 
’.wu Pade.rewskl and other pianists go through thi 
simple exercise preparatory to playing. 
Making Pupils Work 
By Alice MacDougall 
“How can I make my pupils work?” asked a young 
teacher at a recent teachers’ meeting. Nothing easier 
Take your pupils bodily by the arms, place their hands 
upon the keyboard and work their fingers up and 
down in the right note grooves at the right time. That 
is one way to make pupils work. But if you want to do 
it that way you are no teacher. 
The human being cannot be “made” to work. He must 
make himself work. And the only way the teacher 
can do this is, first by means of gaining the pupil’s 
wholehearted loyalty and sympathy, then by means of 
emulation, induce the pupil to take a greater increased 
interest in music as a whole, and thereafter take a 
pride m acquiring the ability to play it. Note every little 
shred of interest and nurse it. Play charming pieces 
for the pupil, and above all, let the pupil see that 
those students who can play are admired by others. 
Keep at it patiently and the pupil will "make” him¬ 
self work in the manner in which you desire. 
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Secrets of the Success of Great Musicians 
By EUGENIO di PIRANI 
Tschaikovsky 
This is the Sixth Article in this Interesting Scries by Commendatore di Pirani. The Former Ones Were Devoted to 
Chopin {February), to Verdi {April), to Rubinstein {May), to Gounod {June) and to Liszt (July). 
Perhaps no other composer than Peter Ilich-Tschai- 
kovsky has been so variously judged by his contempo¬ 
raries. One would be astonished at the contrasting 
opinions, were it not that it is the inevitable fate of 
genius to be misunderstood and not at once recognized. 
Even his teacher, Anton Rubinstein, and some of his 
intimate friends could not admit his preeminent posi¬ 
tion among the Russian composers. It may be that 
this failure to give him due credit was not altogether 
sincere, but was prompted by an unconscious rivalry 
and jealousy. Rubinstein, to whom originally his piano 
concerto of 23 in B flat minor was dedicated, found it 
“worthless and absolutely unplayable, bad, trivial, com¬ 
mon. It had better be destroyed or entirely rewritten.” 
Hans von Billow, in direct opposition to Rubinstein, 
praised the concerto very highly, saying that of all 
Tschaikovsky’s works with which he was acquainted, 
this was the most perfect. “I should grow weary,” 
he wrote to the composer, "if I attempted to enumer¬ 
ate all the fine qualities of your work, qualities which 
compel me to congratulate not only the composer, but 
all those who will enjoy the work in the future, either 
actively or passively.” Tschaikovsky changed the dedi¬ 
cation from Rubinstein to Biilow. Max Bruch, the 
German composer, when asked his opinion on T’s mu¬ 
se, replied: “I am far too stupid to criticise such 
music.” Dvofdk, on the contrary, wrote about his 
opera “Eugen Onegin,” “It is a wonderful creation, 
full of glowing emotion and poetry, and finely elabo¬ 
rated in all its details; in short, the music is captivat¬ 
ing, and penetrates our hearts so deeply that we can¬ 
not forget it. Whenever I go to hear it I feel myself 
transported into another world.” 
Tschaikovsky’s Natural Tendencies 
This is another instance of that most amazing dis¬ 
parity of opinions we encounter at every step in the 
history of music. To-day. however, there is hardly a 
doubt as to the fact that Tschaikovsky must be con¬ 
sidered the greatest representative of Russian music. 
One of the reasons for this belated recognition is 
to be found in the pronounced individuality of great 
musicians, which makes them often unable to judge 
impartially of their fellow artists. Tschaikovsky him¬ 
self was not totally exempt from this “blindness.” 
Of Brahms he writes: “In the music of this master’s 
(it is impossible to deny his mastery) there is some¬ 
thing dry and cold which repulses me. He has very 
little melodic invention. He never speaks out his mu¬ 
sical ideas to the end. Scarcely do we hear an enjoy¬ 
able melody than it is- engulfed in a whirlpool of un¬ 
important harmonic progressions and undulations, as 
though the special aim of a composer was to be un¬ 
intelligible. Fie excites and irritates the musical 
senses, without wishing to satisfy them, and _ seems 
ashamed to speak the language which goes straight to 
the heart. His depth is not real: e'est voulu. He 
lacks the chief thing—beauty.” 
On the other hand he had a passion for eBizefs 
“Carmen.” He was never so completely carried away 
by any modern compositions as by this opera, which 
Richard Strauss, on the contrary, finds “contemptible,” 
which fact, however, would have very little weight 
with Tschaikovsky as to his mind, “such an astounding 
lack of talent (speaking of Richard Strauss), united 
to such pretentiousness, never before existed.” 
Tschaikovsky was, from his earliest youth, extremely 
sensitive. The least criticism or reproof that would 
pass lightly1 over other children, would upset him 
alarmingly. But he showed also an excellent heart. 
The weak and unhappy found in him a staunch pro¬ 
tector. Once he heard with indignation that some one 
intended to drown a cat. When he discovered the 
monster who was planning that crime, he pleaded so 
eloquently, that pussy’s life was saved. 
About the development of his musical gifts we learn 
that the music of Mozarfs “Don Juan” was the first 
to make a deep impression upon him." It awoke a spir¬ 
itual ecstasy which was afterwards to bear fruit. By 
its help he penetrated into that world of artistic beauty 
where only great genius abides. “It is due to Mozart,” 
he -writes, “that I devoted my life to music. He gave 
the first impulse to my efforts, and made me love it 
above all else in the world.” 
One of Tschaikovsky’s most characteristic peculiar¬ 
ities from his earliest life was his docility and com¬ 
pliance with the opinion of others in all questions save 
those concerned with music. Here he would brook no 
interference. In spite of any attempt to influence his 
judgment in this respect, he adhered to his own views 
Tschaikovsky 
A RARE PICTURE OF THE RUSSIAN MASTER IN MIDDLE LIFE. 
and followed only his own inward promptings. In all 
other matters he was as malleable as wax. 
As a boy of 15 (1855) he showed a remarkable talent 
for improvisation and harmony, although he knew 
nothing of the theory of music. However, his first 
teacher, Kiindinger, and his relations saw nothing phe¬ 
nomenal in him, and considered his improvisations of 
dance music only a pleasant accomplishment. 
He once accompanied on a journey an old friend 
of his father, in the capacity of an interpreter, for he 
was conversant with French and German. In this 
way he went to Berlin, London, Brussels and Pari.s. 
Paris pleased him best, but he learned to realize the 
inevitable end of idle and pleasure-seeking life and to 
convince himself that it led to nothing, and that exist¬ 
ence held other and nobler aims than the pursuit of 
mere enjoyment. The distraction of Parisian life 
brought about a wholesome reaction. 
When he returned to Petersburg (1861) he began to 
study theory with Zaremba, an excellent teacher. His 
brother Modest remembered with what persistence 
Peter Ilich would sit at the piano for hours together 
playing “the most abominable and incomprehensible 
preludes and fugues.” 
In 1862 Tschaikovsky writes to his sister: “I have 
entered the newly opened Conservatoire and the course 
begins in a few day?. As you know, I have worked 
hard at the theory of music the past year. Do not 
imagine that I dream of being a great artist. I only 
feel that I must do the work which I feel to be my 
vocation. Whether I become a celebrated composer or 
only a struggling teacher, ’tis all the same. In any 
case my conscience will be clear, and I shall no longer 
have a right to grumble at my lot.” 
In 1863 he writes: “I have renounced all amusements 
and luxuries so that my expenditure has very much 
decreased. You will want to know what will become 
of me when I have finished my course. One thing I 
know for certain. I shall be a good musician and shall 
be able to earn my daily bread." 
Anton Rubinstein, the director of the Conservatoire, 
found for him some private teaching. These Nisons 
brought him about fifty roubles a month (25 dol¬ 
lars). The curriculum of the Conservatoire consisted 
of the following subjects: choral singing, solo sing- 
ing, pianoforte (Leschetitzky), violin (Wienjawsky). 
violoncello (Schuberth) and composition (Zaremk.ii 
Tschaikovsky had more respect than enthusiasm for 
Beethoven and never aimed at following his footsteps. 
His need of independence was always remarkable 
He never swore in vert a tnogistra. 
Tschaikovsky and Rubinstein 
It is just in the years of development of a great art¬ 
ist that we can discover the way which led him to 
success. Later, when he has conquered, when he has 
already reached the goal, '.here is nothing more to be 
learned. It is of no use for us to know that he is at 
the top; we wish only to know how he arrived there 
In 1861-1862 Tschaikovsky learned harmony, 1873, 
strict counterpoint under Zaremba, with whom he 
began also to study form. About the tame time he 
passed into Rubinstein’s class for instrumentation The 
great personality of the director inspired the student! 
with unbounded affection mingled with awe. In real¬ 
ity no teacher was more considerate and kindly, but 
his forbidding appearance, added to the glamour of Ins 
European fame, impressed his pupils profoundly. 
Besides being director of the Conservatoire, he taught 
piano, and his class was the desired goal of every young 
pianist in the school; for. although the other proles 
sors Gerkc, Dreyschock and Lesehetitsx, had excellent 
reputations, they were overshadowed by Rubinstcin'i 
fame and his wonderful playing. In his class, which 
consisted of three male students and a host of women, 
Rubinstein would often set the most peculiar tasks 
On one occasion he made his pupils play Czerny's 
Daily Studies in every key, keeping precisely the same 
fingering throughout. As a teacher of theory. Anton 
Rubinstein was just the opposite of Zaremba. While 
the latter was somewhat of a pedant, Rubinstein left 
all to the inspiration of the moment. On one • ••■ i- 
sion he set Tschaikovsky the task of orchestral,n* 
Beethoven’s D minor sonata in four different w.v. e 
Rubinstein -was not satisfied with the arrangement and 
reprimanded him scs'erely. It is peculiar that Rubin- 
stein, although sincerely attached to Ts>-haik<-v«k-i 
never vahted his genius at its true worth It 
difficult to understand this, because Tschaik n Aw 
artistic growth was perfectly normal and desoid 
that startling brilliancy which would strike a teacher 
On the other hand, Ruhinstrin cast a magic spell over 
Tschaikovsky. He noted his pupil’s zeal and made 
unceasing demands upon his capacity for work. But thr 
harder the task the more energetic hr became. Some¬ 
times he spent the whole night upon some score he 
wished to lay before his insatiable teacher the following 
day. 
Rubinstein had grown up in the period of Schubert. 
Mendelssohn and Schumann and recognized only their 
orchestra, that is the orchestra of Beethoven, unth ad 
dition of three trombones—natural horns and trum 
pets being replaced by chromatic ones. The > >ung stu¬ 
dents. however, were enthusiasts for the most modem 
orchestra. Tschaikovsky had become familiar with the 
orchestration of Meyerbeer, Berlio:. Us:t and Wagner, 
1862 Wagner himself visited Petersburg. It was not 
so much Wagner as his instrumentation which im 
pressed Tschaikovsky. Another useful study was hia 
translation into Russian of Geraert’s treatise upon in¬ 
strumentation, which he carried out admirably. 
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1865 Nicholas Rubinstein, the brother of the famous 
pianist, founded a conservatory in Moscow and en¬ 
gaged Tschaikovsky as a professor of harmony at the 
modest emolument of 25 dollars a month. On occasion 
of a cantata he had composed for the prize distribu¬ 
tion at the end of the school year, Laroche wrote to 
Tschaikovpky: “In you 1 see the greatest, or rather the 
sole, hope of our musical future.” 
In 1868 Tschaikovsky fell in love with Desiree Artot, 
the renowned singer, who was visiting Moscow with an 
Italian opera company, at the head of which was the 
impresario Mcrelli. Laroche describes her thus: Desiree 
Artot has been trained by Pauline Viardot-Garcia. 
Her voice is powerful and adapted to express intense 
dramatic pathos. Besides its dramatic quality, her voice 
is suitable for florid vocalization and her lower notes 
were so good that she could take many mezzo soprano 
parts, consequently her repertory was almost unlimited. 
It is not too much to say that in the whole world *bf 
music, in the entire gamut of lyrical emotion, there 
was not a single idea or a single form of which this 
admirable artist could not give a poetical interpreta¬ 
tion. Desiree Artot was not exactly good looking; at 
the same time, without recourse to artificial aids, her 
charm was so great that she won all hearts and turned 
all hefds. as though she had been the loveliest of women. 
Under the irregularity of her features lay some mys¬ 
terious charm of attraction.” 
After a mutual glow of tenderness, however, Tschai- 
kovsky and Mile. Artot recognized that a marriage 
would be a mistake, as he would have to play the 
pitiable part of attendant upon his wife, or she would 
have to give up her profession. So. without a word of 
explanation, Desiree married at Warschau, the bari¬ 
tone singer Padilla. When in 1869 Artot reappeared 
at the Moscow opera, Tschaikovsky sat in one of the 
orchestra stalls. When the singer came on he held 
bis opera glasses to his eyes and never lowered them 
during the entire performance and tears rolled down 
his checks. Twenty years later they met once more 
a* Madame Artot's house in Berlin. Tschaikovsky found 
both the personality and the art of this singer as fas¬ 
cinating as ever. 
1872 he took up journalism as critic of Moscow 
papers. His writings show considerable literary style. 
The genera! character of his articles bespeaks the cul¬ 
tivated and serious musician who is disinterested and 
just in his complete insight into his art. He was very 
successful in his campaign against ignorance and char¬ 
latanism. 
The next year his opera "Oprichnik” was accepted by 
the Petersburg Theatre; and Napravnik, the orchestra 
leader, asked him to make a few cuts and to alter 
the orchestration, which, he said, was too heavy and 
overbrilliant in places, so that it overwhelmed the 
singers and put them completely in the shade. Tschai¬ 
kovsky modestly accepted his remarks and did not 
show that his feelings were hurt in the least. On the 
contrary, lie answered that he was much obliged to 
him, and he did everything Napravnik thought neces¬ 
sary as regarded the distribution of parts, shortening 
of scenes, and changes in the orchestration. The fault 
of ovcrchanging the orchestra is, of course, very com¬ 
mon with many modern composers. In his case one can 
learn how an experienced theatre leader can improve 
the original score if the composer is clever enough to 
put aside false pride and accept his practical advice. 
It is peculiar that Tschaikovsky was well aware of 
this fault in Wagner’s works without noticing it in 
his own music. He writes: “Wagner’s orchestration is 
too symphonic, too overloaded and heavy for vocal 
music. The older I grow, the more convinced I am 
that symphony and opera are in every respect at the 
opposite poles of music.” 
Astonishing contradiction in criticism was again 
clearly shown in the judgments passed after the first 
performance of this opera. Caesar Cui, the renowned 
Russian composer, wrote: “Poor in conception and fee¬ 
ble throughout, it is such as might be expected from a 
beginner, but not from a composer who has already 
covered so many sheets of paper.” Laroche, on the 
intrary: “The wealth of musical beauties of the 
Oprichnik is so great that this opera takes a promi¬ 
nent place not only among Tschaikovsky’s works, but 
among all examples of Russian dramatic music. We 
have here a score which displays many of the best 
features <4 modern operatic music, while at the same 
time it is free from most of the faults of contempor¬ 
ary compositon.” Even if an artist is inclined to con¬ 
form to the hints of honest criticism he is often at a 
less whom to believe. 
In April, 1S74, he went to Italy. His se,^ont„' 
dieting impressions of Venice are very Pecu * T . 
wrote once: “Venice is a place in which-1had :1 “ 
remain for long—I should hang myself on the fifth d y 
from sheer despair. The entire life of the p 
tres in the ‘Piazza S. Marco/ To venture further ui 
any direction is to find yourself in a labyrinth of stinK- 
ing corridors which end in some cul de sac, so t y 
have no idea where you are or where to go, unless y 
are in a gondola. A trip through the ‘Canal Grande 
well worth making, for one passes marble palaces, eac 
one more beautiful and more dilapidated than the last. 
Venice—I repeat—is very gloomy and like a dead city. 
There are no horses here and I have not even come 
across a dog.” Later, however, he changed his opin¬ 
ion as follows: “Venice is a fascinating city. Every 
day I discover some fresh beauties. Yesterday we 
went to the church of the Frati, in which, among other 
treasures, is the tomb of Canova. It is a marvel of 
beauty. But what delights one most is the absolute 
quiet and absence of all street noises. To sit at an 
open window in the moonlight and gaze upon S. Maria 
della Salute or over the lagoons to the left is simply 
glorious. It is so pleasant to sit in the Piazza S. Marco 
in the afternoon and watch the stream of people go by. 
In short, Venice has bewitched me.” 
TSCHAIKOVSKY S STUDY IN PETROGRAD 
I said somewhere else in this article that we can 
learn from great men not only how to do things, but 
sometimes also how not to do them. Here is an 
instance of the latter truth. Beware of radically oppo¬ 
site statements, the more of written ones ! Tschaikov¬ 
sky, of course, never would have thought that a 
wicked, although humble, colleague would put them 
together 1 
Tschaikovsky, however, never modified his opinion on 
Bayreuth. He wrote from there: “I made a little 
excursion through the streets of the town. They 
swarmed with people of all nationalities, who looked 
very much preoccupied and as if in search of some¬ 
thing. The reason for this axious search I discovered 
only too soon, as I myself had to share it. All these 
restless people wandering through the town, were seek¬ 
ing to satisfy the pangs of hunger, which even the ful¬ 
ness of artistic enjoyment could not entirely assuage. 
The little town is not able to feed all its guests. One 
can obtain a piece of bread or a glass of beer only by 
dire struggle or cunning stratagem. As a matter of 
fact, throughout the whole duration of the festival, 
food forms the chief interest of the public; the artistic 
representations take a secondary place. Cutlets, baked 
potatoes, omelettes are discussed much more eagerly 
than Wagner’s music. I perceived in the crowd many 
leaders of the musical world. But the greatest of them 
were conspicuous by their absence. Verdi, Gounod 
Thomas, Brahms, Anton Rubinstein, Baff, Joachim’ 
Biilow had not come to Bayreuth.” 
Did you ever hear of a visionary love affair with 
some ideal product of one’s own fancy? A somewhat sim¬ 
ilar relationship was that of Tschaikovsky with Nadejda 
von Meek. She existed—it is true—in reality, but 
Tschaikovsky never saw her. She was an ardent 
admirer of Tschaikovsky’s genius and, being wealthy 
she helped also materially to relieve him from the 
hardships he had to endure in his struggle for exist- 
THE ETUDt 
She inspired him with glowing letters fall r. 
ence: jhmIs but they never met each other. 
P°fCf their days, they never exchanged a word Z 
b^letter. Their whole intercourse was confined,/: 
V1nmon0eUSofCOtI^0 letters Nadejda wrote to hi„ 
"A- 
shrink from knowing you, ^ 
think of you from a distance ', 
with you in m 
sonal acquaintance, but 
cinate me the more I t 
heareyou speak, and so be at < 
rnU0nce ’when he would not accept her generous o8e 
of a remittance of 3,000 roubles, she writes: T !f 
looking after you for my own sake. My most precis 
beliefs and sympathies are in your keeping, y0Ur vm 
existence gives me such enjoyment, for life is tht 
better for your letters and your music. I want to keep 
vou for the service of the art I adore. So, you see, ny 
thought for your welfare is purely egotistical and x 
lon<r as I can.satisfy this wish I am happy and grate- 
ful to you for accepting my help.” 
An invisible sweetheart, love par distance, by wire- 
Jess' How many quarrels, how many disillusions 
would be avoided in such a novel way! Surely worthy 
of imitation 1 But how many would be satisfied wid, 
such a platonic, spiritual love? 
Tschaikovsky’s views about religion are mirrored in 
the following letter to Nadejda : “I have lost faith 
in dogma. The doctrine of retribution, for instant;, 
seems to me so monstrous, that if there is a future 
life at all, it is only conceivable in the sense of the 
indestructibility of matter in the pantheistic view sf 
the eternity of nature of which I am only a microscopic 
atom. 1 cannot believe in individual immortality. I a 
not sure that life beyond death is desirable, fort 
would lose its charm but for the alternation of joy 
and sorrow, its struggle between good and evil, dark 
ness and light. According to our earthly conception; 
even bliss itself would become wearisome if it wet 
never broken or interrupted.” 
His way of living was exceedingly simple. He rest 
early, took tea without anything to eat, then read tie 
Bible. He worked then in complete isolation, new: 
wasting time from 9.30 to 1 P. M., composing, orches¬ 
trating, making corrections or writing letters. In the 
nineties his correspondence had attained such a vote 
that he was f requently engaged upon it from morn::: 
until night, and often answered thirty letters a day. 
He dined punctually at 1 P. M. He was abstem¬ 
ious and very plain in his meals. Wet or fine, he 
always went for a walk of two hours after dinner 
during which he noted down passing musical thoughts 
in a booklet. Next morning he worked them out at 
the piano. At four he went home to tea; from fe 
to seven he worked. The evening he passed with 
friends and never composed. 
When he came to America. 1891. he was. of courst 
very much idolized and did not escape the visits oi 
annoying enthusiasts. One of these asked Tschaikov 
sky if he never had composed a fantasia on the “Red 
Sarafan.” On Tschaikovsky's replying in the negjtne 
he was very much astonished and added: “1 will s®1 * * 
you Thalberg’s fantasia; pray copy his style.” 
When he was in New York he was overwhelmed vet' 
attention and presents by an “admirer.” He suspected 
some reason for this striking kindness and later ns 
justified in his suspicions for the cat came soon out 
of the bag. One day the affectionate friend handed 
Tschaikovsky a testimonial as follows: "1 t i¬ 
the pianofortes of * * * without doubt the best u 
America” and suavely requested him to sign it. Tsdiai- 
kovsky, showed the obsequious advertising agent the 
door. 
Among Tschaikovsky’s most famous works are the 
TT • P/IRcn Onegin,” “Pique Dame” and akoula, 
’ S‘X S>'mPh°nies. of which the “Pathetic 
and the E minor arc the most popular, 
sons^ a'kovsky s ,ife teaches us many invaluable 1® 
His indefatigable activity under the leadership oi 
™asters hke Anton and Nicholas Rubinstein 
- mba, and specially the magic spell for enthusiast'1 
and continuous work which Rubinstein cast r- 
Indifference to contradictory criticism. 
be aeb1U/?at!°n °f idle lif° a™1 luxurics that 
become ° concentrate upon the study of music an 
become an accomplished as he was an inspired «** 
The inspiration of a 
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A Year in the Fundamentals of Musical Composition 
The Minor Key and Other Musical Matters 
By FREDERICK CORDER 
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music, London, England 
■publication of an installment in the February issue but the series was continued in March and hds appeared in every ETUDE since then. Each article is inde¬ 
pendent of the others to a remarkable degree in a series of this kind. The next installment will deal with “Part Writing.") 
SIXTH MONTH 
Here is that pupil of mine, on hand just in time to 
brighten up another rather dull half-hour. Good morn¬ 
ing, Miss Pupil; the readers of The Etude would be 
obliged if you could tell them something about the 
Minor key. First of all, what is it, and how does it 
differ from the Major? 
Pupil. Oh, well, the scale has other intervals, you 
know, and it is much nicer and more interesting than 
the major. 
Teacher. So every pupil I have ever had has told 
me, so I suppose it must be true; but in what does the 
superior interest consist? 
P. O, I don’t know, but the chords don’t sound so 
common and obvious, and there are nice weird inter- 
T. Which always go wrong when you try to play 
them. 
P. I think that is because of the silly key-sig»ature. 
Why do they want to write it the same as some major 
key that you are not using? 
T. That is, indeed, an annoying matter; let us look 
into it. Play me a scale of C minor, for instance. 
P. You don’t catch me like that; there are two. 
Which do you mean? 
T. There are more than two; I mean the real, or 
harmonic minor scale. 
ih jij HT'i|r ra-ruj-jiji 
P. I cannot see why they want to write the key- 
signature of this as three flats. 
T. Do you think it would be any improvement to 
have it two flats, like B flat major? Look! 
You would never be able to tell one from the other, 
and though one or two keys, such as G minor and D 
minor, would be clearer, those with from three to six 
flats would be very confusing. 
P. I think the whole affair is hopelessly confusing 
T. Why? It is surely simple enough to say key- 
signatures are for major keys. For the minor we use 
the signature of the nearest related major key. 
P. But why is E flat a nearer relative of C minor 
than C major? 
T. Because the scales of E flat and C mino* have 
only one note different, and sometimes not even that, 
while the scales of C minor and C major have always 
two important notes different. 
P.Yes, that is so. I suppose my failure to 
grasp that was owing to the confusion of mind caused 
by the two kinds of minor scale. Why do they want 
T. Two ? There are five at least: the Harmonic, the 
Melodic, the Modal, the Sclavonic and the Tonal. We 
spare you all but the first two. 
P. And those are two too many for me. The rest 
sound like swear words and I don’t want to hear them. 
Why does the Melodic minor scale want to act so 
queerly ? 
T. Do you sing? 
P. No. 
T. Try at least to hum the few notes at the top of 
the Harmonic minor scale.You see you can’t 
get that interval between A flat and B natural right. 
P. No, but I suppose I could if I practiced it. 
T. Perhaps, but one wants a scale that shall feel nat¬ 
ural and easy. Therefore, in straining upwards to get 
to the necessary leading note we stretch the Ab up 
to AN, and this doesn’t matter so long as it is only 
going like a passing note: 
On the other hand we are glad to lower the 7th coming 
down, because it not only acts as a passing note to Ab, 
but also avoids the ugly interval between BN and F. 
P. Is that why a minor scale always feels nicer com¬ 
ing down than going up? 
T. Yes, that, together with the fact that the notes 
are now exactly the same as those of Eb major. 
P. Then the key-signature, is not so stupid as I 
thought. 
T. Things—and people—seldom are, when you get to 
really know them. 
P. True, but I don’t feel that I really know the 
minor key yet. Why hasn’t it got the same chords as 
the major? 
T. Let us make a list and you will see. 
The principal chords—those on 1, 4 and 5—are all right, 
only it is more difficult to use 4 and 5 in succession. 
The thing to remember is that treble and bass (which 
ever note you have in the former) must move in oppo¬ 
site directions. 
The chords on 2 and 3 are very harsh and can be 
used only like those ugly chords of seventh described 
last month. The fifth here is dissonant and needs to 
be prepared and the chord resolved upon (followed by) 
one whose root is a fourth higher. You don’t really 
need to use these at all. Curiously enough the first 
inversion of 2 is not at .all unpleasant and can be con¬ 
sidered almost as a concord. 
P. When you say almost . . . ? 
T. The Ab cannot go to BN otherwise the chord can 
go where it pleases. A consonance, you know, is free 
in its movement, a dissonance has restrictions. 
P. What a funny sound the first inversion of 3 has 1 
Why, it is no different from the original position . . . 
and the second inversion is the same. Why is that? 
T. If you will count the number of half-steps 
between the tones you will understand. The octave has 
twelve half-steps and this chord has its tone equi¬ 
distant, four half-steps between them; so that taking 
the chord by itself you can never tell by the sound 
which is the root, which the third and which the fifth. 
You may call it the Bogey chord, for it has neither key 
nor musical sense. 
P. Don’t abuse it I think it is a lovely chord. 
You can slide about anywhere with it. and it doesn’t 
seem to matter what you call the notes. 
a mmm 
T. It is easier to write it than to read it. Can you 
tell me if there is another equally mysterious chord? 
P. Wait a minute, I believe I have a brain wave. 
Thrice four is twelve and four times three is twelve. 
A chord with its tones three halfsteps apart would be— 
T. Now I think it was really brilliant of you to dis¬ 
cover that. This chord, which you proliably know is 
called the Chord of the Diminished Seventh, is not so 
indeterminate as the other, hut it has the peculiar prop¬ 
erty of really belonging to all the twelve major and 
minor keys at once, because by lowering any one of its 
four members a half step it becomes a dominant sev¬ 
enth. But this is a refinement of harmony which is a 
little beyond us at present. 
Enough for us that this is one of the series of chords 
of the seventh such as we had in the major key: 
Ext i e 3 # 7 
I have written them out here in C minor without 
any key signature, so as to be clearer for yOU. As 
with the major ones the only usable chords other than 
the Dominant seventh arc those on the 7th step (just 
described) and on the 2d The others arc all very 
harsh, arc only used with the seventh prepared and 
the choid resolved on one a fourth higher. Those on 
the 2d and 3d have also their fifth dissonant and 
needing preparation. As in the major key the seventh 
on the 7th step (the Diminished Seventh) is generally 
regarded as an extension of the Dominant seventh 
with the root omitted. The chief thing to notice is 
that it can resolve upon a chord of C minor or major, 
which leads us to the grand discovery that 
All chords belonging to the minor key can he 
USED IN THE MAJOR KEY. 
P. How do you mean? Isn’t that rather a mix-up? 
How- could I be in C major if I played a chord of C 
minor? 
T. If you played a chord of C minor all day long 
you would not necessarily be in the key of C minor. 
P. Would 1 not? 
T. Certainly not; one single chord of C. major after 
it would render it quite uncertain whether the whole 
time you had not been lingering on the subdominant 
and were not really in G. 
P. How curious! How do we know where we are. 
then? 
T. Most of us, I fear, neither know nor greatly 
care. The musical person instinctively feels that there 
is one pair of chords that tells us beyond possibility oi 
mistake. You may gather the situation from the gen¬ 
eral trend of the melody, but in harmony only one 
thing tells you definitely. 
P. And what is that? 
T. The chord of Dominant seventh together with 
its normal resolution. 
P. Of course; I ought to have known. 
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T. The reason being that these two include between 
ihem 5ix out of the seven tones of the key, rendering it 
impossible to confuse it with even its nearest relatives. 
P. What are they? 
T. \ ou might guess for yourself. A major key has 
two other major keys and three minor keys for neigh¬ 
bors. A minor key has two minor and three major. 
Uy related keys we mean those having their scales as 
near as possible alike. So they would be 
a. Scales a 5th higher or lower. 
b. The relative majors or minors of these. 
Put down thus in general terms it will not stick in 
your mind. Here are the scales related to C major. 
and here is C minor and its family. 
P. What a set-out! I wonder whether I can re¬ 
member all those. 
T You would do well to write out the scales—or at 
least write down the names of the scales related to some 
three or four others for practice. For instance: 
1 Write out the major and minor scales related to 
A major, F major, Db major. 
2. Name the major and minor keys related to D 
minor, FI minor and Bb minor. 
P .... Well, that is all right. But I still don’t 
sec why C minor is not a relative of C major. 
T. Don't you think it more sensible to regard it as 
a modification of the same key? It has the same Tonic, 
Dominant and Leading-note, so its chords are all modi¬ 
fied versions of those in C majof. 
P. Let it go at that. 1 suppose the next nearest rela¬ 
tives after those we have listed would be those with 
ttio more sharps or flats. 
T. No, that is not so, and for a very good reason. 
D major, for instance, requires C sharp as its leading 
note and this destroys any relationship to the scale of 
C. The same on the other side, the conflict between 
B flat and B natural would again prevent any relation¬ 
ship between the keys of C and B flat. 
/'. lam not sure I understand that, but I have a sort 
of feeling that you are right. 
T We have been speaking of keys and change of 
key ; Ho you know how one gets from one key to an¬ 
other ? 
/•- Not in the least. I have a vague idea that you 
sort of lose your way and grab the nearest dominant 
seventh you can find. 
T. Which will generally turn out to be the very one 
you don’t want. 
/'. Exactly. How does one better that, then. 
7. Simply by trying to think ahead and get hold of 
the dominant seventh that you do want. 
P. Easier said than done. 
T. Vo. Which is the key you most frequently need 
to get to ? 
P. Tlic Dominant, I suppose. 
T. \ cs, and it is the most difficult to reach nicely. 
Hut try this way. Say you start in C, is there any trou¬ 
ble in getting into A minor? 
P. No. Raise G to G sharp and there you are. 
T. And in the same way you could get from A 
minor to D. . . . ? 
P. By raising C to C sharp. 
7'. Once in D you glide easily into G. Observe 
that these two stages are necessary. If you try to 
get there more directly the effect is unsatisfactory 
the key of C still lingers in the ear and you want to 
C°P.e I think I have grasped that. But why is it so 
difficult to stay in a minor key? I always get hold of 
this chord and then it seems to have got-to-go into 
E flat major. 
c CD B- 
T. That is because you are trying to harmonize the 
melodic minor scale. It takes considerable knowledge 
and experience before you can venture to do that. You 
will be wise at first to use those two false notes, the 
lowered 7th and the raised 6th of the key, only as 
accented passing notes for descending and ascending. 
Let your chords always conform to the harmonic minor 
scale, although you will be hampered by the inability 
to walk through the upper part of the scale. The 
chromatic chords—those with notes borrowed from 
adjacent keys—which are so useful in climbing round 
difficulties of this sort—I cannot venture to teach you 
at present; but I am going to end this course where 
most people begin, by speaking of part-writing in music. 
The Stupid Pupil 
By Herbert Antcliffe 
There are two ways of dealing with stupid pupils; 
one is to refuse to teach them, the other is to take 
special pains over their slow-moving work. Stupidity 
—that is dullness combined with obstinacy—usually 
arises from a lack of co-ordinative power rather than 
from any lack of actual musical feeling. Spontaneous 
co-ordination of studies and other interests which oc¬ 
curs in the case of the sharper and what we may call 
the more intelligent pupils, has, in the case of stupid 
pupils, to be brought about or encouraged by artificial 
means on the part of the teacher. Scales and exer¬ 
cises must therefore form as small a part of the 
pupil’s training as possible, because it is difficult to 
bring them into any obvious relation to everyday mat¬ 
ters. Yet even these may sometimes not be without 
their application, for it was a pupil described by pre¬ 
vious teachers as “dull and stupid” who remarked that 
certain five-finger exercises (with one and two notes 
sustained) were “like a Chinese puzzle.” An observa¬ 
tion of this character may well be, as it was in this 
case, the foundation of a new development of interest 
and energy. 
Generally, it is wise with such pupils to hold out no 
high ambitions but to be content with small things 
well done. Short, simple pieces, with ample repetition, 
pieces that can be memorized easily, are most useful for 
arousing interest and developing the powers of con¬ 
centration. They give the encouragement which arises 
from the feeling of ability to do something to carry 
it to a successful finish—and they put the study on 
the right plane. Music must be the subject studied, 
notes on paper and ivory keys to be pressed down being 
merely adjuncts. The slightest powers in other direc¬ 
tions, singing and even whistling, may be utilized, for 
these teach the player to listen to his own playing. 
Where many teachers fail with pupils whose inter¬ 
est is tepid or whom circumstances have made com¬ 
bative, is in not playing sufficiently to such pupils. A 
girl who had made almost no progress was brought 
to the writer for him to see how far she was deficient 
in musical capacity. Inquiry elicited the fact that she 
had been under one teacher for two years, and had 
never heard the teacher play. What could lessons 
mean in the way of music to such a child? She had 
only a small Capacity, but loved music for its own 
sake. When, therefore, it was shown to her that the 
simple waltzes, gavottes, minuets and marches with 
which she struggled could be made beautiful music just 
as the more elaborate pieces she heard on the concert 
platform, she began to make progress, much to the 
delight of herself and her friends. 
Theory must also be treated differently from the 
manner in which it is commonly done. The names of 
intervals and their variations and inversions are? not 
important. A realization of the form of a piece, of 
what is repeated, what varied and what added, is of 
the utmost importance. None needs “appreciation 
lessons” more than the stupid pupil, and often 
this is the pupil who most repays special efforts in this 
direction. 
TEE ETIJDi 
What is the Best Way to Read a Piece 
of Music the First Time? 
By Constanza M. Foster 
Scramble—and again, scramble! It will do you fat 
more good to scramble through a new piece of music 
and to make all sorts of “hash” of it than to go with 
extreme slow tempo and get every note of it right. 
Make a dash at it. And do not stop short of the end. 
Now, after having gone through it at a precarious 
gallop, try it again at a slower tempo This time f0r 
correctness. Take particular note of those places where 
you play a wrong harmony, or where the time offers 
some unusual difficulty. These bars you would do 
well to take by themselves and, playing them very delib¬ 
erately, to get them perfectly. 
Then—when they are firmly in your mental grasp, try 
the piece over again at a medium speed, and see how 
much of the difficult bars you can get without slowing 
the tempo. If you fail in many of them the piece is 
too hard for a reading piece. Try an easier grade. 
Go through the same process with the easier music, 
and see how soon you will improve your sight read¬ 
ing It is largely a matter of courage—like diving or 
swinging from a trapeze. And the very fact of attack¬ 
ing it will give you confidence and make the task more 
certain of accomplishment the next time. Of course, 
your mental condition during reading is a matter of 
serious importance. Accuracy is often in proportion to 
your intellectual alertness. 
Velocity in Scale Playing 
By Mrs. L. E. Totten 
seems to fit the conformation of the hand better than th. 
other scales, because of the five black keys. This key is 
used in Mason's Touch and Technic iBook II) and in 
•‘Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios." However, the scale 
of C is only a little more difficult in velocity work, aid 
with some mentalities may be even simpler.) 
This is for those students who have worked long 
and faithfully at the scales, but have not been able 
to acquire any great velocity. And therefore, it pre¬ 
supposes the ability to play a smooth scale. 
I do not claim that the method is entirely original, 
but give it as I have worked it out and used it success¬ 
fully in my own teaching, especially with adult pupils. 
As the velocity of a scale can be said to depend 
mainly on the dexterity with which the thumb can be 
passed under and the fingers over. I give as the first 
exercise for right hand, C, D, E, F, of the C scale, 
with the usual fingering 1, 2, 3, 1, playing as rapidly 
as possible and the thumb coming back to C. Play a 
number o, f D » no 
pause. Then reverse the exercise beginning on F play 
p r< D C F E D C 
1321 1 321 as before without pausing. 
Next play the octave up and back as with one im- 
pu se pausing with the thumb on starting point C. Then 
with a new impulse, repeat the exercise, playing rapidly 
an,,,rtestln* Wlth thumb on C before making a new start. 
When this is mastered so that the octave is played 
evenly and quickly, the passing under of thumb and 
over ot fingers not hindering the velocity. Begin with 
urn again on C and run up the octave, but instead 
of using the fifth finger, pass the thumb under on to 
L above and pause. Run up three or four octaves in 
tnts wav, always pausing with thumb on C. Play down 
the scale pausing on the C below each time. 
Afterwards the scale should be played two octaves 
w? hTn u tHree and four' The Practice for the left hand is the same, only reversed, of course. 
Tu take weeks' Possibly months. Each step 
whnl °r°Ughly Practiced and mastered. Then the 
morl raniHne be gone. through again with still 
gained ? rnovernents, until the velocity sought is 
nlav Urpmi’ie C scale wk'ch, though most difficult to 
the whol • T th°Ught to touch ‘he right kevs and 
The s o„m’nd Can therefore be centered on velocity, 
board must ,pract!ce of scales up and down the key- 
to pause on ihi^t* UP’ which wil1 offset any tendency 
ercises uoA ^ thumb that might result from the ex¬ 
ercises, and insures a smooth scale 
AndeHnuW the pleasures ‘hat to verse belong, 
And doubly sweet a brotherhood in song. 
—Keats. 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining to 
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 
Why a Good Instruction Book is Desirable 
“Do you think one can teach better without an 
instruction book than with one? A teacher here 
claims that it is much better to use no instruction 
books. Is he right?"—C. W. 
Whether or not you can give up an instruction book 
depends entirely upon whether your brain has become 
a practical and efficient instructor by long experience. 
For a teacher who is just beginning to try and teach in 
this manner would be like a man trying to walk with¬ 
out legs. The young teacher must have a compendium 
of progressive and practical steps to be taken, and must 
have all exercises written out. Without this help he 
would be absolutely helpless. A teacher cannot dictate 
exercises unless he knows, by much experience, just 
what is suitable under given conditions, and has it 
immediately on tap in his brain. He must depend upon 
other teachers’ experience until he has made his own. 
Many famous and experienced teachers prefer to use 
instruction books of some kind, maintaining that it is a 
waste of valuable time to write out exercises for a 
pupil which can be already found in printed form. 
Some teachers make a pose of teaching without a book 
of exercises of any sort, thereby wasting time that 
could be spent to the pupil’s profit. Teachers will 
sometimes spend five minutes in writing down an ex¬ 
ercise that is already printed in Plaidy, Philipp, Mason 
or other technical manual; time which could he much 
better employed in training or instructing the student 
who needs every moment of the half-hour lesson. 
Scales and arpeggios, however, can be taught by dicta¬ 
tion to advantage. When the scale of C, for example, 
is learned, the other scales follow as derivative pat¬ 
terns of the model already learned. Every pupil, ex¬ 
cept the youngest, should have a book of reference, 
whether it be Mason, Plaidy, Cooke or Philipp, in order 
to become well prepared in case he or she may wish 
to teach. Those expecting to teach should master 
such a manual in every detail. There is. too much 
endeavor to teach that which is only half understood. 
As to the viva voce teaching of the scales, after the 
scale of C is thoroughly understood, both as to struc¬ 
ture, position on the keyboard and fingering, take up 
the scales that follow by the “circle of fifths.” Let the 
pupil play the same scale keys with the same fingering, 
right hand, one octave, starting on G. Now show that 
there should be a half step from seven to eight, and 
that from F to G is a whole step. Therefore, in order 
to secure this, F sharp must be substituted for F. The 
fingering remains the same, and also in the left hand, 
which may be practiced through one octave. Next, 
start on D, and play the same keys as in G. Show 
again how C sharp will have to be substituted for 
C. The first variation in fihgering will be found in B 
major, when the fourth finger in the left hand will 
start on the keynote. 
Return to C major, and start through the flat keys 
at an interval of a fourth from each keynote, instead 
of a fifth. The work of the preceding paragraph could 
have been carried on through the fifths until C were 
reached, but it is simpler for young pupils to learn to 
add the flats one by one. After playing the same keys 
as C, starting form F, show that there should be a half 
step from three to four, or A to B, and that, in order 
to secure it, B flat must be substituted for B. Then 
show how the fingering will vary, and let the pupil 
learn the correct fingering as progress is made from 
one key to the next. By this method you will find that 
pupils will learn the scales with remarkable ease, and 
will also remember them much better ehan when learn¬ 
ing them from the notes. Let them learn the scales 
and then see how they look when represented on paper 
afterwards. 
Inconsequential Teaching 
“A boy has come to me who is just finishing the 
ninth book ot the Mathews Graded Course, but is 
woefully inaccurate In his playing. He has had no 
other instruction book or etudes, except supplement¬ 
ary pieces. This is my first experience with such 
a pupil after many years teaching. What is the 
best course to pursue?”—M. I,. 
There are hosts of pupils and teachers entirely devoid 
of individual initiative. As pupils they never arrive 
at the point where they can take a new piece, no mat¬ 
ter how simple, and determine “how it goes.” As 
teachers they make no study of methods, but pick up 
the first thing that is recommended, and go blindly 
through it without any study as to how it should be 
used. Even a cursory investigation should have shown 
the teacher that the Standard Course was never 
intended to be used in such a manner. The Standard 
Course gives standards of the various steps that need 
to be worked up to, and they need to be approached 
by supplementary etude work. You will have to put 
your boy back in an earlier grade. It may not be 
necessary to tell him that the etudes you select are 
easier, or, at least, it may not be necessary to discour¬ 
age him. As you say you have had years of experi¬ 
ence, you will need to select etudes and pieces that you 
are sure he can can learn to play accurately, and lead 
up through these, dropping the Standard Course for 
the time being. Sometimes it is possible to make a 
pupil feel that he is going straight ahead. This you 
need not discuss with him, perhaps, but simply say 
that the next studies he should take up are so and so. 
He should, however, be made to realize his inaccuracy, 
and the necessity of working to overcome it. His 
practice will probably need to be systematized into 
scales, arpeggios, etc., etudes and pieces. Tactful 
shrewdness and patience will doubtless be necessary on 
your part. 
With Those Who Begin 
“I have an opportunity to form a fine class in a 
moderate sized town, but am ‘at sea’ as to what to 
use with the beginners. I am an advanced player 
and feel competent to take care of such students, 
but the elementary stages seem so remote after the 
years, that I would like your advice as to Just 
what course to lay out for them. Also where I i an 
best secure the music?”—W. S. 
Every beginning teacher feels uneasy about the first- 
step pupils. Like the boy learning to swim, however, 
the best method is to jump right in and flounder around 
until you learn how. There is nothing better than 
The New Beginner’s Book, as the successive steps are 
so carefully systematized and explained. If the pupil 
is dull and needs more work in this grade, procure 
First Steps in Pianoforte Study and take the pupil 
through the latter half. The' Standard Graded Course 
may be introduced early, and the pupil’s progress esti¬ 
mated by it. It by no means provides all the music 
the pupil needs, but you will learn to determine this; 
and when the pupil is advancing too rapidly for the 
integrity of his musical foundation; and how much 
“sheet music” should he interspersed. For the first 
studies use book first of the Czerny-Liebling Selected 
Studies. These books will carry you through the early 
grades and lead you to the point where you feel most 
familiar. For the scales and arpeggios get Mastering 
the Scales and Arpeggios and follow its directions, dic¬ 
tating the scales by teaching the pupil how to construct 
them. The publisher will send you pieces “on selec¬ 
tion” in any grades you may specify. Keep a well- 
classified list of those you use and like, in your note¬ 
book, so you can quickly order for other pupils later. 
This will carry you over the ground that now appears 
difficult to you. 
Counting 
“1. A well-known teacher of my m nualntance has 
lately given up the custom of having pupils count 
either aloud or mentally. He maintains that ail of 
us have an innate sense of rhythm, and with a rer> 
little training a pupil will feel the beut, thus making 
counting unnecessary. Is It not better for the 
average pupil to count, leaving the plan given above 
for the very talented? 
"2. Is there any psychological explanation for the 
detestable habit of striking the left hand before the 
You have raised a question here that might admit of 
an interminable discussion. Thoroughly equipped mu¬ 
sicians of long experience do not count, either al"u«l 
or mentally. The feeling for the rhythm becomes auto¬ 
matic, and is regulated by an unconscious sense. The 
possession of this sense is not uncommon, although it 
needs much training, and many very musical people 
seem to be entirely devoid of it. I find many singers, 
especially, who are totally devoid of it. and can keep 
time only by the most rigid and frozen beating Rest* 
they invariably omit. Even when they learn to heal 
with fair but difficult regularity they have no sense of 
the measures. Two-four measure, for example, they 
seem unable to fed as ONE two, ONE two, .in<J * • 
on, the strong followed by the weaker, but they fed 
and beat it as one, one, one. one, all down heat* and 
all alike, and the same -with all other measures. The 
more beats to the measure, the more trouble they get 
into. If there are a dozen beats rest they never know 
when to come in again, for they feel no alternation* 
of strong and weak, but every beat is a down beat, 
and they are almost sure to guess wrong. 
Pupils of this class arc not going to have much 
success in keeping time unless they learn to count. 
Furthermore the integral divisions into notes of vari¬ 
ous values are troublesome, and require no end of 
drill, for their tendency is to fit the beats to the notes, 
and not the notes to the beats. In the early stage* 
of study counting will be necessary, and as the pupil 
advances it will become less and less necessary. 
To make the matter personal I would say that I 
have never counted from the days of my earliest 
study. I cannot remember any teacher ever mention¬ 
ing the matter of time to me. therefore 1 have assumed 
that it was correct. When I lived in Boston 1 had 
the reputation among many famous musicians as being 
the best sight reader in the city, and was grratL 
desired as an accompanist for this reason, many of 
them never considering it even necessary to rehearse 
with me. A person whose time was crooked could not 
have this experience A friend of mine was organist 
in one of the largest Catholic churches, with a chorus. 
(Ill ill!..'. 
phony Orchestra. On these days he, of course, had to 
conduct, and an organist was necessary. Hr called on 
me, whenever possible, and did not even insist . ■■ mi 
coming to rehearsal, as he was abl I 
he said, of everything being all right when I was at the 
organ. 1 only mention this a* an illustration ol h ,, 
certain people may not be rcs(>oiisihlr for their facul 
tics. I have known others with similai facultita, but 
have not found it frequent among pupils who have 
come under my observation. They have generally 
needed an incredible amount of drill. 
I have never come in contact with but one system 
that was able to successfully abandon the oral beating 
during early study. It is a system, however, requiring 
a special equipment, and. therefore, could not be 
explained here. 
2. This fault is due to a defective sense pcrccpu. n 
which is all the explanation that is needed. It is eat 
ily overcome by making the pupils practice the tame 
passages with the right hand striking a little in 
advance of the left, reversing the fault. This they fee! 
at once, and by means of it you can induce them t.< 
sense the other also. In a short time they will entirely 
overcome the fault. 
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The author of this article is a resident of 
On, I am so nervous, I know I’m going to play 
ludly to-night!" How often one hears the foregoing, 
n< it seem strange that 
we human livings persist in telling ourselves just the 
very things we do not want to possess? Would it not be 
much lictter to say: "I'm feeling splendidly fit to-night, 
and will be a great success?"—but the chances are you 
would not believe it if you did say so. Now, this is 
my argument—your nerves are in good order when you 
rehearse your dreaded pieces. Why should they not be 
so at the public performance? 
Firstly, because you will induce nervousness, by per¬ 
sisting in telling yourself you are nervous when you are 
not. Secondly, you think too much of what you im¬ 
agine everyone is saying or thinking about you, which 
is conceit, because probably they are not thinking of 
you at all—you are not important enough; thirdly, you 
have no right to abuse your art by not concentrating 
your whole attention upon it; it is not fair to the art, 
and still less fair to the audience. It is not you it has 
come to look at, but your music it has come to hear. 
I am aware that ill-health can cause nervousness; so 
can trouble and its evil genius, worry. To cure ner- 
vousness ,,f this type, the cause must be eliminated by 
banishing worry, living a healthy life of moderation 
in everything, fresh air and deep draughts of it, too, 
and also happy thoughts, which certainly are a very 
large factor in promoting in the nervous system that 
complete harmony of vibration which is so essential to 
g.'..d health and mental equilibrium. When the thoughts 
arc healthy and positive ones all the millions of cells 
within us are vibrating together in perfect rhythm, 
bringing that splendid physical health and perfect 
mental poise in which all the faculties are at their best. 
Worry never dispelled trouble; it magnifies it, turns 
it into a hydra-headed monster. It must be regarded 
as a positively hateful vice, to be throttled as soon as 
Platform Nervousness-Its Cure 
By Hermann Becker 
South Africa and has long been prominent in musical 
it makes its appearance. Remember that there is a les¬ 
son to be learned from all troublesome obstacles, al¬ 
though it is not always possible to see that lesson at 
once. Taken to heart in the right spirit, trouble should 
strengthen our characters, make the spirit, more dogged 
and determined, and, above all, should increase sym¬ 
pathy and kindliness towards others. 
There is another kind of platform nervousness caused 
through an insufficient experience, or lack of a thorough 
knowledge of the work about to be performed. 
The remedy for this trouble is too apparent to be 
enlarged 
The Seat of the Trouble 
4 Now the usual nervousness—that which appears only 
when engaged in concert playing or any public per¬ 
formance whatsoever—is a psychological trouble, and 
from my own personal experience, and the experience 
of personal friends of mine, the remedy is partly a 
mental and partly a physical one. 
It is partly mental because the subsequent physical 
distress is the result of the temporary mental unbalance; 
the performer sems utterly incapable of concentration, 
and thinks only of his supposed nervousness. 
It is partly physical because the physical distress is 
the outward sign of the mental unbalance, and finds 
its seat in the solar-plexus, the center of the physical 
nervous system. That is why we feel a sinking feeling 
at the so-called “pit” of the stomach when we are in 
this uncontrolled nervous state. 
The solar-plexus, I might say, is situated at the junc¬ 
tion, of the diaphragm, the muscle which separates the 
stomach from the abdomen. 
Nervousness in students and public performers is 
frequently the result of “unconscious auto-suggestion,” 
but sometimes it is the result of more deep-seated 
causes, which may be traced back to childhood, even 
educational matters there.—Editor s Note 
to the maternal psychological mental conditions during 
the prenatal period. 
Now for the remedy. The mental attitude, of course, 
plays a large and important part. Nervous suggestions 
must on no account be permitted to enter the mind. 
Whenever a nervous thought unconsciously enters, then 
a strong mental suggestion of opposite effect must lie 
made, and before walking on to the platform, the fol¬ 
lowing exercise should be quietly performed. This 
exercise steadies the physical nervous system by con¬ 
trolling the sol.ar-plexus: 
Take a slow, deep breath through the nostrils, filling 
the lungs from the abdomen upwards. Whilst holding 
the breath, and keeping the diaphragm raised, draw the 
abdomen in and out several times. Next exhale, also 
slowly and controlled, exhausting every particle of air 
from the lungs, then repeat three or four times. 
The nervousness will have completely vanished. This ' 
is an absolutely infallible remedy. I have never,known 
it to fail, and it has a scientific reasoning at the back 
of it. 
May I further impress on my readers the value of a 
systematic course of deep breathing as an integral part 
of a musical training. 
The mind is capable of doing much better work 
through a physically fit body. In a future article I shall 
map out a series of important exercises, dealing with 
the development of the vital organs, relaxation, and con¬ 
trol of the whole muscular and nervous system. 
Now readers, make a point of practicing deep breath¬ 
ing for ten minutes at a time, both morning and even¬ 
ing every day; and, above all, never say or ever think 
that you have “nerves.” There is an old saying, “What 
a man thinketh .... that is he”; therefore, if you want 
to think of nerves, think how splendidly fit and strong 
yours are—and they will become so. 
How to Understand Conflicting Accidentals 
A< every student of Musical History is aware, our 
musical notation is not the complete and logical con¬ 
trivance of some single clever brain, but the gradual 
growth of centuries, and those who devised its first 
crude elements could have had no inkling whatever of 
the. demands to be laid upon it in later and more 
erudite days. For this reason there are occasional 
cases which occur in which the clear expression of 
the composers' intention becomes a very awkward 
problem, and writers and editors of music do not 
always agree on any one best solution. 
One of the most perplexing cases to manage is that 
where a natural and a sharp, or a natural and a flat 
of the same note occur together in the same hand. 
There arc at least six different ways to express this, 
and if the young piano student is familiar with them all 
it will save him from some inward puzzling and possibly 
some audible errors. 
In Example 1, from Chopin’s Douse Etudes, Op. io, 
No. n. 
in the third chord Bb, Ab and Ah are all struck to¬ 
gether. only with a quick, rigorous arpeggiando effect. 
In Example 2, from I.iadoff’s Quatre Preludes. Op. 13, 
No. e, the Eo and Eb in the first group are struck 
exactly together. 
In Example 3, from Chabrier’s Trois Vaises Roman- 
tiques, (in its transcription for four hands, by Alfred 
Cortot) the G# applies to the eighth note, the Gb to 
the quarter note, and both are struck together. 
Chaminade’s Valse Finale, from Callirhoe (Example 
4) is on the same principle as Example 2 (from Lia- 
doff)), but the stems of the notes are printed in a 
slightly different way. 
tit, * , 
i £=u- 
'k==? F—-- 
Schumann, in his Bunte Blatter, Op. pp, No. 12, uses 
another device: the bracket connecting the Cb and Cb 
indicates that they are struck together. 
Alkan, in his Douse Etudes Mineures, Op. 39, No. 12. 
uses a sharp and a natural before two note heads on 
the same stem and on the same line of the staff. This 
Is perfectly intelligible in this instance, but it is, per¬ 
haps, well that it is not used very commonly, as it 
would be apt to suggest to a rapid sight-reader the bS 
used to cancel a double sharp and substitute a single 
Some modern French composers have hit upon a 
method which, to all appearances, is clearer and more 
logical than any yet mentioned, but which has not been 
in general use long enough to be familiar to every¬ 
body. In this, to save crowding, the two accidentals 
are placed directly above the notes, instead of before 
them. We give an example from Arabesques, Op. 12, 
No. 6, by Edmond Laurens. 
In closing, we give an example of a peculiar and 
extreme case, which occurs in a March by Oscar Hatch 
Hawley: 
(We quote from memory, not having the copy at 
hand at present writing.) Here the Bb, Bb and 
Ab all sound together as one quarter-note chord on 
the second beat of the measure—a harsh, but perfectly 
logical progression, which may be explained in this way: 
the upper voice has the melody Bb, Bb ; C, D. etc.; the 
lower voice has Bb, Ab, Ab, etc., while a middle 
voice has a persistent Bb (the dominant of the key), 
as a stationary tone. 
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A useful “running waltz" with some neat contrasts in rhythm, together with good finger work. Grade 2% JOSEPH ELLIS THE ETUDE AUGUST 1919 Pa ft 495 MARCH OF THE MUMMERS 
A very useful rhythmic study. The units must be mathematically exact, not thusJV'but: J73 -Grade 2^* 
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“And changing like a poet’s rhymes, 
Rang the beautiful wild chimes 
From the Belfry in the market 
Of the ancient town of Bruges.” 
Longfellow 
Krum agroup of five four-hand pieces entitled“In Friendly LandiTC arillori representsBelgiuffl, Grade S. ASHFORD 
EIELD DAY 
MARCH I.W.RUSSELl 
m ~ 
# May be played in D by changing signaturesjtj’s become f’s^b’s become Ij’s. 
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LESTER W._KE ITH 
COREOPSIS 
A graceful drawing-room piece in the modern intermezzo style. Play in the“singing style throughout. Grade 4 
mol to rit. ^ INTRO. MoOerato m.m.«|=108 
m 
if T 
/£u 
J r 
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A 
1/ 
Go to sleep my little Pussy, 
Where its nice and warm: 
If you cuddle down so cosy 
Nothing can you harm. 
Also published for two pianos, 4 hands. Grade 
Slowly m.m. J = 
PUSSY’S LULLABY 
Pussys gone to sleep 
In her Missis’ lap; 
How she purred,and purred and purred I 
“The darling little cat.” 
MARY HELEN BROWN 
poco rtt. 
< ^ )»A ^ * ♦ 
f-l / : 
ATT* » p ♦ l« 
4—= 5=- 
6~~T^ 
4 _- — 
■ff t ■; 
S-J 
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CHANSON SLAVE 
A dignified characteristic number with a noble opening theme. Grade 5. 
Moderate M.M.J = 72 \ cresc. 
THE ETUDE 
C. W. KERN, Op. 370 
ti 1 
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tranquillo con sentimento 
rit. mot to 
Edwin L. Sabin KATY DID 
RECITATION WITH MUSIC WALTER HOWE JONES 
Musical recitations are proving very popular nowadays. This one would make a good encore number. It may be pluyed also as an instrumental 
piece. Grade 3. 
I was strolling thro’ thegloam, I 
starswerepeeping ’midstthe blue,But 
cheekwith blushes woo’d me oft, As 
glimpseda maid-en ' fan; ‘‘Oh mis 'ress.may I 
none savethemde-scried.Just broad e-noughthe 
slow - ly on we paced; Her mouthwas like 
see you home? You 
path for two, If 
cher- ry soft. 
need protecting 'care.’ She 
close-ly side-by-side. My 
vit-ingoneto taste. I 
dropp’d her eyes in sweet de-mur;Said she, We’ve never 
arm in half, a cir - cle lay Her waist with-in its .. 
deft - ly stoop’d.Shecried,“Alack! All kiss-ingprayfore - j 
"• ^-ti—y- 
in’t al-low it, gal-lant sir. Andyet, anriyrt.and yet, Katy 
she: “I nev-erwalkthatwav,Andthen,andthen,andthr.n.K*ty 
she:“I must notkissyouback;But oh, but oh, but oh, Katy 
7trv . 
r did! Katy did, did, 
did! Katy did did 
• did! Katy did, did, 
Katy said she couldnt, Katy said she couldnt, Katy said she couldn't, but she did,did,did.2.The 
Katy said she didn’t, Katy said she didn’t, Katy said she didn’t, but she did,did,did.3.Her 
Katy said she wouldn’t,Katy said shewouldrit,Katy said she wouldn’t but she 
I I ^ I , m i^’ ijW’i ,m ’ 
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famous v 
Adagio cantabile 
THE ETUDE 
IN ii seems almost like an original piano piece'. Graded 
This transcription from a  iolin and piano sonata is so beautifully ma_ 
Copyright 1919 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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MANDOLINATA 
PARAPHRASE C.SAINT SAENS 
This melody,injEolk-songj3tyle,js by^Paladilhe, himself a distinguished French composer, born 1844. This is one of the finest of <11 concert 
pieces in whichAhe mandolin imitations are introduced. Grade 8 
Allegro .m.m. J=iOO _ „ * ■ 
... H .I ?-—5—,»?. • i • * * . ! 
hr^if A ^.«> 
k. 
uJ" f rUi rif-j f-ulrilf Tfttrrijr 
-1 A -,-J h .-r-ir-j-t—r-\- —- __r-fc. « rJWc 
i _|!l 3' it r w 
•rlrt ,^r; 1? hfll:1 11 fffir Dfm. 
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Humoresque as applied to this piece refers to a certain cheerfulness and 
Oradi 
HUMORESQUE ye ^ the rjppling character of the violin part. 
GEO. NOYES ROCKWELL 
Copyright 1919 by Theo Presser Co. 
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Gladys Lacy SOME DAY I SHALL HEAR YOU CALLING 
The latest song by the popular writer of Somewhere a Voice is Calling and Dreaming of Love and You. A companion song to both of 
' . . . ARTHUR F TATE 
Faint-ly come steal-ing from o - ver the sea; Fac - es long vanished and voic-es now stiff, Voic - es i lov’d and so 
Longs for your voice and your smile as of yore, Then I re-mem-ber your message so sweet, Joy fills my heart love shall 
dear once to me. Some-day I shall hear you call-ing As in days of yore. Some - day I shall 
live ev- er-more. -m- 1^—^ i — 
Copyright 1919 by Theo. Presser Co. International Copyright secured 
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Pag, 5i2 AUGUST im HAT TP DAY ADAM GEIBEl 
U1N -LLi -L/XV. . heart. To be sung in declamatory style, 
r into which the writer of the words and mu8*c has thrown his whole he . . ^ 
, _ „ British Copyright secured ^ 
From the French of OCTAVE CREMAZIE the" flag of carillon ch w sabat1er 
by DAVID BISPHAM CH. W. SABA1 ltK 
A real singer’s song, with a splendid sweeping refrain. Edited by DAVID BISPHAM 
) Broadly 
home in this new coun - try Ne’er shalt thou be As on that glo-ripus day, 
} dear-est hopes re - viv - ing Nour - ish for hearth and home my fond-est love. When on thy walls ty Toward this new land 
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The Piano vs. Instruments of Small Repertoire 
From time to time we have inquiries 
from some who are considering the tak¬ 
ing up of one of the less familiar instru¬ 
ments, such as the zither, the chromatic 
harp, the flageolet, or what not. Or again, 
those who have become enamored of the 
charms of the banjo, the guitar, the man¬ 
dolin or the ukelele, and wish advice as 
to commencing the study of one or other 
of these now quite well-known smaller 
instruments. 
It is more or less embarassing to be 
asked to give advice of this kind, be¬ 
cause good advice is like a good glove- 
designed to fit one particular hand, not 
hands in general. It is a safe axiom that 
everyone knows his own business best, 
and no one, however intelligent or sym¬ 
pathetic, can fully understand the tastes 
or the plans of another. 
However, we are convinced that the 
reason advice is sought, is that people not 
in the musical profession are generally 
quite at sea in regard to the musical 
standing of an instrument—the character 
of the music which is available for it, 
the estimation in which it is held by 
composers in particular and musicians in 
general. To them, a musical instrument 
is a musical instrument—their ideas on 
the subject are as cloudy as those of the 
new recruit who asked which ranked the 
higher, a “quartermaster general” or a 
plain “general.” 
The Literature of a Language 
Possibly we can make what we are 
about to say clearer by a little comparison 
with the subject of languages. There 
are over two hundred different languages 
spoken on the face of the earth. A little 
book in the present writer’s possession 
gives sample verses from 164 different 
translations of the Bible printed and cir¬ 
culated by the Bible Society, and this list 
has largely been added to since the date 
of this catalogue. But most of these 
languages have little or no literature of 
their own; in some cases, a translation 
of the Bible or of part of it, represents 
nearly the only thing available for read¬ 
ing; and again, in some of these same 
cases, the language itself is such a poor 
and faulty medium of expression, that 
the translators have been put to some 
straits to render the meaning faithfully. 
No one in his right mind would ever 
dream of studying Lap, Maltese, Mala¬ 
gasy or Maori, unless he had some strong 
practical reason for needing to communi¬ 
cate directly, constantly and personally 
with the inhabitants of Lapland, Malta, 
Madagascar or New Zealand, as the case 
might be. The great literature of the 
world is concentrated into some half- 
dozen languages. One' does not study 
French, for instance, merely to talk with 
Frenchmen, but so as to read Balzac, 
Victor Hugo, Moliere, Verlain, Maeter¬ 
linck, etc. 
The Repertoire of a Musical Instrument 
Now for the application. The piano 
has the richest “literature” of any in¬ 
strument. Practically every great com¬ 
poser has written for it, and even many, 
works not originally written for piano, 
have been transcribed for it with such 
skill and genius as to be idiomatic for, 
the instrument. Take Liszt's transcrip¬ 
tion of some of Schubert’s songs; Schu¬ 
mann’s transcription of Pagannini’s violin 
Caprices, and others. 
The repertoire of the violin, violoncello 
and viola is (as solo instruments) much 
smaller than that of the piano, but this 
is counterbalanced by the wonderfully" 
rich field these instruments find in or¬ 
chestral music, as well as quartets, trios, 
etc. The same statement might be made, 
with even more force, with regard to the 
flute, oboe, clarinet, etc. Again, certain 
other instruments, as the tympani, and' 
the double bass, have practically no solo 
repertoire whatever, yet are worthy and 
necessary members of the orchestra or 
band and take an important part in the 
performance of the world’s great music. 
When we come to the mandolin, banjo, 
etc., however, we find them in much the 
position of the less-known languages— 
they have a vital significance to those 
people to whom they are the natural 
medium of expression, but they have no 
great treasury of wonderful compositions 
by the great composers of yesterday and 
to-day. To be sure, Mozart used the 
mandolin in one number of Don Juan. 
A certain expert banjo player of some 
twenty years ago used to play his own 
transcription of the Mendelssohn Violin 
Concerto in a way to command serious 
attention, etc., etc., but one swallow does 
not make a summer. 
The Place of the Informal Instrument 
The entire repertoire of all these in¬ 
struments consists practically of these 
three things: 
1. Old folk songs and dances. 
2. Modern popular music of a very low 
type, or at best commonplace and with¬ 
out distinctive character. 
3. Arrangements of familiar selections 
from the classics, pruned and abbreviated 
to suit the limited scope of the instru- 
The first is wholly commendable, but 
limited;'the second, self-condemned by its 
description; of the third, we would sim¬ 
ply say that these pieces are all much 
more effective in their original form. 
But just as one may wish to acquire 
even some language that has no litera¬ 
ture, for the sake of hob-nobbing with 
the natives, so one may wish to take up 
the banjo, guitar or the like, for the sake 
of playing in a club, or for use on a 
boat, in a tent, on a journey or elsewhere 
when a more cumbersome instrument 
would be out of the question. 
All these things are worth considering; 
but as regards genuine musical culture— 
“if one wants to do business, he must go 
where business is.” 
The Pleasure of Memorizing 
By Ben Venuto 
Cicero tells us “Memory is the treas¬ 
ury and guardian of all things.” To have 
memorized a number of really noble and 
beautiful pieces of music, is to have 
added immensely to one’s inward wealth 
and to have enriched one’s personality. 
To have a good repertoire at one’s finger- 
ends for use in public or in the social 
circle is a desirable object in itself, but 
the benefit does not stop there. A really 
musical person often takes great pleasure 
in recalling a melody to the mind, when 
not at the instrument at all, just as a 
religious person might meditate on a 
verse of Scripture while engaged in 
every-day occupations. 
Be careful to fill your musical memory 
with what is worth while, not with trash. 
Convenier 
Terms of 
Payment. 
The most beautiful 
possession tvilh which 
the home is adorned 
THE mechanism in the Kranich 
& Bach Player Grand Piano 
is not of the usual clumsy kind to mar its graceful lines. 
It produces all the loveliness of tone possible to hand 
.playing and even a child can play it entertainingly. 
These are the motives that impel the selection of the 
M^nich^rach 
j^^^a^r^nrWPlANO ' 
famous throughout the world in actual musical quality. 
KRANICH & BACH 
235 East 23rd Street 
Harlem: J6 West I25th St. Request. 
NEW YORK CITY 
Catalogue 
HARMONY STUDY MADE ENJOYABLE 
A knowledge of the elements of Harmony is, of course, of para¬ 
mount importance to all who desire to compose, and this knowl¬ 
edge can in many instances be obtained at the expense of a 
little regular, persistent effort without a teacher(natu rally, bet¬ 
ter with a teacher) by means of the very successful new work 
Harmony Book for Beginners 
By PRESTON WARE OREM Price Postpaid $1.00 
Many foremost musicians and teachers have endorsed this 
book most enthusiastically, but best of all, hundreds of 
students report great success with it. 
Read These Testimonials: 
John Philip Sousa, Famous Composer and Conductor 
The system adopted in your Harmony Book is admirably adapted (or the itudcnt *ho 
requires an instruction bt>ok that is “as plain as a pike." 'I he text it to lucid that 
“he who runs may read”—a decided virtue in any text book. 
Charles Wakefield Cadman, Successful American Composer, and Specialist in Indian Music 
Published by 
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
J\tP HairPins 
Keep the Hair in Place f 
fferenl Size-Stand KX Packages Evtryvkert 
UMP HAIR PIN MFC. CO.' 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers 
Edited by Experts in Vocal Culture 
VoiceSr— SHAKESPEARE 
“Thank You for Your Most Sweet 
Vocal Compass: Extensive and Extraordinary 
By Dr. Orlando A. Mansfield, F.R.C.O., F.A.G.O., etc., etc. 
That vocal compass is a matter more solo, The Pangs of Hell. Aloysia en- ion subsequent 
or le;s contingent upon physical and tech- joyed a sweep of from B1 below the^rrt he . “the Swedish mghtm- 
nical development, is a fact of which ledger line below the treble staff to A times. ^ ^ equaled by many 
every well-informed teacher and student above the fourth ledger line S possibly, surpassed by a few. 
of the art of singing is perfectly aware, ^^dginl ftomtntSora^ "deed 5,/might have been rivaled by 
la the case of ordinary vocalists or records> she thoroughly deserved the par- the sub-hui^n creatures, for in 
chorus singers, the compass of the voice which Mozart exhibited towards number of The Etude we were 
is more or less limited, seldom exceeding J** 'Sthble German so- that Tamaki Miura, the Japanese soprano, 
the interval of a 10th or of a 12tli. But. Q was Gertrud Elisabeth Mara (1749- 
with exceptional physical gifts, and with lg33)> with a compass from G below the 
phenomenal and, as we shall see pres¬ 
ently, a rare event in musical history. 
A few years ago a claim for the great- 
possessed a parrot whom she had taught 
sing scales and arpeggios ascending to 
me very G which we have already not 
as marking the upward limits of Jenny 
Lind’s remarkable voice. 
The Male Alto 
Concerning the male alto 
almost exclusively cultivated 
where the best specimens 
secured for the Cathedral choirs 
music for which, at least down to u*c 
_ _ . . end of the eighteenth century, the alto 
altissimo; also Giuditta Pasta vojce plays a most important part, espe¬ 
cially 
lice, now 
England, 
eagerly 
intensive vocal training, many profes- trebjJ,’ staff tQ E on the 3d ledger line th r i lr  te 
sional vocalists have widely exceeded this afeove the same> We ougbt to mention -»«“*| f l  
compass, while others have actually dou- here Richard Wagner’s sister-in-law, 
bled it. and a very few have soared to E,sie Gollmann. wife 0f his. brother Al- 
even greater heights or descended to con- b who possessed a compass two de- 
viderably lower depths. Two octaves, s beyond 3 octaves, and sang the 
however, may be considered an excellent parts of Rossini>s Tancredi and Mozart’s 
working range for almost any soloist; a Queen 0f Might with equal effect. Re- 
few vocalists have a practical compass ,urni to the Itajian soprani we have 
of 2!, or 3 octaves ; but any really useful Angelica Catalani (1779-1849), the bra- 
extension beyond these limits is quite yura soprano wh0 frequently ascended 
- pres‘ to G »« 
(1798-1865), for whom Bellini wrote La 
------ , , . Sonnambula and Norma, and Donizetti 
^vocal^ compass recorded^was made by his Anm Boiena_ pasta’s voice ranged 
" ‘ u- i..u - jrom A below the treble staff to C and E 
_.i the second and third ledger lines 
above it, although this upward compass 
has been exceeded by Madame Patti, who 
e time could reach F, three degrees 
solos and verse passages,—v 
note that in the church music 
of the Elizabethan age the parts for this 
voice occasionally descended to E in the 
4th space in the bass clef, while Gs and 
Fs contiguous thereto were fairly com¬ 
mon. This low compass is probably due 
to the fact that the ecclesiastical pitch of 
that period was at least a tone higher 
than the modern standard. As a rule the 
male alto can .attain to C and D.in the 
upper part of the treble staff. The writer 
remembers hearing, during the progress 
incidental music given at a 
__ Olive Harcourt, an English vocal¬ 
ist, who stated in the columns of the 
Musical Times that she possessed a 
ranging from C sharp in the second 
space of the bass staff to the highest C ^ | 
on the seven-octave pianoforte, and occa- bigber 
sionally one or two semitones higher ' T InH.c Fin, Ran0£. 
still. Another English musical paper J y & 
claims the highest sound produced by a But all these great artists were eclipsed 
soprano voice for a Miss Ellen Beach by Jenny Lind, Madame Goldschmidt 
Yaw. who sung E, two octaves above E (1820-1887), “the Swedish nightingale,” 
in the fourth space of the treble clef. as she was so often called. In her case , ,, v , o-. 
Both these statements appear to have the available compass was from B below ingjie was once_addressing in the Bir 
been fairly well authenticated. Other- the treble staff to G on the 4th ledger IS 
wire we should have to conclude that the line above—2 octaves and a 6th. The 
country for “tall tales" is England rather most remarkable tone in the head regis- 
than America! ter of the great songstress was F sharp on 
Descending from these dizzy and doubt- the 5th line of the treble staff. This was 
ful heights to the more prosaic regions the “clarion F sharp” which possessed 
of recognized musical history, we can- such an irresistible charm for Mendel- 
not imagine ourselves or anyone else ssohn, and for which he wrote so re¬ 
writing a paper on vocal compass without markably in his Hear Ye, Israel, and I am 
making some mention of the celebrated He Tha<t Comforteth in his Elijah. In 
Lucrczia Agujari (1743-1783). This phe- both these compositions the F sharp just 
nomenal Italian arti>t enjoyed a range mentioned is the “predominating note,” 
t>f about (or somewhat over) 3 octaves, —the dominant in both the keys of B 
mingham Town Hall, England, a male alto 
of exceptional merit successfully negoti¬ 
ate several contralto songs reaching two 
or three semitones higher than the limits 
last mentioned. 
Amongst female contraltos we ought 
not to forget Mrs. Billington (1768-1818), 
the great English operatic contralto, with 
a compass of 3 octaves, from A below 
the treble staff upwards. Then, amongst 
notable Italian contraltos possessing re¬ 
markable ranges, we might name Mari¬ 
etta Alboni (1823-1894), the greatest 
her highest sound being that represented minor and B major in which the works tralto of the nineteenth century, whose 
by C, above die 5th ledger line above the are respectively written. Unfortunately voice extended 2 octaves upwards from 
treble staff. Her usual downward range Mendelssohn never lived to hear Jenny G below the second ledger line under the 
was to middle G, hut it has been stated Lind in the songs which he had written treble staff two complete and perfect oc- 
that she could descend to “fiddle G,” expressly for her, or with her voice fjjT" 'C 1 1 ' * 
i. c, G in the second space below the prominently before his imagination. She 
treble staff. In 1770 Mozart heard her at was unable to “create” the part at the 
Parma, and spoke of her as possessing first performance of the Elijah on Wed- 
s of lovely quality throughout. 
High Tenors 
a flexible throat, and a nesday, August 26, 1846, in the’ Town For instance, 
In respect to tenors, Italy wins easily. 
5 have Giovanni Davide 
incredibly high range.” She sang to him Hall of Birmingham, England. Her first 
passages involving the compass we have English performance of the part did not 
just mentioned. Sacchini (1734-1786) take place until December 15, 1848, when 
also attested to having heard her sing she sung in Exeter Hall, London, the 
to B in altissimo. One of her greatest proceeds of- the performance being de- 
contemporaries was Aloysia Weber, Mo- voted to the foundation of a Mendelssohn song.” Davide had a compass which 
'( sister-in-law, for whom he wrote Scholarship in memory of the departed eluded four B flats_from the B flat 
(1789-1851), whose first success 
Rossini’s Turco in Italia; and who, from 
his association with “Signor Crescendo,” 
as Rossini was nicknamed, became him- 
self to _be known as “the Rossini 
the part of the Queen of Night in The and universally beloved musician. 
Magic Flute, icillt the staccato tones ex- But it is highly desirable for us to re¬ 
tending up to F above the third ledger member that it was something infinitely 
and lying con- superior to mere compass which caused 
ttnuoush within the compass of an oc- Mendelssohn to regard Jenny Lind as the 
lave below that sound, especially in the finest singer in Europe, and for his opin- tenor of the last century.’ His compass 
the second line of the bass staff to the B 
flat above the first ledger line above the 
treble staff. Of lesser compass but of 
far greater _ celebrity was Giovanni Ba- 
Rubini (1795-1854), the greatest 
extended to F on the 5th line of the 
treble staff, e. g., in Bellini’s I Puritani; 
and for his voice Donizetti wrote toD flat 
in Don Sebastian, and Bellini and Rossini 
to D natural in La Sonnambula and ZeU 
nttra respectively. Rubini will be remem¬ 
bered as the teacher of Mario, and the 
first to make use of the vocal vibrato. 
Amongst baritones, the pride of place 
for compass must be given to Antonio 
Tamburini (1800-1876), who had a work¬ 
ing compass of two octaves but, by the 
employment of falsetto, he could even 
take a soprano part. And if that cele¬ 
brated Frenchman, Jean Baptiste Faure 
(1830-1914), had no phenomenal com¬ 
pass, his upper F sharp, “marvelously 
facile and mellow,” has become almost 
historical. 
Basso Profundos 
In range the bass and basso profundo 
voices rival in some cases the compass 
of the sopranos and tenors, which is the 
more surprising when we remember the 
heavier organisms in the former cases. 
The first bass to have a compass of his¬ 
torical importancce was the Rev. John 
Gostling (1650-1733), a gentleman of the 
Chapel Royal, London. England, a sub¬ 
dean of St. Paul's Cathedral, and the 
most famous singer of his time. His 
voice extended easily down to CC, on the 
second ledger line below the bass staff; 
and in his anthem. They who go dow 
to the sea in ships, the immortal Henry 
Purcell wrote for him down to EE and 
DD. Gostling, who afterwards partici¬ 
pated in the coronation ceremonies oi 
James II and of William and Mary, was 
a prime favorite at the court of Charles 
II of more or less infamous memory. 
Indeed Purcell’s anthem just mentioned 
was especially written to commemorate 
Gostling’s deliverance from a storm which 
overtook him while on a sail in Charles 
IPs yacht. And so partial was Charles to 
Gostling's voice that he once said, “You 
may talk as much as you please of your 
nightingales but I have a gosling who ex¬ 
cels them all.” On one occasion the king 
gave Gostling a silver Easter egg with a 
remark to the effect that he had heard 
that eggs were good for the voice. 
When opened the egg was found to bt 
full of golden guineas. This incident 
seems to contradict Rochester’s estimate 
of Charles II as the man who 
"never said a foolish thing, 
And never did a wise one.” 
During his visit to Italy in 1706-1710, 
Handel wrote a "serenata" entitled "Act, 
Galatea, e Polifemo. which was produced 
at Naples, in 1709. This work was quite 
different from his Acis and Galatea ol 
1? ter date, and it contains a most remark¬ 
able bass solo for Polifemo. involving* 
compass of 2l/3 octaves, from CC to r 
above the second ledger line over the bast 
staff. If the pitch were lower or higher 
than the present norm, the compass wouk 
remain just as exceptional as ever. A*' 
though there is no definite proof »■ 
whgm the solo was intended, the proD*' 
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Recent 
Pipe Organ Pieces 
by Popular Writers 
16274—SABIN, WALLACE A. Bouree in D (In the Old Style) Price .60 
A fine concert piece from the Amer¬ 
ican Series, edited byE.H.Lemare. 
16292—COLBY, FRANK H. Old Dance Price .60 
iimai^rnew^erSf ^ TOm 
15422-PEASE, SIBLEY G. Swing Song Price .30 
A pretty, soft voluntary, with effec- 
15396—PEASE, SIBLEY G. Solace Price .40 
15859—LACEY, FREDERICK Lamenta¬ 
tion and Consolation Price .50 
15496—STULTS, R.M. Processional March Price 50 
Brilliant and vigorous,easy toplay.. 
15944—GALBRAITH, J. LAMONT An¬ 
dante Pastorale Price 50 
Graceful and pleasing, displaying 
solo stops. 
16103—GALBRAITH, J. LAMONT An 
Evening Melody Price .40 
A quiet nocturne, with broad and 
flowing melodies. 
16361—SIDDALL, LOUISE At Even Price .60 
We will be pleased to send any of the above 
numbers for examination 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
A Grand Home Song 
IN THE HUSH OF THE 
TWILIGHT HOUR 
Words and Music by ADAM GEIBEL 
Price, 40 cents 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Phila., Pa. 
Arranging and Correction Mss. 
A SPECIALTY 
A. W. BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
our advertisers. 
bility is that it was planned for Guiseppe 
Boschi, the most celebrated basso of the 
eighteenth century, who is said to have 
sung afterwards the part of Polyphemus 
in Handel’s later cantata, Acis and Gala- 
tea, produced at Canons, near London, in 
1721, and who created the bass parts in 
many of Handel’s earlier operas. Half 
a century later we hear of Ludwig Fis¬ 
cher (1745-1825), who is described by 
Otto Jahn, the biographer of Mozart, as 
“an artist of extraordinary gift for com¬ 
pass, power, and beauty of voice, and 
artistic perfection both in singing and 
playing, probably the greatest German 
bass singer of his age.” Fischer was a 
personal friend of Mozart, who often 
spoke of his “splendid voice”; and it 
was for this singer that Mozart wrote the 
part of Osmin in his Entfuhrung aus dem 
Serail. Fischer’s compass was 2% oc¬ 
taves, from DD below the bass staff to A 
in the second space in the treble, and it 
has been described as “well-rounded, 
even, and in tune.” 
More than half a century later comes 
Carl Stronmever (17.70-1845), of Gotha 
and Weimar. He possessed a range one 
degree less high than that of Fischer, and 
is honored by being mentioned in Spohr’s 
Autobiography. Another celebrated Ger¬ 
man basso was Carl Formes (1810-1889), 
who visited London and died in America. 
His compass was from CC to F in the 
first space in the treble staff, the compass 
of the modern organ pedal-board. And 
as these letters formed his initials he in¬ 
troduced them into his crest. A man of 
prepossessing appearance, he possessed a 
voice which “for volume, compass, and 
quality was one of the most majestic ever 
heard.” Myron Whitney (1836-1910), the 
celebrated American basso, had a com¬ 
pass extending one degree lower than 
that of Formes. 
As a great deal of notice—a large por¬ 
tion of which is quite unmerited—is be¬ 
ing bestowed upon the eccentric and 
somewhat ineffective Russian church 
music of recent date, it may be well to 
state here that the Russian Church vocal 
contrabassi descend to GGG, a third lower 
than that of the compass last mentioned,but 
■ these remarkable voices have a singularly 
limited range. In 1843, three generations 
of Russian Jews performed in London, 
the grandfather of the party being able 
to “go one better” than the compass 
above named, he descending to AAA, on 
the third ledger line below the bass staff, 
But much of the charm of these voices 
is lost when away from their proper en¬ 
vironment—a large and lofty church or 
other ecclesiastical building, sparsely fur¬ 
nished, and stone-built, with vaulted roof. 
Then, when all is said, the fact remains 
that the great singers of history have 
retained their place as such, by virtue of 
their quality rather than by the compass 
of their vocal organs. An abnormal 
vocal compass may startle; it can, and 
always will excite temporary interest; but 
of vocal quality combined with style it 
may well be said (with all due apologies 
to Shakespeare for our adaptation) that 
“Age cannot wither, nor custom stale 
Its infinite variety.” 
Echoes from the Past 
By D. A. Clippinger 
Tpsi (1647-1727) seems to have been a 
voice teacher with a conscience. When 
trying the voice of a prospective pupil he 
admonishes the teacher as follows: “But 
above all let him hear with a disinter¬ 
ested ear whether the person desirous to 
learn hath a voice and a disposition; that 
he may not be obliged to give a strict 
account to God of the parents’ money ill 
spent, and the injury done to the child 
by the irreparable loss of time which 
might have been more profitably em¬ 
ployed in some other profession.” “The 
master must want humanity if he advises 
a scholar to do anything to the prejudice 
of the soul.” 
Tosi insisted that the vocal student 
should be a good sight-reader before he 
went to a master of singing. He should 
have a “fund of knowledge sufficient to 
perform readily any of the most difficult 
compositions.” 
In the matter of ear-training his de¬ 
mands would be rather severe on modern 
vocal students. At that time they recog¬ 
nized a difference between a diatonic half 
step and a chromatic half step. The wliole 
step was divided into nine commas, and 
what they called the major semitone con¬ 
sisted of five commas and the minor 
semitone consisted of four commas. This 
meant singing five-ninths of a whole step 
or four-ninths, as the case might be. I 
fancy modern ears would find this some¬ 
what puzzling, but they thought nothing 
of it then and insisted that singers be 
able to do it. 
Tosi rebukes those ancient and modern 
teachers who believe in always singing 
with full voice. In one of his rules for 
practice he says: “Let him take care, 
however, that the higher the notes, the 
more it is necessary to touch them with 
softness to avoid screaming.” 
On the subject of attack lie says: “Let 
him teach the scholar to hit the intona¬ 
tion of any interval in the scale perfectly 
and readily keep him strictly to this 
important lesson, if he is desirous he 
should sing with readiness in a short 
These and many other equally interest¬ 
ing things which Tosi says about the 
training of the singer lead us to believe 
that at least one old Italian teacher was 
pretty thoroughly grounded in the prin¬ 
ciples of singing. 
Melba Talks t( 
Young women must always bear in 
mind that it is impossible to sing ex¬ 
cept under the condition of “Mens sana 
in corpora sano.” They must be healthy 
and intelligent, otherwise the artistry es¬ 
sential to successful singing can never 
be acquired. A natural life conducive to 
vigorous health is indispensable. I 
strongly recommend plenty of outdoor 
exercise, physical training on sound lines, 
and the avoidance all excesses, dietetic 
and otherwise. 
The cultivation of a cheerful disposi¬ 
tion, too, must not be overlooked. An 
artist’s personality is always reproduced 
in sing’ng, and the public has no desire 
to be overcome by Cimmerian gloom. 
Young Singers 
Despite the modern shibboleth that the 
voice is of no account so long as the 
singer be intelligent, I maintain strongly 
that a vocal organ of pleasing quality is 
indispensable. I cannot imagine the 
croaking chorus of the frogs of Aristo¬ 
phanes, despite its cleverness, being mus¬ 
ically agreeable, nor is a whole chorus of 
crows so pleasing as a single nighting- 
gale or a lark. 
A good voice must be coupled with in¬ 
telligence. Should either element be lack¬ 
ing it is hopeless to enter on an artistic 
career. Intending singers must be pre 
pared to sacrifice much in the cause of 
art. Hard work, perseverance, and sub¬ 
mission to a good teacher are points that 
An Ideal 
Medium-Size Grand 
This beautiful instrument seems 
as nearly perfect as skill, experi¬ 
ence, and manufacturing facili¬ 
ties can make it. 
Its tone is purely that of the 
Concert Grand, having great 
power and sympathetic qualities. 
Dealers in Principal Cities 
Emerson Piano Co. 
Boston Mass. 
TINDALF. MUSIC CABINETS 
Just what you 
have been wanting 
Will keep your music 
in order, free from 
damage and where you 
can easily find it. Var¬ 
ious sizes, holding 200 
to 1200 pieces or more. 
Oak or Mahogany. 
Send far Catabg I 
TINDALE CABINET CO . 6 But 34* S*.. Nw Ywt 
D. A. CLIPPINGER 
, author ok 
The Head Voice & Other Problems, Prke SUM) 
Systematic Voice Training 
K1MRALL HALL - CHICAOO. ILL 
:++4-++++4-+++++ 
Uolrntt 
era will find the Wolcott 
very much to their liking; the 
excellent appointments, the 
faultless service and the unriv¬ 
alled cuisine. And. over all. 
there is an atmosphere of re¬ 
finement and homelike dignity. 
THIRTY-FIRST ST . by FIFTH AVE. 
New York City 
Please mention THE ETUDE w‘ 
onr advertisers. 
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cannot be too strongly emphasized. The beMty. The p b being a plain truth, 
voice should be carefully trained by this opinion,'W ^ excessive claim, 
proper methods, and never on any ac- cannot b been <placed,” then 
count must it be forced. Once a pupil ^hen a vote.t h Jf tfae v0ice is 
has been imbued with the right methods, th: hard wo k b| not occupy 
to sing well is easy and to sing badly is healthy thepoismg The next 
difficult. Undoubtedly there are several ™re ton six R1 arias, and then 
methods suited to different voices, but step ^/^seWes, and this can be 
only with the aid of a ~"'1 ''nar 
the ac- 
Schomacker 
ffSgh, ,S their done U ith the aid f .^ode 
“srs.“'s 
suara; suss? r sm 
1 The quality of its tone 
enraptures the heart as its 
beauty of construction de¬ 
lights the eye. 
Schomacker Piano Co. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
fhza rpturn nf vniitVi. there is a p-had replaced his locks and resumed 
MUSICAL AMERICA 
usely Illustrated 
Price; for One Year: 
I^SJSSSV^ s 
3 IM w,.K„.,lo, w-gogo* with the hirsute property guise. P- fore. Looking his opponent up and down 
PARKER’S- realized the situation in a flash, and for a second, he gasped out, Les, sir; 
IAIR BALSAM swiftly reclaimed his wig from the fast d-n you, sir!’ and ran. 
Tte MUSIC TRADES 
S2SKW&5KSS 
TSs 
Your Music Is Torn! 
" ''Tng Tape 
Sir Frederick Bridge’s Blind Critic 
Z^viskl Brothers 
MUSIC PRINTERS anB ENGRAVERS 
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Purchaser’s Guide 
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Question and Answer Department 
THE ETUDE is pleased to announce that this important Department will 
hereafter he conducted by the wcll-k.nou)n French-American Musician 
ARTHUR DE GUI CHARD 
^First ^ Grade Teaching Pieces 
It 2S&i£SteTT$1SS 
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA. PA 
The Best Singers in America 
MOONDAWN,'by Frank H. Grey 
Sue Harvard, Sophie Braslau, Amparito Farrar. Olive Kline. Edna de 
Lima, Marie Rappold, Barbara Maurel. Martha Atwood. Florence Macbeth. 
Madame Schumann-Heink, May Peterson. Vera Curtis. Merle Alcock, 
Yvonne de Treville, Clara Edmunds Hemingway. Paul Althouse. Arthur 
Middelton, Reinald Werrenrath, John Barnes Wells and many other artist. 
THE ETUDE 
Department for Organists 
Practical Articles from Organists of Wide Experience 
‘ The eloquent organ waits for the master to wak 
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“ To You of the Chorus Choir ” 
By Sibley G. Pease 
Dd you realize how important a place 
y6u have in the Church by your member¬ 
ship in the Choir? Any church will be 
l more effective church with you than 
it could be without you. 
Robert Schumann said: "If all would 
play first violin, we could get no or¬ 
chestra. Respect each musician, there¬ 
fore. in his place.” If every singer who 
has some little talent thought he or she 
was good enough to command a salaried 
position in a quartette, where in the 
world would we get a chorus to back up 
the quartette? Most operas have the 
soloists supported by a chorus, and I 
believe that most o>f the best choral com- 
positons can have a better and more im¬ 
pressive rendition when given by a 
chorus. 
The choir occupies a more important 
position in the church than any other 
organization within the church. It means 
much personal sacrifice to be a good 
chorus member, and unless you can and 
will do this for your church, through the 
choir, you had better not join the choir 
at all You must be regular in your at¬ 
tendance at services and rehearsals, be 
there promptly, give close attention to 
your director, and do nothing during 
service to make yourself disagreeably 
conspicuous. A little thoughtless act can 
mar the effect of a composition or spoil 
some fine place in another part of th* 
service. 
While in the choir-loft be composed, 
calm, dignified and act as though you 
enjoyed your part in the service and yet 
realized your responsibility. Don’t fan 
yourself during service. Just because 
some of the congregation whack at them¬ 
selves witn a nymn dook, a Duiieuu ui, 
perchance, a real fan, is no signal for 
you to do the same. In the first place, it is 
useless. You won’t feel one degree 
cooler, and you waste a lot of energy that 
might better be spent in singing. It looks 
bad and distracts your attention and that 
of others. Another thing: don’t whisper 
during the service. If you do, then the 
one next to you is going to talk, too (he 
can’t resist, either) ; then there are two 
people talking. Remember the organist 
is your friend in time of trouble. He has 
helped you out of trouble many a time. 
When you are not singing and he is 
playing be courteous enough to be still 
and listen. Talking bothers him and he 
will appreciate your attention. 
Your director not only , wants you to 
learn the music but the words, too. Learn 
them I Robert Burdette has said: 
"Yet though I’m filled with music 
As choirs of summer birds, 
7 cannot sing the old songs’— 
I do not know the words." 
I’ve heard one director say many a 
time. ‘‘Sing English”; yes. certainly as 
long as we are living in America. Your 
music must come first in your thoughts— 
not yourself—for remember, "Sweetest 
the strain when in the song the singer 
has been lost.’’ (Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.) 
A choir of just ordinary voiced singers 
—just plain folks—can take just a fair 
composition and, by careful, attentive re¬ 
hearsals, watching the little details and 
with good behavior during service can 
“put over” a finished rendition far more 
effective than a lot of noisy, cock-sure 
professionals. 
Well, there are numerous rewards for 
your service well worth these sacrifices 
and your thoughtfulness. First, your di 
rector appreciates you, because what can 
a director do if he didn’t have you to 
direct? Then there is the appreciation 
from the church and your own knowledge 
that you are doing something worth while. 
Under a competent director you can re¬ 
ceive much valuable instruction and ac¬ 
quaintance with good music. You are 
associating three or more times a week 
with others who are there with the same 
spirit and who are congenial. ' 
Read James Whitcomb Riley’s The 
Bovs of the Old Glee Club. There you 
will find his value on friendships that 
are made in such an organization, and 
how .the characteristics of each one 
lingered in his memory through all the 
years. 
Over my desk there hangs a group pic¬ 
ture of forty-seven men and boys of the 
Choir of Trinity Episcopal Church in 
Toledo, Ohio. This was taken in 1901. 
The late Charles H. Thompson was 
choirmaster, and every one of us boys 
loved him. Yes, we hoys look quite dif¬ 
ferent now, but what memories that pic¬ 
ture revives. Out here in Los Angeles 
once in a while, too seldom though, I 
see one of the old boys, and we have a 
dandy time talking over old choir days. 
“Now, what’s become of Paul?” and 
“What’s Roscoe doing now?” 
What’s my point? This is it: The 
choir is like a big family. You in the 
chorus are making your history now. 
You are forming associations and friend¬ 
ships that you will carry all through life, 
and later you wouldn’t take the world for 
those recollections. And, 1 m not a nun- 
dred years old yet, but that’s what I 
know to be true. 
The influence of the Church and the 
good music you have learned to love 
will always be with you. 
Just a word to the “paid” singer who 
is out of a position. Don’t be so “stuck 
up” that you think you would be lower¬ 
ing yourself professionally to join a 
chorus. You started out in a chorus 
quite likely. Join a good chorus until you 
get another position. It won’t hurt you. 
Your voice will get rusty if you don’t 
keep it working. A piece of machinery 
that’s been out of commission for a 
while takes a lot of greasing to get back 
into shape. But seriously, you had bet¬ 
ter join a good chorus where you can 
keep in touch with music in the churches, 
where you can keep your voice in trim, 
where you will be before the public more 
than you would by sitting around home 
or walking all over looking for a “job.” 
It’s quite probable that you might be 
learning something more that will be 
of help to you when you get your next 
position. Yes, you've taken money from 
the churches—now give some of your 
efforts. Those in the chorus are doing 
it. It won’t hurt you in any way. Think 
Here’s something more cheerful. Out 
of a chorus of about twenty-five mem¬ 
bers that I had eight years ago. in one 
year’s time nine of us got married. 
Some found their wives and husbands 
right in the choir. Why isn’t that a 
pretty good reason for some eligible ones 
to join a chorus? You see there is more 
than one bright side to a choir. 
Making the Hymns a Real Part of the Service 
By Godfrey Buhrman 
The hymns are at once the most im¬ 
portant and the most neglected portion of 
an organist’s duties. We have never ac¬ 
quired ft new position without first play¬ 
ing some hymns for the Committee: and 
we have never occupied a church position 
without receiving more comments on the 
hymns than on everything else put to¬ 
gether. 
The chief essential is a proper music 
setting. No matter how trivial the words, 
a proper setting may redeem them; no 
matter how sublime in thought, an inap¬ 
propriate setting will make a mockery of 
them It thus far has been a physical 
and mental impossibility for one set of 
editors to succeed in wedding proper mu¬ 
sic to every poem in the hymnal; tastes 
and ideals of men differ the world over. 
It is. therefore, highly advisable for the 
organist to make sure of the point, by the 
substitution of fitting music when neces¬ 
sary.. 
A proper music setting is one that not 
only fits the poem in accent and stress, 
but also—which is vastly more important 
—in sentiment and “atmosphere.” The 
plaintive setting of “Lead kindly light” 
would no more match the strenuous char¬ 
acter of “Onward, Christian soldiers,” 
than Saul’s armor would fit David; but 
we have in every hymnal many cases of 
just such misfits. The organist’s first . 
duty is to evade these pitfalls; his sec¬ 
ond is to provide a setting the melody of 
which shall never descend below middle 
C (and rarely go that low), nor rise 
above upper Eb. B’s and F’s have choked 
our congregations all out of voice; hymns 
are a silly waste of time if they are not 
sung by the congregation. 
Transposition is an organist’s best as-, 
set; for by it he can utilize many settings 
that otherwise should be forever impos¬ 
sible. Few and far between are the 
hymns that demand, or support, such a 
compass. The average man is perfectly 
at home up to D and £b; but unless the 
singing be exceptionally vigorous and 
responsive, an E or F is fatal, in our 
stiffened sit-and-stare Sunday Clubs! 
Tempi, at one time, were entirely too 
slow, and are so yet in many localities; 
occasionally they are too fast. On the 
average they are highly satisfactory, both 
for enthusiasm in singing and from 
interpretative aspects. There is no par¬ 
ticular piety in slowness,—at least not 
in this kind! Brisk, but not hur¬ 
ried; meditative, but not funereal; and 
very, very mildly rubato; but never un¬ 
der any circumstances accompanied by a 
miserable and exaggerated ritard on the 
last line of every last verse! Mediocrity 
is ever accompanied by exaggeration; 
therefore, avoid it. 
The organ should support, lead, and en¬ 
hance the singing. If it drowns it out 
f of hearing, outshines it in brilliancy or 
florid embellishments, it defeats its own 
purpose. Generally speaking, the accom¬ 
paniment should be on full swell, except¬ 
ing the most brilliant registers, whether 
they happen to be the 2', the Mixture, or 
the Cornopean, or all three together; with 
full choir, all but imitative reeds; and 
with the Great, up to and including the 
8' Diapasons and one 4' Flute; but ex¬ 
clusive of the 16'. 2', mixtures, reeds, 
and, as a rule, exclusive of the 4' Diap¬ 
ason (“Principal”). Such an average 
organ leaves an abundance of reserve 
on which to draw as the climax is built 
up in succeeding verses and gives op¬ 
portunity for variety in intermediate 
verses. It is perfectly- safe to conclude 
that, no matter how small the organ or 
how large the auditorium, the full organ 
should be much less than this full organ. 
In building up climaxes, the only guide, 
and, in fact, the only warrant, is in the 
context of the poem; it is the organist’s 
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*700.00 
WE TAKE pleasure in mak¬ 
ing the following offer in¬ 
stituting our new Etude 
Prize Contest, being convinced of 
the real value of a contest of this 
nature in arousing a wider interest 
in composition and of stimulating 
the efforts of composers. In this 
contest all are welcome without re¬ 
strictions of any kind and we can 
assure the contestants of a respect¬ 
ful hearing and an absolutely im¬ 
partial final judgment. 
Seven Hundred Dollars 
will be divided among the successful 
composers in the following manner: 
CLASS 1. Concert 
For the thru best Concert pieces for 
piano solo 
FIRST PRIZE .... $100.00 
SECOND PRIZE . . . 75.00 
THIRD PRIZE .... 60.00 
CLASS 2. Parlor 
For the best three Drawing Room pieces 
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SECOND PRIZE ... 50.00 
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CLASS 3. Dance 
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piece in any style for the piano 
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CONDITIONS 
Competitors must comply with the follow 
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The contest Is open to composers of 
every nationality. 
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ETUDE PR1ZECONTEST,1713 CHEST¬ 
NUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA„ 
“EOR THE ETUDE P 
page of each manuscript submitted. 
Plano compositions only will be consic 
ered in this competition. Do not sen 
songs, organ pieces, violin pieces or oi 
chestral Works. 
Involved Contrapuntal treatment of 
themes and pedantic efforts should be 
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No restriction is placed upon the length 
of the composition. 
No composition which has been pub¬ 
lished shall be eligible for a prize. 
Compositions winning prizes to become 
the property of THE ETUDE and to 
be published In the usual sheet form. 
The Etude, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers 
Please mention T 
duty to read, while he plays, every word 
Of the lines his orgafi accompanies, So as 
to be exact in his own phrasing, and re¬ 
sponsive in his accompaniment. Many 
hymns will offer no climax at all; which 
is very delightful, for the effect of a cli¬ 
max comes not from the climax itself, 
but from its absence for a considerable 
length of time. 
The pedal can be omitted occasionally 
for a phrase, or perhaps a line or two; 
the strings can predominate occasionally., 
and then the flutes, or the 2' and 4' reg¬ 
isters, or possibly the reeds, though they 
are very poor mixers with voices; all of 
which changes must find full warrant in 
a change of sentiment in the poem itself. 
Florid additions to the written notes are 
very rarely effective, not because they are 
not heard, but that they are felt too 
plainly. A whole-hearted enthusiasm for 
good congregational responsiveness is the 
best inspiration any organist can have for 
an otherwise dull and uninviting task. 
Unison Singing 
The men of the average congregation 
believe heartily in the theory of letting 
the women do the work; but it is not 
their innate laziness or indifference that 
is to blame, iot they are all naturally 
proud of their voices, and would delight 
to display them in singing. What sounds 
more exhilarating than a large congrega¬ 
tion of singing men ? Rather is their fail¬ 
ure our fault for expecting them to sing, 
either a high E or F which they cannot 
take, a bass of tenor part which they 
cannot read, or an improvised mixture of 
every note Under the sun, which they 
feel (also look) about as comfortable 
over as the lobster does over the fry-pan. 
The conclusion is that every hymn-set¬ 
ting must be transposed so as to make D 
or Eb the upward limit of the melody, and 
then have the choir, if it be anything less 
than a forty or fifty voice organization, 
sing entirely in unison at all times. Uni¬ 
son leading, medium compass, inviting 
rhythm, supporting (but not overpower¬ 
ing) organ accompaniment, and attract¬ 
ive, sturdy hymn settings will very soon 
induce the congregation to sing. 
Attack and Rhythm 
It is necessary neither to begin each 
verse with an upward look-out-I’m-com- 
ing roll, nor a high anticipated here-I- 
am-take-me soprano note, in order to in¬ 
sure attack; but rather with a straight, 
firm chord Stroke lead right off into the 
hymn-rhythm without introduction and 
without break. One of the strangest 
things about church music is the fashion 
in which this old bit of folly holds so te¬ 
naciously to the hymn attacks; we have 
never yet found one congregation any¬ 
where in the civilized world that secured 
any the better beginning for it. A little 
church visiting will prove this. 
The “fermata” (pause, or hold) is a 
criminal nuisance and an inveterate 
enemy of congregational singing. For 
example, consider the ragged edges of 
“He leadeth me,” Or of “St. Ann’s,” or 
of any other hymn when it is mutilated 
by frequent “fermata” signs; and imme¬ 
diately we hive warrant enough for dis¬ 
regarding them entirely in ninety-nine 
per cent, of their appearances, and for 
holding them out in absolutely strict mea¬ 
sured rhythm in all others. One of the 
real effective things an organist Can do is 
to tide a congregation safely over these 
thread-bare, clap-trap places with a 
strong, steady rhythm that seems to gain 
tremendous swing and impetus entirely 
by the disregard of these empty-shelled 
nuisances. 
A medium-length standard interval of 
time between verses will soon become 
felt, and enable a congregation to pre¬ 
pare for each succeeding verse with some 
measure of assurance that it will come 
when they expect it, and not, like trials 
and tribulations, at every other time. 
An indefatigable, never-say-die “amen” 
is an abomination unto mankind. Why 
say “amen” every time we say anything 
real good? Cultivate the habit of talking 
less, and speaking only the truth, and the 
“amen” is superfluous. What is more 
dreary and doleful on a rainy Sunday 
than to hear a congregation of half¬ 
hearted people and half-empty pews 
(mostly the latter) droll out a pathetic, 
panic-stricken, apologetic “amen” after 
each hymn! Please do not acquaint us 
with anything worse, for we, as yet, do 
not know such incarnation of wicked-- 
ness;—and we know enough as it is. 
Conclusion 
Why the minister should monopolize 
the joy (?) of hymn selecting is beyond 
our feeble comprehension. Hymns are 
selected by him for their words,—and 
then promptly and gleefully, almost tor- 
mentingly, sung by the choir and congre¬ 
gation for their music! Would it not be 
well, then, to select them from the same 
viewpoint by which they are to be sung, 
not read? As long as a minister knows 
not his own place, or is not able to fill it 
(which is usually the case with the med¬ 
dlesome kind), just so long will bad sing¬ 
ing continue, and good singing remain 
at home on Sundays. We would not ar¬ 
gue for the exclusion of the “dear old 
hymns,” nor for the adoption of many 
of the modem kiln-dried tunes that drop 
into our hymnals from the bleak and 
bare skies; a little homely melody is not 
a half-bad thing for a hymn tune, nor 
is tunefulness always to be condemned,— 
no, not even in 1917. 
Good singing, then, will come as soon 
as we prepare, not the congregations, but 
ourselves and our ministers. 
The Organist in the Small Church 
By Norman H. Harney 
'We may find occasionally that a young 
organist, as a result of exceptional ability 
combined with influence and good luck, 
succeeds at the very beginning of his 
career in obtaining a position in a large, 
prominent and well-to-do church. The 
great majority of aspirants, however, are 
compelled to begin their professional work 
in one of the humbler, though by no 
means less important, positions. 
Unfortunately, it sometimes occurs that 
a young organist, who believes his abili¬ 
ties entitle him to a more prominent place, 
permits himself through lack of enthusi¬ 
asm for his position to fall into a per¬ 
functory manner of discharging his du¬ 
ties. He believes (and in many cases per¬ 
haps is justified in the belief) that the 
people of his congregation, being unaccus¬ 
tomed to anything better than a rather 
low standard of church music, fail to ap¬ 
preciate his best efforts. He argues, that 
if they are satisfied with a class of music 
which can be produced with very little 
preliminary study, why spend the time, 
thought and energy necessary for the 
proper lendering of something more ar¬ 
tistic? 
Part of the reward of a musical career 
comes in the form of appreciation, ex¬ 
pressed or understood, and in the con¬ 
sciousness of having brought a certain 
amount of beauty and joy into the lives 
of others. It becomes quite natural, 
therefore, for a musician to give his 
audiences what he believes they will en- 
receiving contracts 
for very large memo¬ 
rial organs for Pueblo, 
Col., and Melrose Mass., 
the Austin Company is 
given another proof of 
its pre-eminence in the 
organ world. These con¬ 
tracts came after ex¬ 
haustive investigation of 
the field. 
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“/f All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together: 
The Right Size 
In the case of children and young 
violin students it is of the greatest im¬ 
portance to have the violin and bow of 
the right size. People buy suits, shoes, 
hats, etc., of the ^proper size for their 
children as a matter of course. They 
do not have them wearing things sev¬ 
eral sizes too large because they happen 
to have them on hand, or have bought 
them cheap at a rummage sale. When 
it comes to the choice of a violin and 
bow, they often reason from an entirely 
different standpoint, either through ig¬ 
norance of the injury done to the pupil 
by using a wrong-sized instrument and 
bow. or because they do not feel like 
spending the money for an outfit of the 
correct size, when they already have one 
which is too large or small for the 
pupil. 
We often see a tiny pupil struggling 
with a full-sized violin, and a bow which 
is six inches or a foot too long for his 
arm. thereby acquiring faulty habits 
which will cling to him through life. If 
the violin is too large, the pupil will in¬ 
fallibly acquire a faulty position of the 
1 b it hand and fingers. In the case of a 
child pupil the violin should be small 
enough so that he can hold the left elbow 
f.<r under the violin, and the fingers far 
above the fingerboard, in the same posi¬ 
tion as that of the performer whose arms 
are long enough for a full-sized instru¬ 
ment. A small pupil struggling with a 
full-sized violin will hold his arm to the 
left of the violin instead of under it, 
and will finger on the sides instead of 
the tips of the fingers. Also, because the 
length of the strings is too great for him, 
he will continually finger short, especially 
with the fourth finger on the G, D and 
A strings, thus acquiring the distressing 
habit of omtinually playing flat. 
A bow which is too long also leads to 
most serious faults. The pupil naturally 
tries to use its full length, and in order 
to do this he will be obliged to draw 
back his right arm and elbow, thus draw¬ 
ing the Ikiw out of parallel with the 
bridge, and thus spoiling the tone of the 
tip. I know many veteran violinists who 
bow more or less crooked when ap¬ 
proaching the point of the how, simply 
because they used bows which were too 
long in their childhood practice. The 
full-sized !k>w is calculated for the arm 
of the average adult, so that it can be 
diawn as far as the point, keeping it at 
right angles to the strings to the very 
tip. Some violinists of very large build 
and long arms, such as Ole Bull, have 
used bows of extra length and weight. 
The great point is that the bow must he 
exactly adapted to the length of the per- 
Thc weight of bow and violin in the 
case of youthful performers is also to 
be considered. Many a talented child 
has been turned against the violin by 
living made to struggle with a heavy, 
soggy violin, and full-length heavy bow. 
Holding the violin up in the proper po¬ 
sition is very tiresome to the youthful 
student, especially if the violin is heavy, 
. and it is also laborious to use a bow 
which is too long or too heavy. 
The choice of bow and violin, as re¬ 
gards size, should be left entirely to an 
experienced violin teacher. Age has 
nothing to do with it, since the length 
of arm differs so much in children at 
various ages. The aim in choosing the 
size of the violin and bow should be that 
the young performer may be easily able 
to play in the same position, as regards 
right and left arms, as that assumed by 
the adult performer with his full-sized 
intrument. 
There are thousands of young per¬ 
formers struggling with violins and bows 
of the wrong size, and acquiring habits 
(bad habits) of position which will cling 
to them through life, simply to save a 
little money. I have frequently had 
young pupils come for lessons, who had 
been playing for a certain length of 
time, and who, according to their parents, 
could not be induced to take any interest 
in the violin, and who were making no 
progress whatever. In many of these 
cases it was found that the pupils had 
violins and bows of the wrong size, or 
the instruments were not in good play¬ 
ing order. When violins and bows of 
the proper size and in first-class playing 
order were given them, the effect was 
magical. The pupil began to take greater 
interest and to make real progress. Even 
a good workman cannot make good prog¬ 
ress with poor tools, so why expect a 
beginner in violin playing to make any 
progress with a poor violin and bow of 
the wrong size? The slogan, “Anything 
is good enough for a beginner,” has 
ruined uncounted thousands of young 
.violin pupils. 
Conversely, the pupil should not con¬ 
tinue to use a small-sized violin when 
he is ready for a larger one. We some¬ 
times see tall, dangling, long-armed youths 
with half or three-quarter sized fiddles 
and small bows, which are toys in their 
hands, when they are fully prepared for 
full-sized instruments. A pupil should 
not use a small-sized violin a moment 
longer than necessary. An instrument 
of the size he is to use the rest of his 
life should be placed in his hands when 
he is ready for it. There is nothing more 
important than this. The mental effect 
of using a violin on which tones of full 
power can be produced is very great, 
and aids in the development of the ar¬ 
tistic nature of the pupil. The only 
reason why the small pupil should use a 
small-sized instrument is because it is 
mechanically necessary. 
The more limited the state of advance¬ 
ment of the pupil, the more perfect tools 
he should have, and not conversely, as 
many people seem to think. 
These instruments with which high 
spirits call 
The future from its cradle, and the 
Past 
Out of its grave, and make the Present 
last 
In thoughts and joys that sleep, but 
cannot die, 
Folded within their own eternity.” 
“All lutes, all harps, all viols, all flutes, 
all lyres. 
Fall dumb before him ere one string 
suspires. 
All stars are angels, but the sun is God.” 
—Swinburne. 
The All-Conquering Steel E 
String 
Since the publication in a recent num¬ 
ber of The Etude of an interview with 
Jacques Thibaud, the eminent French 
violinist, in which he stated that most 
of the best-known concert violinists, in¬ 
cluding himself, are using the steel E 
string, in preference to gut or silk, for 
their most important solo work, advices 
from all over the country indicate an 
enormous increase in popularity of the 
steel E string. A prominent Western 
teacher writes to the Violin Department. 
“I have constantly fought the wire E 
string, but The Etude interview con¬ 
vinced me that I was wrong, so I am 
switching to the use of the steel E, to¬ 
gether with my entire class of fifty violin 
students,” 
Other teachers have written in the 
same strain. Music dealers declare that 
their sale of steel E strings, and the 
attachment to the tail-piece, by which 
they are tuned, is increasing by leaps and 
bounds. 
The most trivial circumstances often 
lead to tremendous consequences. It is 
certain that the general use of the steel 
E string will have a very great result 
on the future of violin playing. There 
is not the slightest doubt that if violin 
strings could be invented, which would 
stay in tune as long as piano strings for 
instance, so that the violin would be al¬ 
ways ready for use—like the piano— 
without the preliminary trouble of tun¬ 
ing, breaking strings, putting on new 
strings, and keeping the violin in good 
playing condition, that the violin as a 
musical instrument would double in pop¬ 
ularity. Human nature is essentially in¬ 
dolent, and the trouble of keeping the 
violin tuned and in playing condition, 
deters thousands of violin students from 
keeping up their work on the violin, or 
from starting at all. 
As, in the past, the trouble has been 
principally from the E string, because it 
breaks and gets out of tune much more 
frequently 'than any other string, so the 
advent of the steel E and the contrivance 
by which it is tuned from the tail-piece 
solves the string troubles of the amateur 
to a large extent. The result will be a 
great impetus to the popularity of the 
violin, a large increase in the number of 
violin students, and violin students will 
practice better, since their violins will 
require much less attention to keep prop¬ 
erly strung. How often does it happen 
that a violin pupil will lose a day or two 
of practice because when lie takes his 
violin out of its case he will find an E 
string broken, and he will fail to put it 
on, either because he has no string, or 
from sheer laziness. 
I hava heard of teachers who will not 
recommend steel E strings to their pupils 
for the reason that they make a profit 
in the sale of gut and silk strings. In 
this I think they make a mistake. Pupils 
will practice better if they have a mini¬ 
mum amount of string trouble, they will 
also keep on taking lessons longer for the 
same reason. Putting on strings "which 
break in the lesson take up a good deal 
of the teacher’s time, as is also the case 
when pupils at other times bring their 
violins to • the teacher to have strings 
put on. The teacher cannot very well 
fm 
. 
»— R. SCHUMANN 
refuse such requests, although they take 
up much of his time. It is also to the 
advantage of the teacher to have his 
pupils get through their public perform¬ 
ances with as little string trouble as pos¬ 
sible, and this, at least, the steel E string 
ensures. 
The music dealer is foolish to fight 
the popularity of the steel E, because it 
will decrease his sale of gut and silk T 
strings, for the reason that what he will 
lose in string trade will be more than 
made up by the increased sale of violins, 
bows, cases and accessories, as a result 
of the decreased string trouble. 
Selecting Wood for Violin 
The shape, design, construction and 
gradation of the violin, and the loca¬ 
tion, size-and shape of the bass bar and 
sound post and other accessories of the 
violin once settled, there is little doubt 
that the tone of the instrument will de¬ 
pend principally on the vibratory quali¬ 
ties of the wood used in its construction. 
Stradivarius, Guarnerius and the other 
great Cremona makers of violins seem to 
have had an uncanny, almost supernat¬ 
ural, intuition in selecting wood which 
would give forth tones of matchless 
beauty. The selection of the wood from 
supplies of supreme excellence, to which 
they seem to have had access, appears to 
be the secret of the violins of Cremona. 
From what we can ascertain of their 
work they seem to have sought long and 
carefully for wood of just the right 
character. It was not an easy task, even 
for them, to find large supplies of the 
right kind of wood, which is proved by 
the fact that they would sometimes make 
splices, so as to use every bit of some 
precious bit of pine for a belly, whereas 
if the wood had been plentiful they would 
not have gone to that trouble. There is 
little doubt if the violin makers of the 
present day had a supply of the same 
wood which the Cremona makers used, 
they could make violins every bit as good 
as the best Cremona violins, for they 
are able to construct violins which are 
fac-similies of the work of Stradivarius 
to the most minute detail, from a me¬ 
chanical standpoint. 
The history of every great violin 
maker is a continual search for wood of 
the finest tone qualities, which will ring 
out full, sonorous, and bell-like when 
struck. 
Stainer, the greatest violin maker of 
Germany, had a genius for selecting ex¬ 
cellent wood for his violins. In his biog¬ 
raphy it is stated that he would walk 
through the forests near his home, carry- 
. ing a sledge hammer, striking the stems 
of trees to test their resonance, and at 
the felling of timber on the mountain 
slopes, he would station himself nearby, 
where he could hear the note given out 
by the tree as it rebounded from the 
mountain side. 
Some authorities contend that Stainer 
would have made violins equal to those 
of Stradivarius himself had he used the 
same model instead of the high model 
he employed, which violin authorities 
have long since decided is not the best 
for tone quality. 
A talent for selecting wood of the best 
tonal quality is the greatest asset of any 
violin maker. 
the etude 
A Concertmaster’s Duties 
Richard Czerwonky, one of the most 
prominent violinists in the United States, 
who has had much experience as concert- 
master of leading symphony orchestras, 
as well as a violin soloist and teacher, 
has much of interest to say regarding 
these three branches of the profession, 
in an interview in the New York Musical 
Courier. Of the duties of the concert- 
master he says: 
“The concertmaster should be the right 
hand of the conductor. He should have a 
thorough knowledge of the orchestra as 
to score, reading, orchestration and con¬ 
ducting and should be able at any time to 
take the conductor’s place should the lat¬ 
ter be unable to appear for various rea¬ 
sons. A concertmasfer should study the 
scores of all the standard symphonies and 
at all times be familiar with everything 
that i,s to be played by the orchestra. In 
some orchestras he holds many rehears¬ 
als, so as to relieve the conductor from 
some of his work, for a great conductor 
works very hard; particularly those who 
make the orchestra play and use it as an 
instrumentalist uses his instrument. Take, 
for instance,'a piano; this is l wonderful 
instrument! Now, how to play on it. 
Very few can get the soul out of it, 
although lots of persons play it. It is 
even truer with the orchestra; the con¬ 
ductor who draws the very soul from the 
human instrument is the great man. 
Must Be a Leader 
“The above mentioned duties of the 
concertmaster are not all that are re¬ 
quired. He must be, first, a very accom¬ 
plished violinist, if possible above the rest 
of violinists in that organization. He is 
the leader in his section—the first viol’ns. 
The other leaders in the second violins, 
violas, ’cellos, and basses, should at all 
times communicate with the concertmas¬ 
ter in regard to bowings, etc. It is not a 
good idea, as in many orchestras, to per¬ 
mit the various leaders of the different 
sections to have their own ideas about 
bowings and phrasings. This is the work 
of the concertmaster and should at all 
times be followed, unless the conductor 
has his ideas about certain phrasing. 
Then his instructions must be taken up. 
“The influence of a good concertmaster 
should be so great that his entire section 
will do immediately what he requires of 
them, following his bowings, providing 
they are reasonable. In other words, the 
whole section must play like one man.” 
Violin Teaching 
In regard to teaching he says : 
“To my mind, to be a successfu’ 
teacher, one must love this kind of work. 
It is very hard sometimes to know just 
what to do with a pupil. My idea is very 
seldom to treat two alike. I look at them 
a great deal as a doctor would at his 
patients—different diseases need different 
treatments. There is a lot of musical 
medicine for all kinds of violin diseases. 
It is up to the teacher to know just what 
is the best for each individual pupil. In 
studying a concerto I find it a great help 
to the pupil to tell him something about 
the composer, his life and activities. 
Absolutely necessary I find it to analyze 
the work with the students, play the 
themes for them, show them how they are 
worked out and developed and impress 
upon them always the fact that they must 
keep the accompaniments in mind and 
study the orchestra score, so that if they 
should play the work some day they 
would know exactly what to expect. 
Therefore, I find it absolutely compulsory 
that every serious violin student should 
study, first, enough piano so that he may 
be able to play the piano part of the 
works he studies—not necessarily master 
them, but enough so he may get an idea 
of what is going on while he plays the 
violin part; second, he should study by all 
means, theory and harmony, etc., so he 
may know the grammar of the language 
:-e is speaking. Although it is called the 
universal language, I always find it quite 
pitiful when I think of musicians who do 
not know their A B C’s; in other words, 
do not master the language they speak 
every day. 
“It is not always true that a great 
teacher must be a great artist himself. 
There are many great artists that could 
not teach, principally perhaps because 
they are ljot interested enough in it and 
have their thoughts too much on their 
concert work. I know of teachers who, 
while their pupils play, look out of the 
windows and study the life of the stree't; 
others memorize their concert pieces and 
so on, but I should think such people 
ought not to teach. They should leave 
teaching to those who make a study of 
this kind of work and are really inter¬ 
ested in it and obtain results. Take, for 
instance, great men like Joachim, Auer, 
and Sevcik. These are real pedagogues, 
and they have proven it to the world. 
Turning Down the Kaiser 
“Speaking of Joachim reminds me of 
the violinist and the Kaiser. The Kaiser 
asked Joachim to teach two of his sons 
the violin. Joachim replied: ‘Your 
majesty, I fully appreciate the honor of 
teaching your sons but I am very sorry to 
say that all my time is so taken up with 
talented students that I find it impossible 
to accept your majesty’s offer. Ever after 
that time Joachim was no longer a favor¬ 
ite with the Kaiser. Often asked why 
he would not go to America for a big 
tour, Joachim would say: ‘I would love to 
go, for I am very anxious to see that 
wonderful country, but I must not neglect 
my students. It would take all season to 
go there and I could never leave my 
pupils alone that long.’ The biggest trips 
ever made by Joachim were to England, 
where he was the most celebrated of them 
all. The music lovers of London pre¬ 
sented him with a wonderful Stradivarius 
violin which he treasured very highly. 
“Not enough can be emphasized the 
necessity.of spending a great deal of time 
on chamber music, particularly quartet 
playing. It is musically more broaden¬ 
ing than anything else. 
“The soloist’s career is one of the most 
difficult and most nervous ones. That is 
when an artist gives of his very best. At 
the same time it is very satisfying, espe¬ 
cially when an artist is appreciated. I 
lcve to play concertos with the orchestra. 
At the same time I enjoy recital work 
with piano accompaniments. The recital, 
of course, gives the art;st all the chance 
in the world to ‘show off’ in every direc¬ 
tion muL.ally, as well as technically. 
American Compositions 
“I have been asked many times why I 
play numbers of American violinists, like 
Spalding, Stoessel, McMillan and Hoch- 
stein. Well, I play them because’l like 
them, not because they are American or 
any other nationality. They are lovely 
numbers and I do wish very much that 
other violinists would look into some of 
our own music. They would be surprised 
how many lovely things they would’ find. 
Why always play the same old things? I 
cannot see it. There is a lot of good 
music written right here in this country. 
I would like to draw attention to a new 
concerto by Cecil Burleigh, which is very 
fine.” 
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THE ETUDE 
Running on Schedule Time 
You know everything must be managed 
with regularity. Trains and boats must 
leave when they are scheduled to leave, 
entertainments and meetings must take 
place when they are scheduled t< 
place, schools and music lessons must be 
arranged by the clock, and everything 
must move according to a fixed plan. 
So please do not think that the 
Bobby and the Metronome 
By Anna S. West 
” faltered Bobby, “I suppose it is” Poor little Bobby! What a dreadful Wes, 
,ke thing it was to have to count aloud to Well no' 
“keep time” in his music. “I just cannot funny little 
exception to this rule asked big sister Nar 
do it," he pouted, and he did not look a 
bit like the nice little boy he really was. 
"Why what is the matter, Bobby?” 
that is strange,” said the 
1 think it is great fun 
aloud' myself. Now, if 
petitions 
of order. 
When the competition is announced to 
dose on the twentieth of the month, it 
will close on the twentieth, and contri¬ 
butions received after that date cannot 
be considered. 
Please remember this, because some 
very good contributions come 
3 the 
which might have been prize winners metronome t 
“Oh, I just cannot count this old piece, 
that’s all,” answered Bobby. “I just bet 
you don’t have to count aloud as I do.’ 
"Oh, don’t I though! You just wait 
till you come to Mozart sonatas and 
you’ll see whether you have to count 
aloud, or not. Of course, I have the 
would count aloud until you get just the 
right time and understand what each note 
counts you would be all right. Just hear 
me count aloud now,” and on he went, 
shaking his long, funny finger at Bobby, 
tick-tock, tick-tock, one, two, three, four. 
Who Knows? 
1. What is a fife? 
2. Who wrote the opera “Thais”? 
3. Of what nationality was d’Albert? 
4. When was Weber born? 
5. What is meant by “Da Capo" ? 
6. What is a double flat ? 
7. What is a grace note? 
8. What is meant by Legato ? 
9. What is a cadence? 
10. What is this * ? 
had they been received on time. 
The contributions arc sorted out, and 
the successful ones sent to the printer 
the day after the competition closes, 
help me, but it is a great 
be a metronome yourself. 
: my metronome to-day for 
deal better t 
I’ll lpt you u 
a treat.” 
“What, that old tick-tack thing that will 
if your contributions arc too late, they never stop ]ong enough to let you fix 
simply miss the train, as it were! 
It is too bad, but it cannot be helped. 
Then another thing. If you make 
wrong note?” asked Bobby. 
’.‘Yes, but you must not make it tick s 
fast that you will make a mistake,” 
mistake or a blot u will Nannie, and off she went to get her 
have a I nntng a prize metronome. (She always kept it put 
if you rc-copy your work instead of away from her little brothers and sis- 
rubbing or scratching it out. 
This has been mentioned before, hut 
nevertheless a great many papers are re¬ 
ceived each month with actual' holes 
rubbed in them, and when neatness is one 
of the conditions of the competitions— 
well, you know what wc mean! 
Letter Box 
Dear Junior Etu 
ters.) 
“Oh, well, I suppose I will have to try 
to tick along evenly, just as you do, Mr. 
i writing to tell you that our club 
has knitted squares for The Junior 
Etude blankets and we are sending them 
I thought you might be interested in 
our club, too. Because St. Cecilia it 
, IU UCK. CUUUS 
‘Now then, said Nan, we 11 let tne Metronome Man,” said Bobby, 
metronome man beat time for you very “gurej that’s the way to talk,” said the 
slowly and I’m sure you will have a fine little man> and then he began to tick 
lesson to-morrow.” slowly and more slowly and still more 
Off went the little tick-tack, one, two, s[ow]y> and then—why then—in came Sis- 
three, four, and off went Bobby's little ter Nan again. 
lingers, one, two, three, four just as »why Bobby( wake up» gbe cr;ed. “I 
nicely as could be. . . left you with my metronome to help you 
After Bobby bad been practicing for w;tb y0Ur practicing, and you’ve been 
— hour he thought he would take a rest asleep all this time ;n that b;g armchair.” 
[Answers to Last Month’s 
Questions 
1. Bach and Handel both died blind. 
2. Chimes are large sets of bells, each 
one being tuned to a degree of the scale 
so that melodies may be played upon 
them. 3. Con grasia means gracefully. 4. 
Saint-Saens wrote Samson and Delilah. 
5. A madrigal is a secular composition 
for three or more parts, written for 
chorus, unaccompanied. 6. The national 
anthem of France is L’ Marseillaise. 7. 
A metronome is a small mechanical in¬ 
strument with an adjustable swinging 
pendulum used to mark strict time. 8. 
Dvorak was a Bohemian, died in 1904. 9. 
Harmonics are tones produced by lightly 
touching a vibrating string at certain 
points. 10. Trumpet. 
(Owing to an oversight In the July answers 
No. 10 should have read trombone instead of 
for a few moments, and he went over to 
the window and leaned his head back on 
the soft cushion. 
He looked tip at the metronome and— 
why—what was that on top of the piano: 
.... A funny little man, with a funny little |__ _ _ 
patroness of music, we call it the St. face, shaking his funny long finger back be was very glad that he had dreamed 
Cecilia Junior Music Club. We meet and forth. _ the queer little dream, and after that he 
,,ncr month ("r music and a short lec- Presently he spoke with a funny little really and truly did count aloud carefully, 
turr One half of the program is fur- voice—“I understand that you do not like and he found that it was not such a very 
nished by any pupil who has seven pieces to count aloud, Bobby. Ahem—is that hard job after all, when he tried 
“Indeed I have not,” said Bobby, trying 
to get his eyes open. 
He had just thought he would take a 
little rest you remember, and he fell fast 
asleep and dreamed that the little man in 
the metronome had talked to him. But 
ready to play from memory. I have 
eight violin pieces ready, and will give 
the recital soon. Each time we give a 
recital wc move up one point in the club. 
Everyone that has knit a square has 
their name put on our honor roll. 
Your friend, 
Lyall Edward Coner, 
Fairfax, Minn. 
n the right way. 
Once Upon a Time 
The Egyptians are conceded to have 
been the first people to develop music. 
No one knows just when the first music 
was performed or sung, but it is known 
that 4.000 years before the birth of Christ 
music was heard in the valley of the Nile. 
Once upon a time 
There was a little girl 
Who took music lessons 
But 
She did not practice 
And 
She never learned 
To play 
And 
Nobody loved her! 
Once upon another time 
There was 
Another little girl 
Who took music lessons 
And 
She practiced hard 
And 
She learned 
To play beautifully 
And 
Everybody loved her! 
A Medley 
By Minnie Olcott Williams 
That summer day was a Musical 
Medley in several keys. While kneading 
my dough in the morning, I was highly 
entertained by a Symphony from a road- 
machine in the neighborhood. Every time 
its deafening noise stopped and there was 
a is I was sure that some of die kiddie, 
playing about would utter a | of distress 
from under those noisy wheels, which 
with Ray, my husband, so fall away was 
no minor matter to me. La! how it did 
rack my soul. I could see nothing, though 
I kept a t lookout for hitb. The tempo 
of that machine was presto, the movement 
fortissimo agitato. I could no longer be 
Executing a run in search of the Bass 
Staff in charge of that instrument of tor¬ 
ture; with a quaver in my voice, I tried to 
hold theMajorand ask him to ~the 
road no longer but j3 j3 up the engine 
and proceed upon the even tenor of his 
Then, meeting a b refusal, tones could 
not express the measure of my wrath. 
With a whose > was not all har¬ 
mony, I returned to find my dough had 
risen to the highest pitch. 
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Junior Etude Competition 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best and 
neatest original stories or essays and an¬ 
swers to musical puzzles. 
Subjects for story or essay this month 
“My Favorite Composition.” It must con¬ 
tain not more than ISO words. Write on 
one side of the paper only. Any boy or 
girl, under fifteen years of age, may com¬ 
pete. 
All contributions must bear name, age, 
and address of sender, and must be sent 
to the Junior Etui : Competition, 1712 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before 
the twentieth cf August. 
The names of the prize winners and 
their contributions will be published in 
the October issue. 
“HAVE I IMPROVED THIS YEAR?” 
(Prize Winner) 
This question is easy for me.to answer. 
“Evefy day that we spend without learn¬ 
ing something is a day lost.” This say¬ 
ing of Beethoven has helped me very 
much. 
I have improved in my scales, the ways 
of producing tones, my fingering, my read¬ 
ing notes more quickly, and the greatest 
of all, I Lave learned to put my mind upon 
my playing instead of thinking of some¬ 
thing else. Sometimes I can hear the 
sounds of babbling brooks and birds sing¬ 
ing. 
1 have found out that success in a 
musical career is entirely up to the in¬ 
dividual, and that time is precious to- me, 
as I have many things to crowd into a 
day if I mean to do standard work and 
do it well. 
To improve the things T have learned 
this year will require courage, courage to 
do my best always. 
Ove Emerson (Age 13), 
Copan, Okla. 
“HAVE I IMPROVED THIS YEAR?” 
(Prize Winner) 
The question that is uppermost in my 
mind has been asked on the Junior Etude 
page. ' 
When I first started taking music les¬ 
sons I practiced very little, but now that 
the girls my own age are taking lessons 
1 am trying very hard to keep ahead. 
The word “competition” is one that 
stands high among words that have led 
me to try to do my best in music. I am 
sure that 1 have improved in determina¬ 
tion to make good this year. 
In the summer I would rather play out 
of doors than practice, but when I remem¬ 
ber what music will mean to me when I 
grow older I put the wrong thought out 
of irty mind and practice with a will. > -ike 
Pianette in the story I can play better 
than my friends, but for that reason I 
should work to keep my place. 
Therefore, because I have tried, I feel 
that I can answer “yes” to the question 
“Have I improved this year?” 
Mildred Bailey (Age 12), 
Greencastle, Mo. 
“HAVE I IMPROVED THIS YEAR?” 
(Prize Winner) 
After my brother went to war he sent 
me the new war songs. That was about 
the first of the year, and I tound that I 
could play only the very easiest parts, so I 
began practicing ani working harder on 
my music and now I can pick up a piece 
of music and play it very easily. 
1 also had a hard time with my scales 
until I read in my Etude how to practice 
scales, so I have been naming over the 
tones of my scales without touching the 
keys with my fingers, then playing them 
with my eyes closed. Now my scales are 
improving wonderfully. 
I think there is nothing that can cheer 
this sad old world, especially at this time, 
any more than music, and I intend to con¬ 
tinue my music. 
Inez Calhoun (Age 14), 
Wilbur, Ore. 
Honorable Mention 
Helen Holmes, Ruth Christes, Laura 
Burtt, Anna E. Karcher, Dorothy Patter¬ 
son, Reginald E. Ansmus, Mildred Traut- 
wein, Beatrice Weller, Dorothy Simonds, 
Frances Collins, Sarah Cover, Gertrude 
Slanter, Irene Sherman, Bernice Byland, 
Gorgia Robison, Susie Gallup. 
Puzzle 
(Idea sent in by Marjorie J. Techt, 
aged 13) 
How many kinds of characters used in 
musical notation can you find on this 
musical temperament? 
Weber Farrar 
Bauer Homer 
Ileller Tresscr 
Hollaender Tapper 
Enigma 
To my name, when you hear it, pray lis- 
It gives you the best of advice, 
For without it your friends and compan- 
Will find you not nearly so nice. 
I’m a square-built, compact litlc fellow, 
My complexion is certainly pale. 
I have a long list of relations 
In ascending and descending scale. 
In print I am seen very often, 
Though I rarely appear in you* books, 
And when you obey my injunctions, 
I* add very much to your looks. 
I’m not to be found in the water, 
Yet close by my side is the sea. 
When tried, if I’m true, I’m required 
To live in accord with the D. 
And now in the effort to guess me 
Let no wrinkles mar your fair face. 
You’ll be clever to name, yet to live me, 
Will bring you a' far greater grace. 
m. 
For 
An Make Ready 
Unprecedented 
Musical Season 
Peace—Enormous Harvests— 
Returning Heroes 
Will Bring a Rebirth, a Renaissance to All 
Lines of Activity in America Next Season 
lV/fUSIC, which has accomplished more during the war 
■1 ^ than even its greatest enthusiasts dreamed, will re¬ 
ceive an enormous impetus. 
TEACHERS, every moment this summer is precious. 
Part of every day should be devoted to the study of 
our catalogues and our new music, so that on the day the 
season opens you may have an ample stock of music on 
hand to meet the immediate needs of your pupils. 
W” 7E WANT TO HELP YOU in every way but we will especially appreciate it if you will write your orders 
and your requests for information as soon as possible so 
that you may avoid the rush from which the late-comer 
sometimes suffers. 
PROSPERITY FOLLOWS HUGE HARVESTS. This is 
U the greatest economic truth that has come down to us 
through the centuries from the time of the Pharaohs. Our 
harvests are now the greatest in our history. 
Write to-day and tell us the kind of Music you need most 
(Easy Grades, Medium, Advanced); thousands of teachers 
in all parts of the country have formed the habit of doing 
this each year at this time. They have learned the wisdom 
and profit of prompt action and the advantage of our “On 
Sale” “Home Music Store” Idea. 
Your order for the opening of text teaching season ci 
, „„„ ___ ___ Jn Sale” portion as we 
be sent to you at any specified date—settlement wher 
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
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NEW WORKS. 
Advance of Publication Offers— 
Special 
August, 1919 
Advanced Study Piece!.36 
Album o( American Composera.60 
Brahms' Hungarian Dances. Four Hands, 
Vol. 1 « 
Brahms' Waltzes, Op. 39.20 
Difficult Four-Hand Album.60 
Dsrld Bispbam's Album of Songs.60 
Favorite Old-Time Tunes. V. & P.20 
Finger Gymnastics. Philipp.60 
Introductory Polyphonic 8tudlcs.40 
Part Songs for Men's Voices.30 
New Indian Song Collection. Lleurance. .60 
Pedal Book, Bloae.60 
Pictures from Holiday Land. Slater.40 
Spaulding Album for the Pianoforte.25 
Standard American Album .50 
Standard Elementary Album.30 
Teaching Song Album.40 
Verdi. Child's Own Book, by Tapper. . . .12 
Settlement 
of Accounts 
Next Season’s Supplies 
Order Now 
Everything points to a busy teaching 
season for 1919-20. We knotv from years 
of experience that many teachers take 
unnecessary chances in the matter of pro¬ 
viding themselves with supplies of sheet 
music and miscellaneous teaching material 
and that much disappointment follows 
when, too late to get the best service, .he 
orders are sent in just when the music it¬ 
self is wanted for instant use. We, there¬ 
fore, urge all teachers to place their fall 
supply orders now. Orders sent to us in 
August will be filled as rapidly as possible 
and deliveries made in time to meet the 
needs of pupils when they begin work. 
This includes both “On Sale” and regular 
orders. Teachers who are not familiar 
with our order-filling system should ask 
for catalog and information. Our regular 
patrons recognize and appreciate our serv¬ 
ice standard. Remember, we are asking 
all teachers everywhere to make ready for 
an active season. 
Advance in Prices 
Have you returned the On Sale music 
you cannot use? In both the June issue 
of Tint Error, and with the June first 
statement, detailed information was given 
you ns to the proper procedure in regard 
to the return of nil On Sale music which 
had not l*een used nnd the settlement of 
all accounts. We are glad to say that 
most of our customers have followed these 
Instructions, but there are still some who 
have failed to respond. 
We wont to again emphasize the impor¬ 
tance of marking nil packages of music 
bring returned to us with the sender's 
name and address plainly printed in ink 
on tile outside of the wrapper for identi¬ 
fication purposes. So many of our cus¬ 
tomers fail to do this with the result that 
they are not promptly credited with 
music returned because we do not know 
the name of the shipper. I f you have not 
received a credit memorandum for music 
returned advise us at once, telling us the 
date on which shipment was made nnd the 
route by which it came forward. If your 
shipment has been received unidentified 
we may l>e aide to locate it, and if it 
has not liecn received we will advise you 
so that you can start a tracer or make 
claim on the transportation company if 
In view of the extremely liberal policy 
of carrying accounts for members of the 
profession for it whole year, we will appre¬ 
ciate that settlements which were not 
made on or about June first be taken care 
of at thin time so that we can start a 
fresh page for each one on our ledger with 
the opening of the fall season. 
Small orders receive the same pains¬ 
taking care given to larger ones. A single 
composition order is handled with the 
snme discriminating judgment given to a 
hundred-sheet order. We are : orrv to say, 
however, that many of our friends are far 
more remiss in settling small balances 
than in paying their large accounts. A 
chnrge of forty or fifty cents seems almost 
too small an amount for which to draw a 
special cheek. Great oaks from little 
acorns grow and in the course of a year’s 
time thousands of little charges accumulat¬ 
ing on our Iwoks represent a large sum of 
money. We will appreciate the courtesy 
of prompt settlement of these small 
monthly balances on receipt of the regu¬ 
lar statement. Very few postage stamps 
turn our very modest margin of profit on 
these little balances into a loss—something 
we fear too few of our customers realize. 
On the first of July we have been 
obliged to advance our prices on all of our 
publications. In the past year we have 
added 20 per cent, to the existing prices, 
but from July on we have issued a new 
standard price on every book we publish. 
This advance is not in every case 20 per 
cent. In some cases it is only 10 per cent. 
In some cases it has not been changed at 
all, and in others it has been almost dou¬ 
bled, but none of the most popular works 
in our catalogue has been advanced more 
than 20 per cent. 
We were absolutely obliged to do this. 
Costs have been increasing this year every 
month. We were in hopes that we could 
pull through without advancing our prices, 
but along comes the printer, and the 
hinder, with repeated advances in prices. 
The paper has almost doubled in price 
within the last four years, and the salaries 
also have almost doubled. In fact, every¬ 
thing in the conduct of business has 
greatly increased, so we have been obliged 
after July. 1st to issue a new price list, 
which we will he very glad indeed to send 
our patrons upon request. 
Part Songs for Men’s Voices 
By W. Berwald 
This new collection for men’s voices is 
suitable for Glee Clubs, Men’s Choruses 
and Singing Societies. Mr. Berwald’s 
work as a writer of anthems, part-songs 
nnd choruses is well known. This new vol¬ 
ume contains some of his best works. 
There arc some particularly good part- 
songs in it, all bright and melodious in 
character, suitable for encore numbers. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication ie 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Favorite Old-Time Tunes 
For Violin and Piano 
There is always a demand for the old 
Jigs and Reels and other folk dances ar¬ 
ranged in popular and playable form for 
violin and piano. This new volume will 
contain an extensive collection of the very 
best instruments and most used numbers, 
all easy to play on the part of both in¬ 
struments. A very desirable volume for 
tlie library of any violinist. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Etude 
Prize Contest 
We desire to call the attention of our 
readers to our new ETUDE PRIZE CON¬ 
TEST for pianoforte pieces, lull an¬ 
nouncement of which will be found upon 
another page of this issue. Our ETUDE 
PRIZE CONTESTS in the past have been 
very successful and they have brought 
forth a number of composers and have 
produced many desirable pieces. We wish 
to give the utmost publicity to this con¬ 
test, as all composers are welcome, the 
young and aspiring as well as the mature 
artist. In all --uses manuscripts are given 
the most serious consideration and abso¬ 
lutely impartial judgment and awards are 
made. We have been asked if one composer 
may be represented in more than one c,ass 
and we would state that there is abso¬ 
lutely no restriction as to this. One com¬ 
poser may lie represented in one or all of 
the classes. Piano solos only, however. 
Finger Gymnastics 
By Philipp 
This volume we are in hopes to have on 
the market in time for the Fall teaching. 
It is one of those unusual volumes that 
makes its appearance in the technical 
world only r.t long intervals. Gradus ad 
Parnassum was one of these works. The 
studies of Pischna was another, and Han- 
on's studies is the latest one. We thor¬ 
oughly believe that this volume by Isi- 
dor Philipp will also be epoch making. It 
is the most original work on technique 
that we have come across. Some of these 
exercises are taken from works which are 
neglected at the present time, by such 
writers as Dreyschock, Pacher, Stamaty, 
Bertini, etc. Others are by more modern 
writers, such as Heller, Saint-Saens, G. 
Mathias. Most of them are new. The 
work is not one for a beginner, and is only 
adapted to the earnest, hard-working am¬ 
bitious student. It is not a work that can 
be taken through serially, but should form 
a portion of the daily studi-s in technique 
of the student. Do not neglect to procure 
a copy of this work while it is at the spe¬ 
cial price. 
Our special advance price is 50 cents. 
Compositions by American 
Composers for the Pianoforte 
This new volume is very nearly ready, 
but the special introductory offer will be 
continued during the current month. This 
volume will contain representative works 
by some of our best American composers, 
past and present. Such pieces as— 
Caprice Characteristic, by Homer N. 
Bartlett; 
Blandishment, by Charles Wakefield 
Cadman; 
Toccatina, by Benson; 
Scottish Tone Picture,-by E. A. Mac- 
Dowell; 
Danse Bustique, by Wm. Mason; 
Triumphal March, by E. R. Kroeger; 
Concert Polka, by Lansing, 
and many others are included. It will be 
for an intermediate or moderately ad¬ 
vanced player, and is a real collection of 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid. 
Advance of Publication 
Offers Withdrawn 
With This Issue 
The works named below having "been 
sent out to advance subscribers they are 
now obtainable only at the regular prices, 
either on outright order or for examina¬ 
tion. 
“L’Art Du Clavier,” by Theo. Lack 
Which presents new and interesting 
forms of piano study of a technical yet 
elegant character. Every progressive 
teacher should make its acquaintance. 
Price, $1.50. 
"Sunny Day Songs,” by Helen C. Cramm 
Containing a dozen and one bright, easy 
piano numbers with words betw-en the 
staves, to be played or sung. Excellent 
recreation material for little players and 
singers. .75 cents. 
THE ETUDE 
Pictures from Holiday Land 
By Slater 
We will print a new volume by David 
Dick Slater, who has already had two suc¬ 
cesses along this line. He has been par¬ 
ticularly apt in these small pieces. 
Although Mr. Slater ranks as one of the 
leading composers that Great Britain has 
produced in our time, he has shown great 
aptness in producing pieces for children. 
Each of these pieces has an appropriate 
verse under the title. These also are orig¬ 
inal with Mr. Slater and add to the inter¬ 
est of the piece itself. The “Pictures 
From Holiday Land” are a delightful set 
of these pieces which we will produce 
during the summer months and have ready 
for the early Fall teaching; pieces of the 
second grade, containing not more than 
two pages each. 
Our special advance price is but 40 
cents postpaid. 
Advanced Study Pieces 
1 or the Pianoforte 
We are continuing during the current 
month our special introductory offer on 
our new volume of Advanced Study 
Pieces for the Pianoforte. This volume L 
designed to supply a wen-rounded collec¬ 
tion of pieces having a real musical value 
and at the same time decided educational 
features. They are pieces which are good 
to hear and at the same time excellent to 
study. A volume of this type may be 
taken up in conjunction with any technical 
course and be used to good advantage. 
Composers of all periods will be repre¬ 
sented. The pieces will lie of moderate 
length, lying chiefly in the fourth and fifth 
grades. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
David Bispham’s 
Album of Songs 
Incessant demands forced Mr. Bispham 
to give more and more of his time from 
operatic work and concert work to teach¬ 
ing. His wide experience and great art 
quite naturally have brought him innumer¬ 
able students courting liis valuable advice. 
We asked Mr. Bispham to pick out those 
songs which every • conscientious student 
of singing should have in his library, and 
then add a certain number of rare “gems,” 
such as those which have given originality 
and charm to Mr. Bispham’s recitals. If 
you went to this famous American master 
of Bel Canto and paid him personally for 
h! • services in selecting a list for you, you 
could not secure a better collection for your 
purposes. There will lie about fifty songs 
by composers of all nations, and the Eng¬ 
lish translations in many instances are 
being prepared under Mr. Bispham’s per¬ 
sonal direction especially for this collec¬ 
tion. The collection is rapidly approach¬ 
ing completion. Piano teachers will find 
this a useful volume to have at hand to 
study accompaniments and to possess when 
singers “drop in.” The advance of publi¬ 
cation price is 50 cents. 
Pedal Book 
By Dr. J. M. Blose 
This work has at last gone to press and 
will appear from the binder in a short 
time. However, we will still hold open 
the special offer during the current 
month. The work has passed through 
another revision in order to straighten 
out some doubtful points. We look for¬ 
ward for a very popular future for this 
book. This work is a systematic study 
of this much neglected branch of technic- 
The pedal receives more abuse from the 
average player than any other thing, in 
fact there has been no systematic atten¬ 
tion given to the pedal in our system of 
teaching the piano. The instruction hooks 
have rarely touched upon it. Dr. Blose 
has given us a work which we feel will 
go a long way on the artistic side of piano 
playing. 
Gur special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents, postpaid. 
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Introductory Polyphonic 
Studies for the Pianoforte 
The volume on counterpoint and poly¬ 
phonic playing, which we announced in 
last month’s issue, is one that has been 
somewhat neglected, that is the study of it 
has been somewhat neglected, or, at least, 
not the importance has been attached to it 
that it deserves. There are very few 
books that especially treat of part-play¬ 
ing, and there is no better mental drill 
than this. The literature is very scant. 
Outside of the Kunz Canons, and the early 
studies of Bach, there is very little known. 
This volume of ours will contain a definite 
course, commencing from the very begin¬ 
ning. It will be part original and part 
selected, and almost every teacher will 
find use for a volume of this kind. Possi¬ 
bly the reason that we have not more 
studies of this kind is that the great study 
writers, such as Czerny, Loeschhorn, Ber- 
ens, Clementi, etc., have sidestepped it. 
They have paid very little attention to this 
important branch, and this volume to a 
certain extent will fill this vacancy. 
Our special introductory price on this 
volume will be 40 cents, postpaid. 
Spaulding Album 
For the Pianoforte 
We will continue for one month longer 
the special introductory price in this col¬ 
lection. Mr. Spaulding’s work is so uni¬ 
versally popular that a Spaulding Album 
hardly needs an extended comment. It is 
sufficient to say that this album will con¬ 
tain the very best and most successful of 
all Mr. Spaulding’s intermediate grade 
pieces of the most melodic character. They 
are interesting to play and good to hear. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Difficult Fout-Hand Album 
For the Pianoforte 
Our new four-hand album is very nearly 
ready, but the special introductory offer 
will be continued during the current 
month. There has long been a demand 
for an album of this nature, and we feel 
certain that those who order any advance 
copies will not be disappointed. Both 
original duets and arrangements are in¬ 
cluded, but in all cases the pieces have in¬ 
dependent work for both players. Among 
the composers represented are Dvorak, 
Grieg, Moszkowski, Raff, Gottschalk and 
many others. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Child’s Own Book of 
Great Musicians—Verdi 
This is one of the most interesting of all 
the books Mr. Tapper has prepared in this 
fine series of practical lesson work mate¬ 
rial for children. Teachers like these, 
books because they provide something to 
show the parent actual accomplishment. 
Each book has a series of pictures for 
“cut-out” purposes, and these are pasted 
in their right places by the little ones. 
They put the play spirit in study as few 
other things could. The books already 
published are Baeh, Beethoven, Chopin, 
Wagner, Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, 
Mozart, Schumann, Schubert, which may 
be had for 18 cents apiece. Order one of 
the Verdi books now, in advance, and send 
only 12 cents. It will be sent to you imme¬ 
diately upon publication. 
Brahms’ Hungarian 
Dances 
These characteristic dances and folk 
songs are among the most popular of all 
four-hand music. They have character 
and originality, and are musically ar¬ 
ranged. We understand that Brahms 
arranged these dances originally for four 
hands. The other editions, such as the 
solo and eight hands, etc., are arrange¬ 
ments of this edition, making this volume 
practically original four-hand music. They 
are suitable for the parlor, concert, room, 
or for educational purposes. The Primo 
and Secondo are about equal in difficuitv. 
Our special introductory price is 40 
cents, postpaid. 
New Indian Song Collection 
By Thurlow Lieurance 
Mr. Lieurance’s “Album of Indian 
Songs,” published some time ago, has 
achieved remarkable popularity. Since 
the publication of this volume Mr. Lieu¬ 
rance has written a number of song suc¬ 
cesses, among them the concert song en¬ 
titled “By the Waters of Minnetonka.” 
This new Indian Song Collection will con¬ 
tain some of these later song successes. 
The volume will be prefaced by an intro¬ 
duction by Mr. Lieurance, in which various 
matters concerning the Indian’s songs, 
customs, etc., will be discussed. The vol¬ 
ume will be beautifully illustrated. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents per cop., 
postpaid. 
Waltzes for the Pianoforte 
By J. Brahms. Op. 39 
We are continuing during the current 
month the special introductory offer on 
this new volume of the Presser Collection. 
This volume contains 1G waltzes, which 
may, if desired, be played in sequence. 
They are highly idealized waltz rhythms, 
but each one has a genuine melodic charm 
of its own. In point of difficulty they lie 
chiefly in grades four and five. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Standard Elementary Album 
For the Pianoforte 
Our new Standard Elementary Album 
will be full of good things for the young 
student. It will contain an unusually 
large number of first and second grade 
teaching pieces, all printed from special 
large plates, and including some of the 
most successful pieces of the kind ever 
written. The pieces will be in all styles, 
including Dances, Characteristic Pieces, 
Reveries, Nocturnes, etc. It will he one 
of the best books of the kind ever pub¬ 
lished. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Valuable Rewards 
For Getting Subscriptions 
We have a great many extraordinary 
rewards to offer readers of The Etude 
for a little work in interesting new 
readers. Musical supplies, music books 
and albums and many pieces of useful 
merchandise are given to people who will 
point out the unusual service that The 
Etude renders to people who are inter¬ 
ested in music. 
For ONE Subscription. 
Album of Favorite pieces. J. S. Bach. 
-First Dance Album. 26 selections. 
Mathews Standard Graded Course of 
Studies. Any one grade. 
Three-piece Shirt Waist Set, consisting 
of bar pin 2>/2 inches in length and two 
small pins each one inch long; gold filled. 
Hanger Sets. Something new; collapsi¬ 
ble coat and skirt hanger; comes folded in 
small compact case. Can be carried in 
handbag. Indispensable on vacation trips. 
Lingerie Sets. Consists of a pair of 
lingerie clasps and two dainty oval shaped 
pins. Useful and attractive. 
For TWO Subscriptions. 
Concert Album. F. Liszt. 
Nocturnes. Chopin. 
Beginners’ Book for the Pianoforte. 
Theo. Presser. 
Silver Thimble. Sterling silver, heavy 
and beautifully chased. Any size. 
Manicure Brush. Fine horsehair bris¬ 
tles, twisted in wire. Can’t come out. 
For THREE Subscriptions. 
Seven Memory Songs. Tod B. Gallo¬ 
way. 
Choir and Chorus Conducting. F. W. 
Wodell. 
Standard History of Music. J. F. 
Cooke. 
Your own subscription FREE for three 
others at full price. 
Cake Knife. Sterling silver handle; lat¬ 
est thread design. 
Lady’s Silk Handbag. In black, navy 
blue and taupe. 
Teaching Song 
Album 
We have in preparation a volume of 
songs that are especially appropriate for 
teaching purposes. Every voice teacher 
has a certain line of songs which are espe¬ 
cially adapted for the formative period of 
the singer. The compass of these songs is 
not usually large, nor the intonation diffi¬ 
cult, and all difficulties of execution are 
avoided. These songs have a particular 
use in teaching, and this volume will be 
welcomed by almost every voice teacher. 
Our special introductory price will be 40 
cents, postpaid. 
Standard American 
Album 
This collection is one of the series 
printed from special large plates consist¬ 
ing entirely of pieces which have appeared 
in The Etude. Id this volume many 
American writers will be represented and 
the pieces in point of difficulty will range 
from grades two to six, with the inter¬ 
mediate grades predominating. 
An unusually large number of pieces 
will be printed. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Magazine Bargains 
Soon Gone 
Because the Postal Zone law has greatly 
increased the Postal rates for mailing 
magazines, it will become necessary for 
nearly all magazines, sooner or later, to 
increase their rates. July 1st a still greater 
increase in rates became effective. We 
can offer the following magazine bargains, 
but we reserve the right to refund your 
money if the rates on magazines listed 
have increased before your order is 
received. 
THE ETUDE . 
Peoples’ Pop. Monthly 
Reg. Our 
3$1.80 'nc 
Woman's' World''. 3$2.00 »r 
THE ETUDE . 
McCall’s Magazine ... g}$2.25 T5*T 
THE ETUDE . 
To-day’s’ Housewife ... gj$2.25 ’soT 
THE ETUDE . 
Peoples’ Home Journal Jg|}$2.45'loT 
THE ETUDE . 
Modern Priscilla. g}$2.75,ros'c" 
THE ETUDE . 
Delineator ^. g}$3.15 ’eoT 
THE ETUDE . 
Pictorial Review. g}$3.25 ’ffc 
THE ETUDE ..... 
gf}$3.25 "soT 
THE ETUDE . 
Woman’s Home Comp. g}$3.25 ’loc" 
THE ETUDE . 
American Boy. ;-§}$3.25'1or 
THE ETUDE'. 
Christian .Terald _ g}$3.50,7£" 
Send orders direct to 
The Etude 
THEODORE PRESSER CO.. Publishers 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Unusual Offer 
For Renewing Now 
To readers of The Etude who will send 
in their renewals this month, and enclose 
20 cents in addition to the regular $1.75 
subscription price, we will give their 
choice of the following (this makes th- 
total price $1.95 in United States and 
$2.45 in Canada) : 
Life and Works of Handel, Haydn, 
Weber, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Liszt, 
Wagner, or Mozart. (Choice of one, 
pocket size.) 
Standard Song Treasury, 48 Selected 
Songs. 
Standard Brilliant Album, Z7 Piano 
Pieces. 
Selected Classics, Violin and Piano. 
Beethoven’s Easier Piano Compositions. 
This offer is good only during the month 
of August. It offers 'an unusual value. 
We suggest that you bring it to the notice 
of your friends. 
Special Notices 
S3 ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WANTED and FOR SALE 
Rate 10c per word 
MUSIC TEACHERS WASTED for 
Schools and Courses; contracts watting. Na¬ 
tional Teachers Agency; l'MIn., Pa. 
TEACHER of five years' experience de¬ 
sires position as teacher of Piano In College 
next school term. Address "A," care of 
Etude. 
YOUNG MAX. experienced 
unterpoint, desires po> r&tfi1 
Ferrin, Independence 
Jute-.. 
ginning 
ANTED for the Culver Military Acad- 
Band, musicians between the ages of 
en and nineteen for the school year be- 
September, 1019. Scholarships will 
_ 1 to competent performer*. E flat 
Bass and E flat Clarinet are particularly de¬ 
sired. Only players who are familiar with 
standard music will lie considered. Prefer¬ 
ence given to those who double In string. 
Address Bandmaster, Culver Military Acad¬ 
emy. Culver, lnd. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
JSIC COMPOSED- Send words. Mann- 
corrected. Harmony, correspondent 
Dr. Wooler. Buffalo. N. Y 
CORRESPONDENCE HARMONY Mod 
era, with Important new features. Carl 
Hoffman, .XI West Aslunead Place. Phlln., Pn. 
OPEN FOR FIVE MORE PUPILS 
LESCHETIZKY METHOD taught by 
ALBERT WINSTON, Steinway Hall, New York 
Four and half man under penonat direction of 
Prof. Thcodon LachclUku 
A Striking Concert Novelty 
American Indian Rhapsody 
On Themea Recorded and Suggested 
By THURLOW LIEURANCE 
By Preston Ware Orem 
Price, 11.00 
This is the first genuine American 
Rhapsody—an attempt to idealize the 
aboriginal themes in a like manner as 
has been done with other national and 
folk themes. The result is a brilliant 
and forceful composition which has 
already received the endorsement of 
many pianists of note. 
THEO. PRESSER C0„ Phil*., Pa. 
An Excellent Violin Number 
Tambourine Ballet by F. P. Atherton 
PRICE 60 CENTS 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addrtsdng 
onr advent sera. 
THE ETUDE 
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Schools and Collo^^s <d 
MIDDLE WEST AND NEW ENGLAND 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE WARREN, OHIO 
A UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE OF MUSIC chartered under the laws of the State of Ohio. 
Grants Degrees of Associate, Fellow, Master and Doctor of Music. 
Enrollment Limited 
FIFTY-FIRST YEAR. Daily instruction in all branches of musical education. Known as 
“The School of Experiences.” Actual experience daily in branches studied. Daily lessons in 
technic, solfeggio, theory, musical history, ensemble. Public School Music. Faculty devotes 
entire time to school. Each pupil has daily, private instruction from a Master Musician. Ex¬ 
penses very moderate. 
Daily lessons in Voice, Piano, Violin and all Stringed Instruments; Flute and all Wood-Wind 
Instruments; Cornet and all Brass Instruments. Symphony Orchestra, String Orchestra, Mil¬ 
itary Concert Band, Chorus. Dormitories. Address 
LYNN B. DANA, President 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established 1867. J 
52ND YEAR CLARA BAUR, Fou 
Elocution MUSIC Langu 
Faculty of International Reputatior 
workPt Department*!!?Opera. P /deallocation and i department with superior equipment. 
Master class for virtuoso violinists un< 
EUGENE YSAYE Season 1918-19 
College Box E, WARREN, OHIO 
|\|ew England 
Conservatory 
OF MUSIC 
Mac Phail School 
BOSTON, MASS. 
r, Affommoditlou (or UOIo. 
806 Nicollet Avenue, 
ART, PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
68 Teachers Send for Free Catalc 
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 8th 
Minneapolis, Minn. of Music, 
cal Training 
Michigan State Normal College 
Conservatory of Music 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin 
and theory. 
Courses for training supervisors and 
teachers of public school music. 
Graduation leads to a life certificate 
valid in most states of the union. 
Total living expenses need not exceed 
five dollars per week. Tuition and fees 
exceptionally low. Write for catalog. 
Dir. CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
BOX <>, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
__a| Training appearance wiih orchestral accompanlr 
Address Ralph L. Flanders, General Manager 
BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY Send for hand.omVcaUlogue to tl 
One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the United States 4525 OIiv^St reeP's tT L^ui. Mo 
REX ARLINGTON, Director 
Courses Offered: violin piano,voice,harmony,HiSTORYQOFMusic!pauBuc 
--Xiiu SCHOOL MUSIC, LANGUAGES, EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART 
m desired. Address, Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers, 
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergart 
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What is “Popular Music”? 
By Norman H. Harney iSi^fsdrooI.-A and Colledes^^ljji 
If a music teacher were to ask one of 
his young boy pupils what he understands 
by the term “popular music,” the young¬ 
ster would no doubt rattle off with great 
glibness, the names of a dozen songs 
which seem to be on everybody’s lips to¬ 
day, and which nobody will be interested 
in to-morrow. On the face of it, this 
would of course be an entirely correct 
answer; but is it not a rather severe criti¬ 
cism of the human race to suggest that 
the music which stands highest in its 
favor, is precisely that which is most 
likely, in the great majority of cases, to 
descend very soon into the deepest ob¬ 
livion? 
Of course the truth of the matter is 
that the music to which we ordinarily 
apply the word “popular,” is not so in 
any real or permanent sense. The true 
popular music of the world is that which 
the people have taken to their hearts, to 
cherish and preserve and pass on to suc¬ 
ceeding generations. It is the music 
which has entered the lives of innumer¬ 
able men and women, and which has 
brought them joy and inspiration. 
Regarding the matter in this light, is it 
not a fact that the songs of Schubert and 
Schumann, the piano-music of Chopin 
and Grieg, the operas of Wagner and 
Verdi, are more truly popular music than 
the latest cabaret ditty, the newest musical 
comedy or the thing the rag-time player 
tortures from his instrument? 
This is not written to disparage the so- 
called “popular music” of the day. It has 
its merits, no doubt, and serves some 
purpose in the world. The teacher should 
not deride a fondness for it on the part 
of his pupil. He should rather seek to 
explain to him what the world’s popular 
music really is in the true sense of the 
term. He should point out to the pupil 
that it consists almost exclusively of 
music of high merit; music which has 
stood the test of time and criticism; 
music which wears well. It is the music 
which humanity has gathered to its bosom 
as a priceless heritage, and which it will 
not let die, this is the true popular music. 
What Not to Imitate 
Imitation is the sincerest form of flat¬ 
tery—at least, that is what the proverb 
says—but what do you think about it ? 
Indiscriminate imitation (regular 
tongue-twister, that!) might possibly flat¬ 
ter some people, but it might do a great 
deal more harm than good, especially as 
far as the flatterer is concerned. 
For instance (and of course we are 
speaking in regard to music) you prob¬ 
ably have a favorite singer or pianist or 
violinist among the famous stars, and 
you may think that one particular star is 
almost beyond comparison with any other 
mortal, and you “just love” to hear him 
(or her, as the case may be) in real life 
when possible, and on a sound reproduc¬ 
ing machine at other times. 
This is not far from the truth, is it? 
Of course every artist, to be successful, 
must have some personality to begin with 
and must cultivate and develop that given 
amount. But it sometimes happens that 
mannerisms are cultivated, and grow up 
along with the personality, which really 
should have been dug up by the roots and 
thrown on the weed pile. 
Nothing is so easy to cultivate as a 
weed, as you have probably discovered in 
your war garden; and nothing is so con¬ 
spicuous when it is where it should not 
be. 
Sometimes when you go to hair your 
favorite star you overlook the great 
artistry and the individual personality, 
but you are impressed with an unimpor¬ 
tant mannerism, and either consciously 
or subconsciously you imitate it, not real¬ 
izing that it is merely a weed. 
It would be well to think a little about 
such things; and if you notice some little 
way of doing this or that which attracts 
you, ask your teacher if it would be ail 
right for you to do likewise. 
Suppose a pianist has an attractive way 
of “circulating the wrist over the key,” as 
I once heard a certain motion described 
by a non-musician, do not imitate it unless 
you know what the motion means and 
that it would be good for you to try. 
Then some singers have a “thrilling 
throb” in their voice, or a way of pro¬ 
nouncing their r-r-rs, that when imitated 
by a young student becomes quite ridicu¬ 
lous. 
Remember that these heroes and hero¬ 
ines really would not be at all flattered by 
your imitation; they will even be bliss¬ 
fully unaware of your efforts. And do 
not forget that sometimes a great artist 
is great in spite of a few mannerisms, not 
because of them. 
Musical Instruments of Remote Ages 
By Joseph George Jacobson 
The origin of the violin dates back 
to a very remote age. It ranks among 
the most , ancient of instruments in 
use at the present day. As to the prin¬ 
ciple of construction, it has been found 
that its earliest form was not very 
unlike the modern. It appeared both 
with and without the frets. On some 
of the representations seen in stone carv¬ 
ings at Thebes in Egypt, there were some 
with and some without holes in the top, 
some with three, some with five and some 
with eight strings. These strings were 
made sometimes of sheep’s intestines, 
sometimes of linen thread and sometimes 
of wire. The neck resembled a guitar. 
The ancient name was kinura. The Per¬ 
sian kmura was played in the manner of 
a bass viol with a bow resembling a 
shooting how. None of the old violins 
had such an accompaniment as a chin- 
The Grecian lyre had seven strings. 
As it was very small it was held in one 
hand. The Egyptian flute was only a 
cow’s horn with four holes. The Jewish 
trumpets which shattered the walls of 
Jericho, were ram’s horns. The Jews 
had no other instruments but percus¬ 
sion instruments. They use a small tri¬ 
angular harp which was struck with an 
iron needle. The timbrel was the tam¬ 
bourine ; the dulcimer was a horizontal 
harp. We are told that two hundred 
thousand musicians played at the dedica¬ 
tion of the Temple of Solomon. Con¬ 
sidering that the Jews had no written 
music, the noise should have satisfied the 
ears of even our most modern futurist 
musicians. 
CONSERVATORY 
MUSIC THE Conservatory occupies a beautiful building de¬ 
voted exclusively to its own use. In the build¬ 
ing are fifty-one practice rooms, each containing 
a new piano. In addition, there are ten large studios 
and special rooms for Harmony. For recitals, ensemble 
work, etc., there is a Recital Hall, thoroughly furni.hed 
with every appliance for such work. 
There are sixty-four new pianos in the Conservatory. 
The Department of Music was organized forty years 
ago. From the beginning it was the purpose ol the 
founders to establish a Department of Music in which 
students might have all the advantages of the best 
musical conservatories in the large cities and at an ex¬ 
pense that could be afforded by all. That the fondest 
hopes of the founders have been realized is shown by the 
fact that the department has had a growth which has 
never been equaled by any other Conservatory of Music. 
The Conservatory is located so near Chicago that 
it must compete with the best work done there, so that 
Valparaiso students have every advantage that they 
could possibly have in the city and at an expense not 
one-fifth as great. 
Expert instruction is given in ITANO, VOICE, 
VIOLIN, THEORY, ETC., including the following 
courses: 
Preparatory; Teacher’s Certificate; Graduate; Post- 
Graduate (or Gold Medal course); Public School Mu c. 
Special features of the courses are the Department 
of Opera, Chorus, University Band and Orchestra, Lec¬ 
tures and Recitals. These advantages are open to all 
registered students free of charge. 
The low cost of all courses hrs not been brought 
about by sacrificing a high grade of instruction, but by 
applying business principles to the 
Cost of Living 
so that the most satisfactory accommodations for board 
and room may be had at $60.00 per quarter of 12 weeks. 
For Free Catalog Address 
Henry Kinsey Brown, President, Box E, University Hall, 
Valparaiso, Ind. 
Forty-seventh Year Opens Sept. 23, 1919 
PITTSBURGH 
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, Inc. 
OVER 500 STUDENTS IN ATTENDANCE 
Fall Term, September 8, 1919 
4259 FIFTH AVENUE - PITTSBURGH 
INTFR NATIftNAI musical and edu- I1N I CIMVA 1 ILtJNAL CATIONAL AGENCY 
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, CoU 
leges. Conservatories, Schools. 
AltoChurch and Concert Engagements 
CARNECIE HALL, NEW YORK 
Plfease THE ETUDE when addressing 
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riRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY 
y/ (28th Season) 
VIRGIL METHOD OF TECHNIC 
Greatest of all teaching methods 
RESULTS TELL 
Superior Instruction in Piano, Harmony, Theory, 
Public Performance 
Foundational and Advanced Courses 
TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES DIPLOMAS 
For Particulars, Address 
MRS. A. M. ViRGIL :: 11 W. 68th St., New York 
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
FRANK DAMROSCH, Director, “iStfSKW* 
’ but true 
rd to concert work, for special 
y being actively nwtociated ’with 
g Entertainment Bureau and hav- 
Id. Ithaca Oouacrvatory students 
mertca. Graduates arc qualified 
male In New York State Public 
course lor teachers of physical 
-unuaual demand for teachers 
country. Large School of Ex- 
id Dramatic Art. 
ll piano and organ, violin, singing, 
» p.treinenta Terms moderate. Catalog. 
THE REGISTRAR. Ithara Caaaervatory of Mu.ic, 
DeWitt Park. Ithaca. N. Y. 
o] 212 West 59th Street 
Complota i 
School Music, Theo 
THE ETUDE 
Schools and Colleges , 
SOUTHERN 
SKIDMORE 
SCHOOLOFARTS 
CHARLES HENRY KEYES, Ph D., President 
1 Studies. Athletic field. Non-sectarian. 
DEGREE GIVEN jar courses lead to B. S. Degree. Two- and 
ear Normal Courses command teachers and 
mer session will be sent on application8 
mer Session SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y. 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School (or Superviiort of Music 
BOTH SEXES 
^ Voice culture, sight-singing, car-training, harmony, 
^aTt\c^teac~hing?’’Gra(L|rate'8 hold Important ° ’’ 
53 MAIN ST.,' y POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
SCHOOL 
SUMMER Pifnists 
COURSE Accompanists || 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
SCHOOL FOR PARTICULAR STUDENTS 
EmbracinsC all Branches of MUSIC _ EXPRESSION — art — languages 
Public School Music and Teachers Trainin^Course 
FACULTY OF NOTED ARTISTS AND TEACHERS 
dormitory for girls 
Individual Training 
Which means to the student what per 
Sm^tarefh^ 
a P“YntntJ,oreaitr ““ ** “ ** °XhaUh^ZZTwhUe hie. 
Much Depends Upon Where You Go ar*si^U^SSu“n 
and about your own success in the profession you will investigate this institution. 
1 school building solely upon the success of its students. Its interests and yourr — 
Personal Attention 
Which keeps the management s 
faculty in -'—**—*. '—««■*■ atari 
f/honl 
LOUISVILLE, KY. J. Wesley McClain 
PEABODY 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
CONSERVATORY 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
Eastern Conservatory of Music 
OPENS SEPTEMBER 30th 
^ (A Department of Eastern College) 
DR. H. U. ROOP, Pres 
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano 
for the Study of Teaching Materii 
MONTREAT, N. C. 
July 10-25 August 6-21 Write lor booklet c 
\ The American Institute of Applied Music 
c\ (METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA 
HAHN 1VIUSIC SCHOOL 
| CONSOLIDATED WITH 
F*hii_,lif>s University 
I Unexcelled Advantages for Music Students. Write for Catalogue. ENID, OKLA. 
New York City 
m«, Stringed Instruments, Public 
and Historical branches 
Send for circulars and catalogue 
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean 
The National Conservatory of Music of America En3”thmye«^ns2Vct.°2C 
The only School of Music in the U. S. chartered by Congress 
JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Founder & Pree.) Ad. Sec., 126-128 W. 79th St., N. Y. City 
School of Music 
i SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE « 
INSTITUTE 
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC^IN THE SOUTH 
Ask tor BookietFREE.8 S-cfCBOxTlODAYTON, VA. 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
IN THE SOUTH 
Advantages Equal to Those Found 1 
Fall Session Begin. " - 1 
Catalog. GEO. F. LINDNER, Director 
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Gcorgii 
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS 
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St., New York City :s RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 
New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with UNSURPASSED BEAUTY 
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK 
No advance in rates and w ith the same celebrated faculty including Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, Aloys Kremer, Harold A. Fix Clarance de Vaux Rover, 
llluminato Mi.erendino, Frank Howard Warner, S. Reid Spencer, Mable Rivers Schuler, Mme. Clara Lopez, Helen Wolverton dnd othe“ 
DORMITORIES IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND PROPER CHAPERONAGE WITH MANY SOCIAL AND RECREATION ADVANTAGES. OPEN THE FNTTHF „„„„ c MAY SNTER ANY DAY. TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY WEEK. TERMS, INCLUDING TUITION, BOARD, PRACTICING' Off PUPILS MAY 
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND TEACHERS’ BIOGRAPHIES ’ 1 C ” ON APPLICATION. 
MEHL1N PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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Indispensable Foundation Stones 
By Edward Ellsworth Hipscher 
PHILADELPHIA AND CHICAGO 
In all the student’s years of study no 
teacher ever will have quite the respon¬ 
sibility of the one who lays the founda¬ 
tion. On this all future success must 
stand or fall. Because of laxness at this 
period many pupils must later retrace 
their steps and do much belated “prepara¬ 
tory” work before they are fitted to re¬ 
ceive the advantages of the instruction 
of the advanced teacher who undertakes 
to initiate them into the secrets of true 
Now, no allusion is here made to those 
questions of method, of execution, or 
interpretation, which necessarily vary 
with the viewpoint and personality of the 
individual teacher. But there are certain 
essentials on which all agree, which all 
good teachers expect of their pupils and 
for the doing of which the latter teacher 
will shower his blessings on the one who 
had charge of the early training of his 
pupil. 
First, accuracy in reading is essential. 
By this we mean that the pupil should 
have repeated practice in naming the 
notes till she is able to do so readily. Not ■ 
only on the staff, but also, as she ad¬ 
vances, she must be able to name accu¬ 
rately and with reasonable promptness 
any notes which may be written on the 
added lines above or below the staves. 
Mere reading by positions will not do, 
because herein lurks a large part of the 
mischief of later days. Unless the letter- 
names of the degrees of the staff arc well 
mastered there always will be more or 
less of a muddle in the pupil’s mind as 
to just how to associate the sharps and 
flats of the key signatures with their 
proper tones in the key. Then, too, read¬ 
ing by position leaves the notes on the 
added lines and spaces forever in a state 
of uncertainty. So, teacher of beginners, 
give much time to the reading of notes, 
and frequently recur to it that you may 
be sure your pupil’s mind is clear on that 
particular feature of her study. 
Secondly, see to it that the pupil learns 
to keep time accurately. And, for the 
average student—in which class about 
nine-tenths of the pupils of most of us 
fall—no method has yet produced such 
reliable timeists as the good, old-fash¬ 
ioned way of counting aloud. Insist on 
the counting being done aloud because, if 
the writer’s experience has proven any 
one thing more than another, it is that 
almost invariably the one counting in 
silence allows her playing to guide her 
counts instead of making her counting 
a guide for her playing. Insist on much 
slow practice, dividing the whole counts 
into halves by the use of “and.” Unless 
the beat divisions are very simple, often 
it is wise to change 2/4 measure to 4/8. 
This not only assists the pupil to keep 
the movement steady, but also, for the one 
who is inclined to go faster than she can 
execute the notes with neatness, it has a 
tendency to retard her rush for speed and 
to enable her to play with much more 
accuracy. 
Along with these things we must de¬ 
velop neatness of execution. For this 
nothing accomplishes results faster than 
the giving of little exercises (to the stu¬ 
dent it is better to call them finger plays) 
to be performed without the notes, the 
mind to be centered on the proper posi¬ 
tion of the fingers and use of their 
muscles. These studies may be original 
with the teacher or selected and memor¬ 
ized from the book. Make them short, 
then insist on their being done in the 
bery best manner. A one-measure study, 
repeated four times without a mistake 
requires concentration, is pot taxing to 
remember, and usually accomplishes more 
good than longer ones. One of these at 
each lesson is a good system. Then, ob¬ 
serve that they make use of their bene¬ 
fits when playing from the notes. 
Many young teachers have asked, “How 
shall I begin teaching?” Whatever else 
you do or fail to do, let not yourself be 
satisfied until your beginners or other 
pupils are accurate readers, good time¬ 
keepers and make careful use of their 
fingers. They must know, not guess, 
what are thq names of the notes. How¬ 
ever slowly they, go—and they cannot do 
too much slow practice—their counts and 
divisions of counts must be accurate and 
even. There must be no thumping from 
a stiff wrist; but they must draw from 
the piano a good musical tone by the use 
of the finger muscles with the hand and 
wrist relaxed. When these are accom¬ 
plished your future work, to any grade 
whatever, will be but a process of gradual 
development of and from these funda¬ 
mentals. 
Piano Sense 
By p. 
It is often a matter of very great con¬ 
venience for the pupil who lives far 
from some great center where tuners are 
hard to reach, to have the teacher rem¬ 
edy some little defect in the instrument 
and so to make the piano playable until 
the tuner arrives. Every teacher should 
know a little about the instrument so 
that trifling repairs can he made in an 
emergency. 
Watch a piano tuner when he comes to 
your house to tune ? Look at the mechani¬ 
cal make-up of your piano; how the front 
and lower pieces are removed. Qcca- 
onally a string breaks, especially when 
he piano has been exposed to dampness. 
The noise frightens the performer, he 
lumps from the bench and says, “Now 
I ve broken a string and can’t play or 
practice until the tuner comes 1” 
A child might miss several lessons for 
this reason, or a similar one. He can’t 
use the instrument satisfactorily, as it is. 
Often a tuner is out of town, pr top busy 
O. Prouse 
to come. What an advantage to one, to 
be able to remove a string. Practice may 
go on until your tuner comes to replace 
the Ad. one. Teachers, teaching in their 
own homes, or visiting their pupil’s 
homes have a chance for "acquaintance 
with their instruments. Once, when vis¬ 
iting a home, I immediately found the 
damper pedal seriously ill. Upon inquiry 
the young mother said, “I’ve been trying 
to get a tuner to fix it. The children 
won’t practice without it.” 
A batvhad loosened and worked off, 
leaving the pedal completely useless. In 
a few seconds, with the aid of the family 
screwdriver, the pedal was ready for use- 
“Easy enough to fix,” remarked the 
mother, “when you know how.” 
Another instance, in a doctor’s home, a 
key most used, refused to work. I found 
that one of the hammers, which are very 
close together, slightly touched the next, 
enough to stick. I twisted the hammer 
just enough to remove the friction. 
tOMBi V* 
CONSERmTORYyRuSIC 
PHILADELPHIA 
35th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 15th 
high ideals, breadth of^culture and moderate cost, combined with efficient management. th< 
COMBS CONSERVATORY affords opportunities not obtainable elsewhere for • compleL 
All Branches. Normal Training Course for Teachers. Public School Music Supervision Tw< 
Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras. Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania 
A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
A SCHOOL OF PUBLIC PERFORMANCE 
(Foot Pupils’ Recil 
bT.Vi.loic.lk: Ns Faculty: Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Pianc, 
A. Chesnutt, Voice; Russell King Miller, Organ; \vwiam ueiger, i«u». oac., violin, ana io auuiwi 
THE SCHRADIECK VIOLIN SCHOOL 
Organized, developed, and for 22 years conducted under the personal direction of Henry S 
dieck, the world’s greatest violin teacher. 
Under William Geiger, Mus. Bac., for many years Schradieck’s colleague, the school is 
ducted along the identical lines originated by the late master. 
All the assistant teachers are graduates of the school and were personally trained by Schra 
DORMITORIES FOR WOMEN 
n addition to delightful, homelike surroundings in a musical and inspirational atmo.pher*\ the 
itory pupils have advantages not afforded elsewhere: Daily Suiberviacd Practice*. Daily 
les in Technic. Musical Science. Theory. Concentration and Memory Training. Physical Culture. 
1 and Instrumental Ensemble and Public Performance. 
Illustrated Year Book Fnc 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Direct ' 
ZECKWER-HAHN 
PHILADELPHIA S-j 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphi 
ANNA M TOMLINSON 
Hand Development and Technic 
IYCEUM 
SflLRTS 
Conservatory 
Elias DAY, director 
“Definite Preparation for a Definite Work” 
A superior faculty, tearhing every branch of 
Music and Dramatic Art. 
REGISTRATION DAYS, Sept. 8 to 13 
FALL TERM OPENS, Sept. 15, 1919 
Address Frank A. Morgan. Manager. 
Dept. E 
600-610 LYON & HEALY BLDG., Chicago 
SHORT 
Pedagogical Music Course 
W By EFFA ELUS PERF1ELD 
i's&F 'sjjspE 
4 Melodic Dictation ^ j)»eU 
6. Ketetonp Use | 7 'mfc’^MclaUOD7’* u- 
1 *• “ 'ZiliZ&Z 
Price: $25.00 C..h $35.00 i» 
J Address: ELLA ELLIS PERFIELD MUSIC SCHOOL IHC. 
pT Tele*keae, Bryant MAT 
WESTERN CONSERVATORY ,H,",7«,TH 
ONE OF THE OLDEST MUSIC SCHOOLS IN CHICAGO 
Send for Catalog E. H. SCOTT, mHio»t KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adrertleere. 
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Schools and Colleges 
DETROIT, ILLINOIS (EL CALIFORNIA 
Detroit Conservatory of 
MUSIC 44th YEAR Finest Conservatory In the West 
Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best modern and 
educational principles. Renowned faculty of 70. Students orchestra, 
concerts and recitals. Diplomas and degrees conferred. Teachers' 
certificates. Desirable Boarding Accommodations. 
Fall Term Opens September 15, 1919 
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES 
Public School Music and Drawing 
THERE is a constantly growing demand for women teachers of public school 
* mu ic and drawing and many responsible appointments are open to graduates 
of the it courses as supervi sors or departmental teachers—positions which are espe¬ 
cially attractive as to working conditions as well as remuneration. 
The Detroit Conservatory of Music 
offers an excellent training for these places, and recommends them to its graduates. 
The course requires two years and in many instances credit is given to those who 
have had sufficient teaching experience, music study, college or university work 
which enables students to complete the course in one year. 
I he special features of the course are: Sight reading; ear training and dictation; 
methods: song interpretation; harmony; chorus conducting; psychology; practice 
teaching, etc. 
Examination Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address 
JAMES H. BELL, Sec., Box 7 1013 Woodward Ave.,'Detroit, Mich. 
D ETROIT J NSTITUTE OP MUSICAL ART 
"Strongest Faculty in the Middle West” 
A School which offers every advantage 
incidental to a broad musical education. 
Fifty artist teachers. Highest standards. 
Artistic environment. 
For Catalog Address 
GRACE CHAMBERLIN, Business Manager 
1117-1119 WOODWARD AVENUE - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Eaihu.... 
Public School 
Music and Drawing 
FALL TERM, AUGUST 29th 
^W^niversity 
(®/$ehool cfMusic 
J. L. THOMAS L. A. THOMAS 
Thomas Normal Training School 
Ettablithcd 33 Year9 
1196 Woodward Are., Detroit, Mich. 
MARTA MILINOWSKI, B. A., Director 
A Musical School with Colley Standards. 
School professional 
of icture Playing 
Individual and ela»s instruction. Practical work 
Sure employment.(or graduates. Send For folder. 
P. O. Box 582. LOS ANGELES, California 
MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC The feraKIunoIs'rsity 
Mas ran Lawrn Swarthout. Director Don,Id M. Swarthout, Associate Director 
“A SCHOOL OF RECOGNIZED STANDING” 
l.nr..ll:ncnt for I9IA-I9. 754-tke largr-t in the history of the school. Diploma and Certificate Courses 
MStaS? Mu,lc- Wc"ufi“t' CoursM Publi‘ Sch°°> .-a 
... , , sevEV7-Ee.yr« year will open September is, im 
Itia.rrn.d r .si..h.r OS..I l.tw.h.-. seal aa Address: ADA E. LINDSAY, Secretary 
Practicing Away From the 
Piano 
The painters had come to Dorothy’s 
house, and she could not get into the par¬ 
lor to practice. 
Suddenly Dorothy remembered what 
her teacher had said one day: ‘‘Did you 
ever try practicing away from the 
‘ ‘ ’ almost memorize a piece 
jou can think your scales. 
_ _them, and learn, the sharps a.id 
fiats and fingerings, too.” 
So, just for fun, she thought she would 
try it. She wrote down her new scale 
and practiced it on the table while she 
was waiting for lunch. 
The next day at school she practiced 
it again on her desk—both hands. One 
place bothered her. Where did that last 
sharp belong? She looked it up when 
she got home at noon. Yes, the new 
sharp was D sharp—it was the E Major 
Then Dorothy thought of the piece she 
had’ begun to memorize. She could re¬ 
member the first three measures, but 
what was the fourth measure? She ran 
to the music-cabinet to get the piece, and 
took it into the library. “Doesn’t it seem 
funny to see my tnusic away from the 
piano?” she said to herself, and her uncle 
heard her. • 
‘‘Dorothy, do you know what mental 
photography is?” he asked. “Get your 
music-writing book, arid I will show you. 
Now, how much do you know of that 
fourth measure?” asked Uncle John. 
“What r 
“I know three notes in the treble,” said 
Dorothy, after thinking a 
Uncle John covered up all but the 
fourth measure. “Now, pretend you a 
' going 
1 your 
thirty 
write 
BURROWES COURSE of music study 
Kindergarten and Primary Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
•>)U-S*ll.fw4 P.r.nl. P. Tudma. Claim are doubled bj u» of Ibis method 
Katharine burrowes 
HIGHLAND AVE.. H. P., - - - - DETROIT, MICH. 
Plsasc mention THE ETUDE token addressing o 
delight 
easier to take ‘ 
“All I have to do is to use my mind 
instead of my fingers,” she said. 
practiced so much with your mind,” said 
Uncle John, “but the more your mind is 
used the stronger it grows.” 
The next day Dorothy did four more 
measures in the same way, and reviewed 
day before. On 
ay she found a piece of 
the floor. “I wonder if 
of that piece,” she 
surprise she found she 
could remember the first two lines with 
scarcely a mistake. 
When music lesson day came around 
her teacher certainly was surprised and 
pleased, for Dorothy had memorized the 
whole first page of the piece, besides 
the scale, away from the piano. 
It is poor economy thus to save a few 
dollars for tuning when a comparatively 
small expenditure for the services of a 
reliable tuner three or four times a year 
will develop and preserve that sense of 
pitch, without which the most fluent tech¬ 
nic falls short of true musical interpreta- 
THE ETUDE 
What About 
Recreation f 
Are you taking advantage of 
these beautiful Summer days to 
relax—to throw of the cares of 
the work-a-day world? Why 
not spend an hour or two each 
day at tennis—winning a nut- 
brown complexion and a sound 
digestion from Mother Nature? 
Tennis 
Racket 
Send us four 
1-year sub¬ 
scriptions to 
The Etude at 
31-75 each, 
and we will 
send you a splendid Tennis 
Racket. It Is of the latest 
and most popular shape. 
The frame is strongly made 
and attractively designed, 
with stringing oi high qual¬ 
ity gut. Slade in Ii;' ‘ 
and medium weights. 
Given for four I-year subscriptions 
THE ETUDE at f1.75 each, without a 
with case for five 1- year subscriptions. 
Tennis Balls 
ship tov.namc-ts of the National Lawn 
Tennis A- sociationand has been theadopted 
Ball of the Association for the past 30 years. 
Given for two new 1-year subscriptions to 
THE ETUDE at $x.75 each. 
Premo Junior 
Cam 
is of the box 
type with 
universal fo¬ 
cus lens. Size 
of picture 
2 Vt x 3 X. 
Loads in day- 
light with 
Premo Film 
Pack, and all 
'is ready. Simple instructions ai 
Given for six subscriptions, express chargti 
Premo Junior No. 3 — Picture Iff x 4l4- 
Given for eight subscriptions,express charge* 
SEND ORDERS ONLY TO 
The Etude 
Theo. Presser Co., Publishers 
PHILADELPHIA PENNA. 
advertisers. 
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Chicago Musical College 
FELIX BOROWSKI, President Dr. F. ZIEGFELD. President Emeritus 
54th Year 
The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art in America 
FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER^ 15 
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists; 1, 
PIANO VOCAL VIOLIN 
RUDOLPH REUTER ADOLF MUHLMANN LEON SAMETjNI 
.  “ MRS. O. L. FOX_ MAX F1SJCHEL ALEXANDER RAAB 
HAROLD MICKWITZ 
EDWARD COLLINS 
KARL RECKZEH 
MAURICE ARONSON 
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR 
HARRY DETWEILER 
C. GORDON WEDERTZ 
VERA KAPLUN-ARONSON 
EDOARDO SACERDOTE 
BURTON THATCHER 
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN 
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON 
JOHN B. MILLER 
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR 
GENEVRA JOHNSTONE-BISHOP 
ELIAS BREDIN 
MAURICE GOLDBtATT 
LOUISE FERRARIS 
RAY HUNTINGTON 
ORGAN 
ERIC DeLAMARTER 
C. GORDON WEDERTZ 
HELEN W. ROSS 
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE 
FELIX BOROWSKI LOUIS VICTOR SAAR HAROLD 
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES 
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano) 
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal) MAX FISCHEL (Violin) 
MAUD F. DONOVAN (Expression and Dramatic Art) 
MINA MAE LEWIS (Expression) 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
HAROLD B. MARYOTT 
MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS 
REPERTOIRE CLASSES 
RUDOLPH REUTER ALEXANDER RAAB 
EDWARD COLLINS 
->$ 
BARTON BACHMANN 
TOE, BALLET, INTERPRETIVE AND CLASSICAL DANCING 
ANDREAS PAVLEY, MLLE. de VALMASEDA, MAE STEBBINS REED, GLADYS PRICE. All Orchestral Instruments Taught 
< FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES' — 
60 Free and 140 Partial Scholarships to be awarded Sept. 1; Application blank on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Post Graduation 
Class by the Mason & Hamlin Company. Conover Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Graduation and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable Piano C °mpany. 
1 11 Violin presented for competition in the Violin Department by Lyon and Healy. Free Public Recital presented for competition in the Vocal Department I ncae 
11 be competed for in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, before world-renowned musicians as judges. Opera Scholarships. Forty-six Diamond. Gold and Silver Medal*. 
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS 
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager (Next to Biackstone Hotel) 620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE j 
/COLUMBIA SCHOOL of 
L MUSIC 
Nineteenthseasonopens September 15,1919—B egistrationweek be gins September 8 
A SCHOOL FOR THE SERIOUS STUDY OF MUSIC 
Faculty of seventy-five eminent Artists and Teachers 
Every Branch of Music: PIANO, THEORY, VOICE, VIOLIN 
CLARE 
OSBORNE 
Free Atfuqntqges 
StafaifTorSm (Freg) 
Students’ Chorus (Free) -o,.. ...fa*. .1 *u fa.-,™™. 
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees by authority of the STATE OF ILLINOIS. 
Public School Music 
rs of Public School. Musi 
The Columbia Scho 
MARY STRAWN VERNON, Principal 
growing demand for Men and Women te 
ucrative positions are open to graduates or mis course as supervisors oi 
ese Positions pay good salaries under ideal working conditions. 
,1 AAncir- an excellent training for these places and assists ita 
lployment agency. 
by sufficient teaching experience, music 
thereby to graduate and secure their Di 
The special features of the cour 
Orchestra Conducting, Chorus,. extent 
r book free on request. Address 
ins through the School 
tudy. College or University’ 
a?eaMTth£dsVMr 
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 460 Ohio Building, 509 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO 
THE COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
AND DRAMATIC ART 
Kimball Building, Chicago, Ill. 
AMERICAN 
Conservatory & Music 
THIRTY-FOURTH SEASON 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, "President 
Karleton Hack 
Adolph W.ldi, 
H.niot Levy 
Chicago’s Foremost School of Music 
Located in spacious quarters in the new Kimball Hall 
Building in the heart of Chicago's Musical Centre. 
UNSURPASSED FACULTY OF NINETY ARTISTS 
Modem Courses in: 
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Harp, Orchestral Instru¬ 
ments, Musical Theory, Public School Music, Etc. 
School of Expression and Dramatic Art School of Opera 
in the country, supplies teachers for schools and colleges. 
A MUSICAL BUREAU FOR SECURING POSITIONS 
Many Fra. Advanta,es Excellent Dormitory Accommodations 
Thirty-Fourth School Year Opens Thursday, September 11,1919 
Catalog Moiled Free on Application 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY 571 K,MBALL HUX‘ 
WABASH AVENUE AND JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILL. 
Dr. Carver Williams, President 
irofitable ACADEMIC COURSE of high grade, of 
TEACHERS : PIANISTS : ORGANISTS : SINGERS 
Your Name Should Appear in PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY 
(S« page 536) The cost is small. The advantage is inestimable. 
Please mention THE ETUDE 
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Your Eyes and Hands, 
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An Exercise for Shaping the 
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ROGERS MARLOWE 
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Postage Rates 
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A Group of 
New 5 Noteworthy 
Music Book Publications 
Birthday Jewels 
ANI»i 
>e .that appeals U 
mber for the mot 
i;«2S»rtedv2 
- OR INSTRUMENTAL 
Price, 75 cents 
.new volume of little piano 
‘ verses which may be sung ad. 
irses are pleasing and of the 
to the juvenile. The pleasing 
>nth of June has the following 
Hurrah for summer’s glory. 
The roses are in bloom, 
All nature sings a story 
About cold winter’s doom ; 
If you were born in June-time, 
Now be you boy or girl, 
If you’d enjoy both health and wealth, 
Then always wear a pearl. 
of the book indicates, there is a 
r each month of the year with 
Paul Wachs' Album 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Price, $1.25 
A LL lovers of good drawing-room music will 
be delighted with this excellent collection 
of the most popular pieces by Paul Wachs. 
The collection has been prepared with the great- 
1, and contains the following gems: 
Balancelle, 
Ballet Mignon, 
The Bee, 
Echoes du Tyrol, 
pairy Fingers, 
In a Whirl, 
Italia. 
Les Muscadins, 
Madrilena, 
March of the Flower 
Myrtles, 
Pendant La Mazurka, 
Promenade Champe- 
Rosy Fingers, 
Shower of Stars, 
Une Soiree Chez 
Chopin, 
False Etude, 
Venetian Gondolas, 
With Lofty Stride. 
The numbers in this collection are chiefly of 
intermediate grade (Grades III-V), Wachs is 
one of the foremost French salon composers, 
and this collection is, indeed, a notable one in 
music publications. 
Album of Compositions 
BY WOMAN COMPOSERS 
Price, $1.25 WOMAN composers have made wonderful 
strides in the domain of art. There is 
a delicacy, a refinement and a tender¬ 
ness displayed in the compositions of woman 
composers. This album contains some of the best 
representative compositions by successful woman 
composers, such as Mathilde Bilbro, E. L. Ash¬ 
ford, Matilee Loeb-Evans, H. Chrctcin. Agatha 
Backer-Grondahl, Margaret Ruthvcn Lang. Lily 
Ruegg Button, C. Chaminade, Theodora Dutton, 
Lily Strickland, Marie Crosby, Paula Szaltt. H. .1. 
Andrus, Teresa Carreno, Amy Titus W orthing- 
ton, H. L. Cramm, Sadye Sewell, Mrs. Ord Bo- 
hannan. 
A novel and interesting program of composi¬ 
tions by Woman Composers could be arranged 
from the numbers in this collection, and would 
be ideal for Women’s Clubs, etc. By the use of 
biographies and other data an excellent lecture 
recital could be developed. 
Album of Descriptive Pieces 
E PIANOFORTE Price, $1 
? the characteristic style of the pieces, which afford a chan 
Comprehensive Violin Method 
O from the conventional forms of composition, this album will 
w to every pian 
aIbUm^cPo0S, 
of the average play 
__ . .. _ _ _ ^ i this 
various moods, pictures, scenes and occurrences. 
- indeed, unique, and the pieces are within the control 
„J~.. There is no end to the uses to which these numbers 
numbers could be put, and the collection should be in the 
versatile pianist. 
oral but the exmt p< 
noV££ 
a book which boos something toward lightening 
instruction. Besides the usual scales and exeroli 
duets for violin and piano, including many old-tin 
exercises are selected from standard works. In s 
minded appreciation of the young pupil's needs. 
1, the book, contains 100 « 
B 
Favorite Compositions 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Carl Bohm Price, 75 cents 
ilC supplies the kind of ma- 
1 is invaluable in teaching pu- 
demand melodies. Many of 
contain melodies so near the 
hey necessarily have become 
remely popular. The following is a list of 
contents in this volume: 
La, 
m- 
Polacca Brillante, 
Seguidilla, 
Shower of Gold, 
Silver Stars, 
Staccato Etude, 
Throwing Kisses, 
False Mignon, 
Vivandiere, The, 
Wanda, 
With Song and Mirth, 
Zingara, La. 
Presser’s Standard 
Orchestra Book 
Price of each part, 25 cents 
Piano Accompaniment, 50 cents A COLLECTION of fourteen gems that 
every average orchestra organization 
should possess. The orchestrations are 
exceedingly well made and are of easy or in¬ 
termediate difficulty throughout. There are stir¬ 
ring marches, pleasing waltzes, and reveries that 
will be well accepted wherever used. Each part 
is a separately bound book, and the following 
parts may be had: 
Violin I, 
Violin II, 
Viola, 
Cello, 
Bass, 
Flute (Piccolo) 
Oboe, 
Bassoon, 
Clarinet I, 
Clarinet II, 
Cornet I, 
Cornet II, 
Trombone, 
Drums, etc., 
Piano Acc. 
Music Lovers' Duet Book 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
Price, 75 cents AN album of twenty-six four-hand pieces. 
This collection is one of the best obtain- 
L able for general use in ensemble practice, 
sightreading practice and recreation playing. 
The duets are both original four-hand pieces and 
transcriptions from classic, modern and contem¬ 
porary writers. They are largely of intermedi¬ 
ate grade and well balanced throughout. 
Includes excellent numbers by popular 
writers such »» Sousa, Holst, Stults, 
Morrison, Lindsay and others. A few 
classics by Mozart, Schubert, Cluck, 
etc., are also included. 
The mechanical production of the book is ex¬ 
cellent, being well bound and well printed <>n 
good paper. When placed on a piano the pages 
lay well, and it is not necessary to break the 
binding as in so many cases with poor bindings. 
All Book Prices Temporarily Advanced Twenty Per Cent. 
Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth of the Publications of the Theodore Presser Company 
I a better opportunity of judging the genuine value of the books listed on this page we will f°f““ 
list in the selection of music, we have catalogs covering every classtfication. We will gladly send any of these gratis. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS. DEALERS AND IMPORTERS pUI| ADFIPHIA PA 
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET 1 iTlLi/AL/LiL,I IIir\y X r\. 
Ingram's l a\ 
I Sou 
!v£ola_ 
verainc 
FACE POWDER 
A complexion powder especially rtisttn- 
gul»hert by the fact that it stays on. 
Furthermore a powder of unexcelled 
delicacy of texture and refinement of 
perfume. Four tint*—White, Pink, 
Flesh and Brunette—30c. 
"Just to show a nroper (flow" ttae a 
touch of Ingram's Rouge on the cheeks. 
A safe. preparation for delicately height¬ 
ening the natural color. The coloring 
matter Is not absorbed by the skin. 
Delicately, perfumed. Solid cake. Three 
shades—Light, Medium and Dark—oOc. 
FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY 
Established 1885 
r S A. Residents, address: Frederick F. Ingram Co., 43 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich. 
Frederick F. Ingram Co., Windsor, Canada 
Alice Brady 
in “Marie Ltd." 
Oct. 30, 1917 
F. F. INGRAM CO. 
\ well-kept complexion is, of course, 
* necessity to one who faces the 
merciless camera in daily photoplay 
work. So naturally, I must be 
positive that 1 have the correct 
cream to use. No other cream could 
win me from Ingram's Milkweed 
Cream because it has properties that 
keep the texture of the skin fine and 
smooth and in proper condition all 
of the time, as well as being soften¬ 
ing and cleansing. I am most 
appreciative of it. 
G&-tg. 
seems that talk over the 
s going to terminate in a 
of temper. Alice with her 
his. is apparently hent on 
the trouble. Bur the 
are that she is the cause 
Select 
Photoplay 
Inc/fam's 
Milkweed 
Cream 
Charming complexions like fine teeth are largely a matter of 
proper care. Not only does the skin need to be kept well cleansed 
and soft but it also needs to be kept toned up and healthful. 
In combination with its cleansing and softening properties, Ingram’s Milkweed 
Cream has a distinctive therapeutic quality which gently tones up the skin and 
brings health to the tissues. Its daily use will protect and imnrove your com¬ 
plexion. Get a jar today and begin its use night and morning. Since 1885 there’s 
been nothing “just as good.” Take no other. 
Buy it in either SOc or $1.00 Size 
I enclose 6 two-cent stamps jn return lor 
which send me your Guest Room Package 
containing Ingram’s Milkweed Cream, 
Rouge, Face. Powder, Zodenta Tooth 
Powder and Ingram’s Perfume in Guest 
Room Sizes. 
Or, sample of Milkweed Cream, Rouge, 
or Velveola Souveraine Face Powder mailed 
free on receipt of > postage stamp. 
Coupon 
